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CHAPTER 1. THE PROJECT

USDI-National Park Service Guideline NPS-18, August 23, 1979, directs that

Pire Management Plans will be developed for all areas of the National Park
System having natural resources capable of burning.

In 1979, William 3. Anderson, then headquartered in USDI-National Park
Service's North Atlantic Regional Office, contacted USDA-Forest Service's
Northeastern Area State and Private Forestry office, Broomall,
Pennsylvania, concerning feasibility of the Forest Service gathering fire
management data and assisting in the development of fire management plans
for Acadia National Park, Maine and Cape Cod National Seashore,
Massachusetts. The Forest Service's Fire Protection Staff Group in

Broomall agreed to undertake this project. Authorities cited to perform
this work are:

1) Interchange Agreement Between National Park Service and

Forest Service - December 1, 1975 (Appendix A)

2) USDI-National Park Service Special Directive 77-4 -

March 1, 1978 (Appendix B)

On September 28, 1979, National Park Service issued a purchase order
covering fire management studies for the Acadia and Cape Cod Projects.
Under the terms of the purchase order the Forest Service agreed to:

1. Prepare descriptive data on fire-related conditions including:

a. Climatic patterns
b. Wildland fuels inventory

2. Determine historical and ecological role of natural and man-caused fires.

3. Determine effects of fires.

Forest Service responsibilities in the fire planning effort are concerned
primarily with data collection and evaluation. Chapter 16 of Guideline
NPS-18 was used as a guide in conducting the studies. USDI-National Park
Service will develop the fire management plans with some assistance from
the Forest Service. The plans will be developed according to guidelines
contained in Chapter 7 of NPS-18. The plans are intended to be a section
of each unit's overall Natural Resources Management Plan.

Jack Horton of USFS, Broomall , PA was assigned to coordinate the Forest
Service role in the projects . Dr. William Patterson of the Department of
Forestry and Wildlife Management, University of Massachusetts , Amherst,
Massachusetts was hired to supervise a data collection crew during the

1980 field season. A cooperative agreement was subsequently executed be-
tween the University of Massachusetts and the Forest Service. Dr. Patterson
has continued to work with the Forest Service in data collection, eva-
luation and report writing phases of the projects under the terms of this

Agreement

.

This report deals only with Acadia National Park. Cape Cod National
Seashore will be covered in a separate report

.
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CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEW

2.1. The Park

Acadia National Park lies in Hancock and Knox Counties on the eastern

coast of Maine. Butcher ( 1977 ) , in his 'Field Guide to Acadia National
Park j Maine' states that President Woodrow Wilson accepted certain lands as

gifts in 1916 and proclaimed the establishment of Sieur de Monts National
Monument. Three years later Congress authorized redesignation of the

Monument to Lafayette National Park, the first such park east of the

Mississippi River. The* name of the Park was changed to Acadia in 1929.

Today the Park encompasses approximately 35,000 acres (14,000 ha) in three

primary units:

Mt. Desert Island 30,000 acres (12,000 ha)
Isle au Haut 3,000 acres (1,200 ha)

Schoodic Peninsula 2,000 acres (800 ha)

There are other small, isolated areas in National Park Service ownership
located an several small islands.

Fire management data were collected from the above three units of the Park.

These units are described below.

2.1.1. Mt. Desert Island

Mt. Desert Island is approximately 108 square miles (281 km? ) in land area,

of which about 47 square miles (122 km^ ) cr 47% of the Island are in NP5
ownership. The Island lies between 44'13' and 44' 27

' North Latitude;
63*20' and 68*26' West Longitude. Elevations range from sea level to
1530-foot (466-m) Cadillac Mountain.

Mt. Desert Island is well roaded with primary' and secondary roads. There
is an extensive network of carriage paths which are driveable. Many of
these roads are gated to the public but may be utilized by NPS for admin-
istration and protection purposes. An extensive trail system also provides
access to the Park by foot

.

2.1.2. Isle au Haut

Isle au Haut is located about 6h miles (10 km) east of Stonington, Maine in

the Gulf of Maine (Atlantic Ocean). The Island is located between 44' 00

'

and 44'05' North Latitude; 68'38' West Longitude. Elevations range from
sea level to 543-foot (163-m) Mt . Champlain. About one-half of the Island
is in NPS ownership.

Isle au Haut is the only settlement on the Island. NPS operates a

seasonal ranger station near the community.

Transportation to the Island is by boat. A road, which generally follows
close to the shoreline, encompasses the Island. Trails provide additional
access.
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2.1.3. Schoodic Peninsula

Schoodic Peninsula is located on the eastern shore of Frenchman Bay.

NPS ownership is concentrated near the southern tip of the Peninsula in the

vicinity of 44' 20' North Latitude; 68' OS' Vest Longitude. Elevation in the

Park ranges from sea level to 440 feet (134 m) on Schoodic Head.

The small settlements of Winter Harbor, Prospect Harbor, and Corea lie in
northerly directions from the Park. A U.S. Naval installation is situated
near the southern tip of the Peninsula. NPS operates a seasonal ranger
station near the southern tip of the Peninsula.

Paved and unpaved roads permit adequate access for fire protection pur-
poses.

2.2. Landform

Landforms in Acadia consist of a series of separate north-south oriented
ridges with deep U-shaped valleys between. The deeper depressions are

filled with water. Somes Sound contains one of these valleys, and is
the only fjord on the Atlantic Coast of the United States (Butcher 1977).

North, and northwest exposures of major mountain ridges tend to slope

gently, becoming arched or rounded near the top. South and southeastern
exposures tend to be steep, sharply cut, step-like profiles. Cadillac
Mountain televation 1530 feet (466 m)} is the highest point in the park.

Movement of continents , volcanic activity, and at least four major glaciers
have played a role in the development of Acadia landforms . Butcher (1977)
presents an excellent overview of their development. This publication is

sold in the Park.

Soils are discussed in Chapter 7 of this report

.

2.3. Climate

Acadia National Park lies in a region of cool moist climate. Temperatures
at Bar Harbor range from -16 'F (-9'C) in winter to lOS'F (41'C) in

summer with a mean annual temperature over the 41-year period 1940-1980 of
approximately 46 'F (8'C). Precipitation over this period averaged about 49
inches (123 cm) annually; snowfall about 5 feet (1.5 m). Due to the close
proximity of Acadia National Park to the Atlantic Ocean and the location
of the park with respect to southerly to southwesterly winds, fog near the
coast is common.

National Park Service weather records for Bar Harbor were studied for
the 41-year period 1940-1980 . NPS weather observations are submitted to
National Weather Service.

Weather records for the years 1969-1973 were used to compute National
Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) indices from McFarland weather station
observations. Climate is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The NFDRS
indices and their implications are discussed in Chapter 8.

2-2
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2.4. Vegetation

Spruce-fir forests are common in Acadia National Park. Red spruce

(Picea rubens ) is the predominant species and occurs throughout the

Park. White spruce (Picea glauca ) occurs primarily along the shoreline but

can also be found in other localities, especially in exposed areas sub-
jected to strong moisture-laden winds. Black spruce (Picea mariana ) occurs
in bog areas in association with eastern larch (Larix laricina ) . Balsam
fir (Abies balsamea ) is common in the Park but is less prevalent than

spruce

.

Other coniferous species occur in scattered patches in the Park. These

include jack pine (Pinus banksi ana ) , red pine ( Pinus resinosa ) , pitch pine

(Pinus rigida j , eastern white pine ( Pinus strobus ) , northern white cedar

( Thuja occidentalis ) , eastern hemlock ( Tsuga canadensis ) . Northern hard-
woods [beech (Fagus grandifolia ) , yellow birch ( Betula alleghaniensis )

,

sugar maple (Acer saccharum )] . Other hardwoods [especially aspen ( Populus
tremuloides and P. grandidentata ) , paper birch ( Betula papyri fera ) and gray

birch (B. populifolia )} are quite abundant in areas burned by the

Bar Harbor fire of 1947.

Davis (1961) concluded in his studies of the spruce-fir forests in coastal
Maine that the cool, moist, maritime influence is more responsible for
spruce-fir distribution in Maine than are soil conditions and bedrock.
Abundant and well distributed precipitation and the 44' northerly latitude
provide the moisture and cool temperatures for the development of the
spruce-fir type. Moore and Taylor (1927 ) indicate spruce may be a climax
species on Mt. Desert Island.

Fire appears to have played a major role in the vegetation. Downed woody

fuels reach heavy concentrations in a few locations in the Park (e.g.,

Otter Point). Spruce, which is a shallow-rooted species, is subject to

blowdown. Dense tree canopies can support destructive wildfires during
droughts and at other times when weather factors combine to present adverse
burning conditions. Downed fuels inventories and biomass studies were con-
ducted during the study. Results are discussed in Chapter 5.

Several books and NPS publications discuss the vegetation present in Acadia
National Park. Some of the more common species of trees, shrubs,
wildflowers , ferns, mosses, lichens, etc. are discussed in layman's terms

by Butcher (1977). Moore and Taylor's Vegetation of Mt . Desert Island
discusses vegetation in detail. Davis (1961) studied stands in five loca-

tions on Mt . Desert Island. He tabulates tree stand characteristics
including trees, bryophytes , lichens, etc.

2.5

.

Fauna

Numerous species of birds, mammals (land and sea), reptiles, amphibians

,

insects, fish (fresh and salt water) are present in Acadia National Park

and adjacent coastal waters. Butcher (1977) discusses species that

inhabit the Park and adjacent coastal waters. Davis (1961) studied birds,

amphibians, reptiles, mammals, Carabidae and presented data concerning
their abundance.
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Site specific effects of fire on Acadia fauna are not available. Most of
the extensive literature on fire deals with its effects on plants and soil.

Pew studies are quantitative, have adequate controls, and/or have been
carried on long enough to assess the effects- of a particular fire on birds
and mammals. There are virtually no data on how varying the properties of
fire will effect wildlife (Bendell 1974).

Wildlife populations may respond in a variety of ways to disturbance by

fire. Often there is remarkably little change in populations despite wide
fluctuations in the environment (Bendell 1974).

2.6. Recreation

Acadia National Park is heavily used by tourists. Use is heaviest between
Memorial Day and Labor Day weekends, dropping rapidly after this time. In

1980 use was estimated at more than three million visitors.

A variety of recreational pursuits is available in and adjacent to the

Park. MPS maintains developed campgrounds at Otter Point and Seawall on

Mt. Desert Island and at Duck Harbor on Isle au Haut . Picnic areas are
located near Jackson Laboratory south of Bar Harbor and at Pretty Marsh on

the western shore of Mt. Desert Island. A small picnic area is located
adjacent to the ranger station on Isle au Haut and at Fraser Point on
Schoodic Peninsula. Many privately operated campgrounds and motels are

operated on Mt. Desert Island.

NPS operates a visitor center at Hulls Cove where the public can view
displays , obtain information and purchase publications.

•

An extensive trail system has been developed in the Park, primarily on Mt

.

Desert Island. The system of carriage roads (55 miles = 88 km) located on

Mt. Desert Island also provides hiking, horseback riding and bicycling
opportunities as well as providing access for fire and administrative
purposes. Rock climbing occurs at "The Precipice" south of Bar Harbor.

NPS operates two beaches; Sand Beach (marine) and Echo Lake (freshwater)

.

Canoeing is popular at Eagle Lake and a boat launching ramp is also main-
tained by NPS at Echo Lake. Marine boating is popular in the area.

Cross country skiing and snowmobiling are popular during winter.

Salt and freshwater sport fishing is allowed within the Park. Game hunting
is prohibited

.

2.7. Fire History and Occurrence

Major wildfires occur rather rarely in Maine and in Acadia National Park.

Brown and Davis (1973) indicate there is evidence of an extensive fire or
fires in the region south of Mount Katahdin, Maine in 1795. In October,
1825 3,000,000 acres (1,200,000 ha) burned in New Brunswick, Canada auid
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in Maine (830,000 acres = 332,000 ha in Maine), Major fires engulfed more
than 213,000 acres (85,200 ha) in Maine in 1947, Approximately 17,000
acres (6,800 ha) of this loss occurred on private and MPS ownerships on

Mt, Desert Island, It should be noted that catastrophic Maine fires men-
tioned above occurred late in the fire season and were often the result
of settler, logging or debris-burning fires. At the time of the 1947

Maine fires, fire danger rating systems were well developed, but there was
a general feeling among residents that because it was late October the fire
season was over, October, 1947 is the driest month on record with only 0,08
inches ( ,2 cm) of precipitation. More than 50 fires had been burning and
worked on before winds whipped some fires out of control (Brown and Davis
1973).

Detailed discussions of fire history, occurrence and causes are presented
in Chapters 6 and 9.

Fire has played a major role in shaping vegetation in Acadia National Park.

Some vegetation types are, in fact, dependent upon fire for maintenance.

There appear to be opportunities for prescribed use of fire to maintain
fire-dependent species and to abate fire hazard in areas of heavy, natural

dead-fuels accumulation. Local sentiment appears to be against such

burning, however, and a thorough public education program combined with

carefully prepared and executed prescribed burn plans will be essential to

the success of a prescribed burning program.

There appears to be no opportunity for use of prescribed natural fire in

Acadia National Park. The small number of lightning fires that occur and

the small size of these fires would accomplish few management objectives

.

Interspersion of structures in wildland areas and the proximity to Park
boundaries of many small communities would also mitigate against use of
prescribed natural fire.
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CHAPTER 3. CLIMATE

Webster defines 'weather* as 'the general condition of the atmosphere at a

particular time and place, with regard to temperature, moisture,
cloudiness , etc." Fire weather and fire danger rating will be discussed
in Chapter 8 of this report

.

Webster defines 'climate" as 'the prevailing or average weather conditions
of a place , as determined by the temperature and meteorological changes
over a period of years." Climate , then t is expressed in terms of averages
of such parameters as temperature and precipitation.

Climate is believed to exert a profound influence on the distribution of
spruce-fir forests in Maine (Davis 1961). Climate also influences the
moisture content of forest fuels, and the cool-moist conditions of coastal
Maine suggest that fires should not spread erratically in Acadia National
Park much of the time. Unusual weather conditions may, however, favor the

spread of fire and result in catastrophic fires, especially during periods
of drought.

National Park Service weather records were studied for the period 1940
through 1980. These data are collected by NPS and submitted to National
Weather Service, which designates the Park Station as No. 0371. The sta-
tion is located near Hulls Cove (44*25' North Latitude; 68' 15' West
Longitude). The station was located at Bar Harbor (44' 23' North Latitude;
68 '12' West Longitude) before it was relocated to Hulls Cove. The two
locations are approximately three miles (5 km) apart. Both are at eleva-
tions of less than 500 feet (150 m) and are near Frenchman Bay on the
eastern shore of Mt. Desert Island.

Monthly temperature, rainfall and snowfall data are found in Appendix C.

The means of these parameters over the entire 41-year period are presented
in Tabic 3.1. The averaging period of 41 years is considered long enough
to minimize measurement errors and provide a .valid picture of the climate
of Acadia National Park. National Weather Service records for other time
periods produce averages similar to' those in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Climatic data summary for Bar Harbor

,

Maine; 1940--1980.

Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean
Max. Temp. Min. Temp. Temp. Rain Snow

Month CF) CF) CF) (Inches) (Inches)

Jan. 32.2 14.4 23.3 4.55 16.1
Feb. 33.1 14.9 24.0 4.06 17.5
Mar. 41.2 24.5 32.9 4.09 10.8
Apr. 52.0 33.3 42.7 3.87 2.5
May 63.8 42.3 53.1 4.16 0.1
June 72.3 50.8 61.6 3.24 0.0
July 77.3 56 .6 67.0 3.07 0.0
Aug. 76.3 55.8 66.1 2.70 0.0
Sept. 67.9 49.4 58.7 4.02 0.0
Oct. 58.3 41.1 49.7 4.39 0.2
Nov. 47.6 32.5 40.1 5.72 2.3
Dec. 36.5 19.4 28.0 5.17 11.3

54.9 36.3 45.6 49.04 60.8
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The following prevailing-wind-direction data were obtained from National

Weather Service Records,

Jan . Feb . Mar . Apr . Mag June July Aug . Sept . Oct . Nov . Dec . Annual

NW NW NW SW SW SW SW SW SW SW SW tJW SW

Temperatures ranged from -16'F to *105'F f-27'C to 41'C) during the

period. Rainfall ranged from 35.26 inches (89.6 cm) in 196 5 to 64.90
inches (164.9 cm) in 1977. By decade, yearly average rainfall at Bar
Harbor was:

1940-1949 43.25
1950-1959 52.49
1960-1969 48.23
1970-1979 52.68

Snowfall ranged from 13.9 inches (35.3 cm) in 1953 to 109.6 inches (278.4
cm) in 196 2. A mean of only 0.1 inch (.3 cm) fell in May and 0.2 inch

(.5 cm) in October during this period. Ninety-t**} percent of the snowfall

fell during December through March, but even during these months ground, is
often bare. No snowfall occurred in the months of June-September during
the period 1940-80.

Coastal forests of Maine have cooler summers, warmer winters, a narrower
range of temperature extremes and a longer frost-free season than those
further inland. The degree to which coastal areas are cooler in summer and
warmer in winter has been found to be directly proportional to the dif-
ference between inland air temperature and sea-water temperature. Annual
precipitation is 3-7 inches (7.6 - 17.8 cm) higher in Coastal Maine, but

summer precipitation is probably lower (Fobes 1946 as cited in Davis 1961).
Lautzenheiser (1959) as cited in Davis (1961) indicates that this is due to

a suppression of thunderstorm activity by the cooling of maritime effects,
local sea breezes and more general winds. During the winter precipitation
is much heavier on the coast due to 'Northeasters' . Snowfall in coastal
Maine is. the lowest in the State.

During summer winds blow from southwest through south about 50% of the time
(Davis 1961). These winds are warmer than surface waters of the Gulf of
Maine, resulting in frequent fog along the coast. The fog dissipates a few

miles inland. Fog probably decreases evaporation in coastal areas, thereby
compensating somewhat for lower summer precipitation. Studies by

Oberlander (1956) as cited in Davis (1961) indicate that dew drip occurs
only under trees fully exposed to fog-laden winds (trees in the open,
heavily thinned stands, and on the fringes of dense stands). Sea winds
bring moisture that differs chemically from that carried by land winds,
but Davis (1961) does not feel marine salts play a significant role in the
distribution of the spruce-fir forests of Maine, because these types of
forests occur elsewhere. In other parts of the country marine salts play a

role in the distribution of certain species [e.g., Sitka spruce (Picea
sitchensis ) on the Pacific coast (Kragina 1959 as cited in Davis 1961)}.
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Maine's coastal climate is cool, moist and maritime. The irregular

coastline may increase the maritime influence. Thornthwaite (1931
t 1941)

as cited in Davis (1961) classifies coastal climate as superhumid. He
classifies the remainder of eastern United States as humid, except for the
higher portions of the Appalachian Mountains. Thornthwaite (1948) as cited
in Davis (1961) classifies Acadia climate as perhumid, the most humid of
his classifications. MFDRS (Deeming, et al. 1977) uses Thornthwaite ' s 1931
classification to divide the United States into climate classes for fire
danger rating purposes. Their map shows coastal Maine as falling within
Climate Class 3 (Humid). Only a narrow band along the Pacific coast from
northern California to Canada and in southeastern Alaska is placed in
Climate Class 4 (Wet) for NFDRS purposes. MPS is using Climate Class 3 in

the calculation of NFDRS components and indices at Acadia. The Climate
Class determines the period of time (from initiation to fully green or

leafed out) during which vegetative greenup occurs in the spring.

Davis (1961) studied climate at five sites on Mt. Desert Island. Inland
sites were located on Beech Hill and Pemetic Mountain; seaside sites at

Bass Harbor Head and Otter Point; and an open site at Whitney Farm. Weekly
temperatures were measured with maximum-minimum thermometers located 60
inches (152 cm) above the ground on the north sides of trees (in a shelter
on the open site). The monthly minimum air temperature was lowest in the

open field and highest in seaside stands except in June, July and August.
Inland stands were intermediate. Inverse relationships apply to maximum
air temperatures. The sea apparently moderates temperature extremes.

Davis (1961) indicates that thawing starts the first week of April. Open
sites thaw in about two weeks. Forest floors are generally completely
thawed by the last week of April, although small patches remained frozen
until mid-May at all sites (June 1 on Western Mountain. 1 .

Davis (1961) measured precipitation under forest stands at Beech Hill using
makeshift rain gauges. He found that less precipitation reaches the ground
during lighter storms. Of an average storm of 0.33 inch (1.0 cm) of pre-
cipitation only 60% reached the forest floor. Horton (1919) concluded that

about 25% of precipitation occurring in heavy storms in hardwood stands
reaches the ground and concludes that loss in conifer stands would probably
be somewhat greater. Davis concluded that if average precipitation were 25

inches (63.5 cm) on Beech Hill, about 50% would reach the ground.

Few studies have been conducted concerning evaporation from spruce-fir
stands. However, Moore and Taylor (1927) found that evaporation under
canopy in the late thicket stage was about 47% of that in the open.

Evaporation would probably be somewhat greater inland. Near the coast low
evaporation rates would result in slower drying of forest fuels and would
appear to greatly inhibit the spread of fire except under drought con-
ditions when catastrophic fires can result.
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The year 1947 is particularly interesting from a climatic standpoint,
because 213,547 acres (85,418 ha) burned. This acreage, including the

17 ,188 -acre (6875 ha) Bar Harbor fire, was lost in numerous large fires
that occurred in the central and coastal areas of Maine.

Recorded rainfall in 1946 was the lowest (36.7 inches = 93.2 cm) since 1940
and the second lowest during the 1940-1980 period. More than average rain-
fall occurred at Bar Harbor in 1945, however. Rainfall for the first
7 months of 1947 was above average (29.17 inches - 74 cm vs. 27.04 inches -

68.7 cm for the long-term average). A severe dry spell began in August and

persisted through October. From August through October only 3.02 inches
(7.7 cm) of rainfall were recorded at Bar Harbor; down 1.3 inches from the

long-term average of 11.1 inches (28.2 cm). Only 0.08 inch (0.2 cm) was
recorded for October, the lowest monthly precipitation on record.

Temperatures for the months of April-June were slightly less than the

long-term averages for these months; those for July-September slightly

higher. Average temperature for October was 7'F (3.9'C) higher than the

long-term average.

Wind played an important role in fire spread during the 1947 Maine fires.
This was especially true on October 23. A study of meteorological con-
ditions on October 23 disclosed that a cold front moving in from Canada
early that day was preceeded by winds of 59 mph (95 kr,\/hr) at 2000 feet

(610 m). As the front passed winds increased to 87 mph (140 km/hr) at 100

feet (30.5 n) (Butler 1978). The strong winds and the frontal passage
caused erratic fire behavior.

Leaf fall apparently occurred earlier than usual in southern Maine due to

moisture stress, and there was a killing frost prior to the Bar Harbor fire

(butler 1978). Southern Maine reached a Class 4 state of fire danger by

the second week in October. This rating was considered to represent a

'high state of flajmability' under the fire danger rating system used at

the time. By October 5 the State's lookout towers and storehouses had
been reopened, and were operating at full strength (Butler 1978).

The events surrounding the 1947 fires show that a short, dry spell coupled
with dry fuels and adverse weather conditions may result in catastrophic
fires. It is hard to predict what effect the dry year of 1946 may have had
on conditions leading to the Bar Harbor fire. The above average rainfall
during the first half of 1947 probably offset drying of fuels that occurred
during the previous year.

Recent records show that there have been several years when annual rainfall
was lower than in 1947. Serious fires did not, however, occur at Acadia
during these years; probably because late summer and autumn rainfall was
not unusually low.
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CHAPTER 4. VEGETATION

4.1. Methods

Vegetation was sampled using the releve' (sample stand) method (Mueller"
Dombois and Ellenberg 1974). One, two or three releves were randomly
chosen from among the fuel-sampling points in each stand. Additional
releves were placed in several burned areas and in vegetation types not
covered by the 26 fuel-survey stands (Figure 4.1). Each releve covered a

20 m by 20 m (400 m2 ) area. Kuchler 's Physiognomic Classification (Table
4.1) and the Braun-Blanquet Cover/Abundance Scale and Sociability index
(Table 4.2) (Mueller-Dumbois and Ellenberg 1974) were used to separate
vegetation within each releve* into structural classes (or strata) to pro-
vide an estimate of cover for each stratum and to estimate the cover and
describe the pattern of growth of each species within a stratum.
Vegetation type, height and coverage are used to classify each stratum
within a releve. For example, Eb-7i refers to a stratum of needle-leaved
evergreens that are 10 to 35 m tall and cover 50 to 75 percent of the
releve" area, within a stratum, each species present is classified
according to the cover/abundance scale and sociability index. A rating of
4.2 refers to a species that covers 50 to 75 percent of the releve' area and
has a clumped distribution pattern.

At each releve, data were also collected to determine the past occurrence
of fire or other forms of disturbance , as well as the age structure of the
stand. Several overstcry and understory trees were aged in each relive.
For larger trees ages were determined at a height of one foot (30.6 cm)
with an increment borer. Saplings and seedlings we,re cut two inches (5.1
cm) above the ground and stem cross-sections examined. Where they
occurred, fire-scarred trees were aged and the scars dated as accurately as
possible. The presence of charcoal in the soil was noted , a* were logging
stumps and windthrow mounds.

Kuchler and Braun-Blanquet data were analyzed using a group of programs,

RELEVE, TAB1, RELSUM and OPTACG, originally written by E. J. Cushing of the

University of Minnesota and modified by Shunjen Tsay . RELEVE is a listing,

by releve, of species occurring within Kuchler classes. Species'

cover/abundance and sociability values are provided and total species

diversity is calculated. TAB1 is a listing of all species encountered

during the sampling procedures. The list indicates which releves

individual species occur in. RELSUM provides summary data for each cover

type. Values for a variety of parameters are presented . Calculations are

based upon all releves occurring within each cover type.

OPTAGG, a modification of Orloci's (1967) optimal agglomeration-polythetic

clustering method, was used to mechanically group
.
plots . Species within a

plot are first assigned Importance Values (IVs) according to a convention

designed by E. J. Cushing. Values are derived as follows: a) cover/

abundance (c/a) values are first transformed to an entirely numerical data

set (r=l, *=2, 1=3, 2=4, 3=5, 4=6, 5=7); b) transformed values for a

species are summed for each releve; c) the number of occurrences (number of
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Figure 4.1. Map showing sample stand locations.
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Table 4,1, Kuchler's physiognomic classification

.

Vegetation Type

B broadleaf evergreen

D broadleaf deciduous

E needleleaf evergreen

N needleleaf deciduous

A aphyllous

S semideciduous (B&D)

M mixed (D&E)

G graminoids

H forbs

L lichens & mosses

C climbers

K stem succulents

T tuft plants

V bamboos

X epiphytes

Height Coverage

1 K.lm c continuous ()75X)

2 ,l-.5m i interrupted (50-75%)

3 ,5-2m p parklike-patches (25-50%)

4 2-5m r rare (6-25%)

5 5-10m b barely present or

6 10-20m sporadic (1-5%)

7 20-35m a almost absent (<1%)

8 >35m
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Table 4.2. Braun-Blanquet cover/abundance scale and sociability test criteria

Cover/Abundance Sociability

5 75-100% 5 growing in large, almost pure, popula-

tion stands

4 50-75% 4 growing in small colonies, or forming

larger carpets

3 25-50% 3 forming small patches or cushions

2 5-25% 2 forming dense groups or clumps

1 Kl-5% 1 growing solitarily

+ seldom, with insignificant cover

r solitary, with insignificant cover
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height strata a species occurs in) is subtracted from the above sum; d)
finally j the value 1 is added to the difference arrived at in c). As an
example , a species occurring in 3 strata with c/a values of 5 , 3 and +

would yield an IV of 7+5+2-3+1=12. A species with a single 'r' occurrence
would have a value of 1-1+1=1.

OPTAGG uses the matrix of IVs to produce a hierarchial dendrogram in which
the classes at any one level are sub-classes of higher levels. Two simi-
larity indices were used to generate individual dendrograms - absolute and
standardized Euclidean distance. Both evaluate the distance between rele-
ves in an n-dimensional hyperspace where n equals the total number of spe-
cies (attributes) for all releves (entities) . Absolute distances are found
by simply computing distances between points. By contrast, standardized
distances are obtained by projecting points representing releves onto a

unit circle centered on the origin. The standard distances are then taken
as the cords between the resulting points on the circle. When absolute
distances are used, more emphasis is placed on species abundance than on

species composition. The reverse is true for standard distance.

4.2. Analysis

Sampling provided us with information on stand structure, age, diversity
and history. This information has been compiled as stand descriptions
(Appendix D) and covert ype summaries (Appendix E). Grouping stands and
releves by means of cluster analysis (Appendix F) allowed us'"to examine
similarities and differences among* the areas sampled-.' Using the
information , we have been able to derive several ccmprehensive fire
response groups. Stand descriptions , cluscer analysis groups and fire
response groups are included in this section of the report.

In our work we used the vegetation classes made up by Gary Waggoner of the

U.S.ll.P.S. Denver Service Center, with the addition of a separate class for
jack pine (Table 4.3). Because we did not have access to vegetation maps
and because our perspective differed from that offered by aerial
photography, our interpretations have differed at tines, and in some cases
we have placed stands in vegetation types other than those on the maps.

Cluster analysis of releves grouped stands 'into communities having some

characteristics in common. These communities often resembled the types
defined by Gary Waggoner , but in some cases were clustered in such a way

that two or more vegetation types were included within a single community
group. Similarly , some vegetation types are included within several
community groups. A few stands were split in the same way. This occurred
because both overstory and understory species were used to classify releves
within the clustering process.

It is important to note that with time, an area may change from one forest
type, cluster analysis group or fire-response group to another. This would
most commonly occur to birch-aspen and pine stands. Fire and other forms
of disturbance can affect these changes, either by delaying or accelerating
them.
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Table 4.3. Vegetation map units for Acadia National Park.

Map Unit Descriptive Same

1 Spruce-Fir Forest
2 White Pine Forest (includes red pine)
3 Hemlock Forest
4 Northern White Cedar Forest
7 Black Spruce-Tamarack Swamp (includes monospectic stands of each)
8 Mixed Conifer Forest
9 Birch-Aspen Forest (trees greater than 10 feet in height)

10 Birch-Aspen Scrub (trees 10 feet or less in height)
11 Northern Hardwoods Forest
12 Red Oak Forest

13 Alder Scrub
14 Mixed Hardwood-Conifer Forest

15 Salt Marsh
lb Fresh Marsh
17 Shrub Bog
18 Sphagnum-Sedge Bog
19 Floating Vegetation ( spadder dock and water lLlg ) ,,

20 Old Fields and Meadows ..

22 Heath Scrub
23 Pitch Pine Forest
24 Red Maple Forest
25 Jack Fine Forest
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4,2.1. Stand Descriptions

AC01 (IRAflRB)

This spruce^fir stand is located at the northwest corner of Eagle Lake,

facing east -southeast on a 15% slope. The overstory is predominantly red
spruce , with white pine, hemlock and paper birch scattered throughout. It

appears to have originated about 130 years ago. Dense clumps of red spruce
and scattered individuals of both red spruce and balsam fir are common
throughout the understory. Most understory trees are between 12 and 20

years old, but small patches of taller regeneration include trees as much
as 60 years old. The only shrub found was low blueberry ( Vaccinium spp.),

which covers little area. The ground cover is sparse, consisting mostly of
Canada mayflower (Haianthemum canadence ) , with start'lower and grasses in
scattered locations. The edges of the present stand were determined by the

fire of 1947 , which swept through the surrounding area but left these trees
untouched. Old, cut stumps were found in the northwest corner of the

stand.

AC02 (2RA,2RB,2RC)

This is an extensive northern hardwood stand facing north on a 10% slope

just west of Conner s Nubble. The ovcrstory, dating from the 1947 fire, is

primarily beech of sprout origin, but red maple (Acer rutirum f', paper and

yellow birch and bigtooth aspen are also important ln J some parts of the

stand. Scattered trees that survived the fire of 1947 rise above the main
canopy. These emergents range from 70 to approximately 110 years old.

Striped maple ( Acer pensy Ivanicum ) forms a patchy intermediate layer,

reaching into the canopy in much of the stand. The understory contains
scattered red spruce in addition to the species mentioned above. Most
trees of the understory are between 20 and 32 years old. Low blueberry

,

the only shrub found, is rare. The ground cover is sparse, mainly
star flower ( Trientalis borealis ) and Canada mayflower , with small clumps of
grasses and sedge. Sharply defined pit and mound topography may be a

result of downed trees following the 1947 fire. Cut stumps were found in

one part of the stand. A fire may have burned through part of the stand in

1901.

AC03 (3RA,3RB)

The northern hardwood stand is located on a 15% slope, facing north-
northwest, between Bubble Pond and Eagle Lake. Beech and sugar maple,
between 80 and 110 years old, dominate the canopy, with paper birch as a

secondary component . The understory is a mixture of tall regeneration and

suppressed trees, between 10 and 25 feet (3.05 and. 7.6 m) tall and 40 to 70

years old. No shrubs are present. The ground cover is sparse, but diverse,
containing many herbs, ferns, grasses and sedges. The 1947 fire lightly

burned the western edge of the stand. Charcoal in the duff suggests that
the entire area has burned in the past. Pit and mound topography is evi-
dent throughout the stand, as is beech bark disease.
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AC04 (4RA,4R3,4RCJ

This spruce-fir stand occupies a narrow strip of Park land along the west

side of the road running from Seal Harbor north to Ocean Drive. The stand
faces east on a 15% slope. The canopy is predominantly red spruce, with
white pine, cedar , red maple and yellow birch mixed in. Trees from 90 to
140 years old were found within the canopy. Where older trees predominate,
the canopy is open and park-like, with many downed trees beneath. Several
of the oldest trees grew slowly at first, suggesting that they began as an

understory or that they were subject to intense competition. The trees

between 90 and 120 years old grew well from the start and were probably not

beneath a dense canopy. The understory varies from one part of the stand

to another. Where an open canopy of overmature individuals exist,
regeneration (almost entirely red spruce and balsam fir) ranges from one

to 30 feet (0.3 to 9.1 m) and 11 to 36 years old, in dense, impenetrable
thickets, hnere the canopy is healthy and few blcwdowns have occurred

,

small patches of spruce and fir up to about 15 feet (4.b m) tall and 25

years old exist. Scattered shrubs can be found. Herbs are sporadic but

include several interesting species in addition to the nearly ubiquitous
Canada mayflower and starflower . Charcoal was found in the duff and some

cut stumps were seen. The 1864 fire that originated at the southern end of
Jordan Pond probably burned through at least part of this stand.

AC05 (5RA,5RB)

This cedar stand is located on Pemetic Mountain, facing west toward Jordan

Pond on a 60 to 80% slope. The canopy is patchy, with islands of pure
cedar and patches of base boulder scree or ledges surrounded by a mixture
of cedar, red spruce, paper birch and striped maple. The even-aged
overstory originated following a fire in 1889. Small even-aged but younger
patches of trees appear to have regenerated on post- fire rockslides. The

understory contains many suppressed cedars, between 60 and 80 years old.
Several shrub species are present but not abundant . These include mountain
maple (Acer spicatun ) , meadowsweet ( Spiraea latifolia ) ,

green alder ( Alnus
crispa ) and roses ( Rosa spp.). Herbs, ferns; grasses and sedges compose a

patchy but diverse ground cover. The many charred and hollow trunks lying
on the ground and the charcoal scattered almost everywhere may be remnants
of the 186 4 Jordan Pond fire, as well as the 1889 fire.

AC06 (6RA,6R3)

This cedar swamp stands on the low ground in an extensive mixed conifer-
hardwood area along a carriage road west of Sargent Mountain. It faces
northwest on a 5% slope. The overstory is primarily cedar, but red maple
is also an important component of the stand. The uneven-aged canopy includes
trees from 80 to more than 140 years old. The oldest trees cored were
cedars. These trees grew slowly at first, suggesting that they grew under
a dense canopy, which was then removed, allowing new regeneration to grow
quickly for the first 20 to 30 years. Suppressed trees, 70 to 90 years
old, mingle with regeneration less than 20 years old in a sparse understory.
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Shrubs such as low blueberry , black alder ( Ilex verticillata ) and witch"
hazel (Hamamelis virginiana ) occur sporadically . The ground cover is lush,
with many species of herbs, grasses and sedges present. Mosses, including
Sphagnum , cover large patches of ground. Cut stumps are common throughout
the area, suggesting that the present stand originated after a logging
operation,

AC07 (7RA,7RB)

This red oak ( Quercus rubra ) stand is situated on a 10% slope just west of
Gilmore Meadow, It 's aspect is primarily east , but ranges from NNE to SSE.
The even-aged overstory, which contains a small component of red maple and
big-toothed aspen in addition to red oak, dates from the fire of 1947,

Most trees are of sprout origin. Scattered oaks emerging from the canopy
date to a fire in 1901 that spread from Aunt Betty's Pond to the Bubbles.
A tall understory includes partially suppressed trees of several species,
ranging from 20 to 30 years old. Several thickets of dying grey birch
exist within the stand. Regeneration is sparse and very young.
Blueberries and huckleberries ( Gaylussacia baccata ) are common, forming low
mats or thickets beneath the trees. The ground cover consists mainly of
bracken (Pteridium acquilinum ) % which forms small stands above Canada
mayflower and starflower . Small patches of wintergreen ( Gaultheria
procumbens ) and partridge berry (Mitchella repens ) carpet the ground in some
parts of the stand. ' >

AC08 (3RA,8RB)

This pitch pine stand is located on a 15% slope with an eastern aspect,
across from Sand Beach on Ocean Drive. Trees in the overstory are even-
aged and date from the 1947 fire. The canopy is park-like at its densest,
with some parts of the stand having only patches of pitch pine and red
spruce surrounded by lichen-covered rocks. Mesic pockets support small
thickets of grey birch and other hardwoods . Trees reach a maximum height
of 16 feet (4.9 m). Regeneration, especially pitch pine, is sporadic

.

Blueberry , huckleberry and sheep laurel ( Kalmia- it:.?uszifclia ) grew in dense,
low thickets wherever mosses and lichens have built up a substrate capable
of supporting them. A few herbs, grasses and sedges ozcur throughout the
stand but cover little area, bosses and lichens are important, colonizing
bare rocks and providing a seedbed and substrate for growth of other
plants. Old stumps and legs are scattered throughout the stand. Some
stumps are charred on top. Others have fire scars, suggesting that more
than one fire occurred before 1947. The earlier fires were less intense,

leaving scarred but living trees.
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AC09 (9RA,9R£)

This birch-aspen stand faces west to northwest on a 20% slope on the west

side of Route 3 below Dorr Mountain. The overstory is predominantly paper
birch and bigtoothed aspen. Trees are even-aged, dating from the 1947
fire. A midstory of paper birch and striped maple ranges from 15 to 25
years old. Red spruce occur in clumps through the understory. These trees
are 20 to 30 years old and 2 to 6 feet (0.6 to 1.8 m) call. Seedlings of
many species are scattered throughout the stand. Several shrub species
occur sporadically. The ground cover is patchy; sparse in some parts of

the stand and forming a thick carpet over the ground in others. Many spe-

cies of composites j grasses and sedges can be found. Logs and stumps

suggest that two pre-fire stands co-existed on this site, a predominantly
paper birch stand in one area and white pine in another.

AC10 (10RA
y
10RB)

This spruce-fir stand faces west to southwest on a 20% slope just north of
the Northeast Harbor golf course. Red spruce dominates the canopy, but

cedar becomes important in the damp ravines and hollows. The stand appears
to have originated about 120 years ago under an open canopy that allowed
fast growth during the early years. Several cedars and one red pine were

found to be older, ranging from 140 to 170 years. Suppressed trees,

ranging from 4 to 20 feet (1.2 to 6.1 m) and 60 to 108 years, are scattered
throughout the stand. Regeneration is sparse and slow-growing except under

a few small openings in the canopy, where clumps of fast-growing red spruce
seedlings and small thickets of huckleberry and low blueberry can be found.

The ground cover is sparse; little but scattered Canada mayflower and
star flower can be found. The age structure of the stand indicates that

fire may have burned through the area about 120 years ago, avoiding, or
burning less intensely in, the damper areas. Thus, only cedar and scat-
tered fire-tolerant red pines survived . The open canopy that resulted
allowed rapid growth of regeneration.

AC11 (11RA,11RB)

This mixed conifer stand faces southwest on a 20% slope at the southwest

corner of Norumbega Mountain, above stand AC10 . The overstory is composed

of red spruce, red pine, white pine and cedar. Many blowdowns and standing
dead trees have left an open canopy. The stand originated about 155 to 160

years ago and has an even-aged overstory. Widely scattered rocky outcrop-
pings support fire-scarred red pines that are 200 years or older. In some
parts of the stand, a tall understory consists of suppressed trees between
85 and 132 years old. Regeneration in these places is composed of numerous
seedlings of many species. In other parts of the stand, shorter suppressed
trees between 65 and 100 years old intermingle with patches of red spruce
and fir regeneration from 2 to 7 feet (0.6 to 2.1 m) and 30 to 50 years
old. Several species of shrubs occur sporadically throughout the stand.
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Herbaceous species are almost absent . The age structure of this stand

suggests that an intense fire swept through the area 160 years ago, leaving

only those red pines standing on rocky outcroppings, where lack of fuel

lessened the fire's intensity. Today, red pine appears to be dropping out

of the stand.

AC12 (12RA,12RB)

This spruce-fir stand, located on the Duck Harbor path on Isle au Haut,

faces west on a 10X slope. The overstory is almost entirely even-aged red
spruce, 110 to 120 years old. Large-crowned spruces with branches nearly
down to the ground are scattered throughout the stand. Some of these are

older than the rest of the canopy, about 135 years old. Suppressed trees
are scattered in the understory . Regeneration occurs as individuals and

small groups of 40 to 60 year-old trees where balsam fir has dropped out of
the stand. Younger seedlings can be found along the edges of recent

blowdowns. The centers of openings may be occupied by blueberry and

huckleberry , along with bracken or hay-scented fern ( Dennstaedia

punctiloba ) . Throughout the rest of the stand, the ground cover is sparse.

Charcoal is present in the duff, but this stand was not involved in the

widespread fire of 1879.

AC13 (13RA,13RB)
- »j

This spruce-fir stand is located on Western Head, Isle au Haut. It rests

on a 10% slope, with aspect ranging from east-northed.st to southwest. Two-

different species mixtures are evident within the stand. Near the ocean,

both size and age distribution are patchy. An open canopy of red and white

spruce and balsam fir overtops intermediate red spruce, paper birch, balsam
fir and mountain ash (Sorbus americana ) . Trees in the canopy range from 6 5

to approximately 120 years old. All grew well in their first years.
Intermediate trees are mostly healthy saplings , 20 to 40 years old. Dense
patches of rapidly growing regeneration are scattered throughout this part

of the stand. The peaty soil supports large patches cf Canada mayflower

,

violets and small enchanter ' s nightshade ( Circaea alpir.a ) , as well as

several other herbs, y.any standing dead and downed trees can be found,
most of which are balsam fir. Charcoal is present in the duff.

Farther from the ocean, the canopy becomes denser and is dominated by

pole-sized red spruce, with balsam fir and paper birch as secondary com-
ponents. The stand is even-aged and originated about 110 years ago. Trees
grew well from the start. Suppressed red spruce are sparsely scattered
just beneath the main canopy. Small patches of regeneration, primarily red

spruce, are also scattered throughout the stand. Both suppressed trees and

regeneration appear to have germinated in response to the death of fir
trees, which have been gradually dropping out of the stand. Shrubs and
herbaceous species are almost absent, but the shallow, peaty soil is almost
completely carpeted by mosses and liverworts

.
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AC14 (14RAJ

This spruce-fir stand, located along Pat 's Brook near the eastern shore of
Isle au Haut , sits on a small rise, having a 10% slope. Aspect is

variable. The area was selectively cut in 1975, leaving a residual stand
of red and white spruce. The stand originated about 100 years ago and is

essentially even-aged , although a few older trees can be found. The growth
of an older tree slowed temporarily 100 years ago, indicating that the
present stand may have initiated as a result of the 1879 fire, which swept

over much of the island. The understory contains scattered spruce trees,

showing varied responses to release. Some new regeneration exists, but

most has been overtopped by the hay-scented ferns, grasses and herbs that

thickly carpet the ground.

AC15 (15RA)

This mixed conifer-hardwood stand faces west -southwest on Jerusalem
Mountain, Isle au Haut, on slopes that range from 15 to 30%. Red spruce

and cedar dominate most of the stand, with yellow birch an important
component in the southeast end of the stand. The canopy has two age

components; the older includes cedar and some red spruce as well as the

relatively rare white pines. These trees are between 115 'and 'd40 years
old. Most of the red spruce and hardwoods in the stand are between 70 and
90 years old. The older trees grew well when young, but the younger trees
grew slowly at first. Scattered suppressed conifers can be found in the

understory ; most are 75 to 90 years old. Regeneration is confined mainly to

tiny seedlings , but dense patches of 3 to 6 foot ( .9 to 1.8 m) spruce can

be found in the southeast corner, where paper birch and fir hase dropped
out of the canopy. On rocky outcroppings, sheep laurel and huckleberry may
form dense clumps. In damp ravines, ferns and lycopods ( Lycopedi

u

rn spp .

)

cover extensive areas. Charcoal is present in the duff.

AClb (16RA,16RB)

This mixed hardwood-conifer stand faces northeast on a 10% slope on the
west shore of Long Pond on Mt. Desert Island. Paper and yellow birch and
red maple are important trees throughout the canopy, with other species,
such as red pine and black ash (Fraxinus nigra ) , locally important. Most
trees of the canopy are 70 to 80' years old, but along damp stream beds,
older trees, between 110 and 140 years old, can be found, some with fire
scars. Red spruce and balsam fir form an understory that in some parts of
the stand reaches the bottom of the canopy. Where the understory is
tallest, trees are approximately the same age as those of the canopy.
Regeneration is sparse in these places. In other parts of the stand, both
suppressed 50 to 70 year-old stems and healthy clumps of regeneration up

to 30 years old can be found. Tiny hardwood seedlings can be found
throughout the stand, but viable older hardwood regeneration is limited to

sparsely scattered birches and striped maple, often sprouts. The ground
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cover is sparse, except along streambeds, where patches of lycopods and
herbs can be found. Charcoal is present beneath the duff. This, and the
presence of older, fire-scarred trees along streams, suggests that the
stand originated following a fire.

AC17 (17RAJ

This spruce-fir stand faces south-southwest on a 25% slope between Moore
Road and the road to Schoodic Head on Schoodic Peninsula. The overstory is

primarily red spruce hut includes scattered balsam fir, birches, and where
it approaches the ocean, white spruce. Two age groups are present within
the overstory. Older trees, ranging from 135 years old to a cedar that is

probably at least 200 years old, are branchy and misshapen. Many have fire
scars. The rest of the canopy consists of well-pruned trees about 100

years old. Regeneration is limited to small openings where it may form
dense thickets. . Other openings are occupied by dense stands of sheep laurel
and huckleberry or carpets of mountain cranberry ( Vaccinium Vitis-Idaea )

.

Herbaceous ground cover is sparse over most of the stand, hut mosses,
reindeer moss (Cladonia rangiferina ) and worm lichens cover vast areas.
Charcoal is present beneath the duff.

AC18 (18RA)
'A

This spruce-fir stand is located on the southwest ridge of Western
Mountain. Aspect rasiges from south-sou th^-est to west and slope from 2Q to
45%. The canopy is primarily red spruce of two age classes. Large-
crowned, branchy trees, 140 to 150 years old, are scattered throughout the
stand, most commonly on patches of scree. Trees in the rest of the canopy
are 30 to 90 years old and grew rapidly during their first 25 years or
more. Suppressed red spruce occur sporadically throughout the undcrstory

.

Pockets of 2 to 6 foot (0.6 to 1.8 m) even-aged spruce regeneration occupy
sites where small grcups of balsam fir dropped out of the stand 20 to 30

years ago. Shrubs, herbaceous plants, rr.oss and lichens are rare. Outside
of the pockets of regeneration, fallen needles provide the only ground
cover. Charcoal is present beneath the duff. The canopy probably
initiated following a fire that was survived by those few trees that form
the older age class.

AC19 (19RA, 19RS)

This hardwood-conifer stand faces south-southwest to southwest on 10 to 50%

slopes near the bottom of the southwest ridge of Western Mountain. The

main canopy consists of an even-aged mixture of red maple, paper birch, red

spruce, bigtoothed aspen and striped maple about 100 years old. Red
spruce, red and white pine, and rarely, hardwoods emerge from this canopy
and date back 140 to 150 years. A scar on an old sprout-origin red maple
is 100 years old. Charcoal was found beneath the duff at the base of this

tree. Scattered balsam fir and birch have been dropping out over the last
50 years. A patchy understory of red spruce and balsam fir has arisen as a
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result of the openings so created. Shrubs are present, but rare. The

ground cover consists mainly of scattered Canada mayflower , starf'lower

,

bracken and grass. This lower part of the slope appears to have burned 10

to 15 years before the upper slopes (AC18).

AC20 (20RA,20RB)

This spruce-fir stand sits on top a small rise east of the north end of
Hodgdon Pond. Aspect is variable and the slope is generally less than 10%.

Stand AC16 lies downslope to the east. The canopy is open and patchy;
large expanses of bare rock occur throughout the stand. Red spruce
dominates, with red maple a minor component throughout the stand. On the

dry, thin soil that prevails over most of the stand, white and pitch pine
are occasionally present. In boggy hollows black spruce, cndar and larch

are found. The stand originated about 70 years ago, but trees are commonly
as much as 110 to 125 years old in damp areas. Many of these trees have
fire scars. Two fires appear to have involved the area, one about 10 years

ago and another probably about 125 years ago. The earlier fire seems to

have been intense enough to burn even the damp hollows. Much of the stand

supports extensive dense thickets of sheep laurel, huckleberry , bayberry

(Myrica gale ) and highbush blueberry ( Vaccinium corymbosum ) . Low carpets
of blueberry and occasional spreading junipers ( Juniperus . communis ) can be

found in the midst of bare or liehen-covered rock balds. Bracken, Canada
mayflower and three-toothed cinquefoil ( Potentilla tridentata ) are the most
common ground covers, scattered singly or in small patches throughout the

stand.

AC21 (21RA)

This jack pine stand faces east on a 20% slope on the inland side of
Wonsqueak Road on Schoodic Peninsula. The open canopy is dominated by jack
pine, but red and white spruce are also present.

Trees in the canopy are uneven-aged, ranging, from 6 to 115 years old.
Several trees that we examined showed very slow growth during the last few
decades. The understory contains many healthy jack pine and spruce trees
1 to 10 feet (0.3 to 3.0 m) tall and 25 to 40 years old. These trees, as
well as the several jack pine and spruce seedlings encountered, generally
occur singly. A dense layer of shrubs, including sheep laurel, huckleberry
and blueberry, covers much of the stand. Openings in this shrub layer
often contain small patches of crowberry ( Empetrum nigrum ) or mountain
cranberry surrounded by bare rock, with chokeberry (Aronia melanocarpa )

,

meadowsweet, green alder or roses growing in small pockets of organic soil
on or between rocks. Herbs, such as three-toothed cinquefoil, Canada
mayflower , starflower , bunchberry (Cornus canadensis ) and wild sarsaparilla
(Alalia nudicaulis ) , are scattered throughout the stand. Charcoal is
present beneath the duff, but no fire-scarred trees were found. This stand
probably burned about 115 years ago, and much of the soil was removed
either during or shortly after the fire. Tree seedlings have been able to
germinate only gradually after lichens, then moss, herbaceous plants and
finally shrubs first built up a seedbed.
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AC22 (22RA)

This spruce-fir stand is located at Otter Point. Throughout most of the

stand, slope is less than 10%; aspect is variable. Most of the overstory

has blown down over the last 30 years. The remaining overstory is a mix-
ture of red and white spruce, the oldest trees of which date back about 160
years. Most overstory trees are about 120 years old. Younger trees, be-
tween 60 and 90 years old, and 30 to 50 feet (9.1 to 15.2 m) tall, that were
released by the falling of spruces or by the earlier death of balsam firs
are rapidly forming new canopies over small areas. Spruce and fir regen-
eration both in dense thickets and as scattered, open-grown trees, mingle
with paper birch, grey birch and pin cherry (Prunus pensylvanica ) . Basal
area of all trees over 4.5 feet (1.4 m) tall is low, only 41 square feet

per acre (9.2 m^/ha). Shrubs are common, but only raspberry (Rubus spp.)

is abundant . Small plants of skunk currant (Ribe s glandulosum ) are scat-
tered throughout the stand. Herbs, ferns and grasses cover extensive
areas. Charcoal is present in the soil.

AC23 (23RA,23RD)

This mixed hardwood -conifer stand faces east to east -southeast on a 10 to

20% slope on Day Mountain. The canopy contains a mixture of sugar maple,
red maple, yellow birch, paper birch, red spruce, bigtoothed aspen and
other trees. At the bottom of the slope, the canopy is uneven-aged , with
trees ranging from 60 to 150 years old. Trees in tfce—'rosz of the stand are
about 100 years old. The presence of charcoal in the soil suggests that a

fire burned through the area about 100 years ago, cyir.g out ac the bottom
of the slope. Red spruce, fir and striped maple between 15 and 40 years

old occur frequently in snail clumps, where fallen aszen
,
paper birch and

spruce trees have left gaps in the canopy. These trees compose most of the

viable regeneration. Shrubs are rare. The ground cover is sparse but

diverse, including several herbs and ferns as well as grasses and sedges.

AC24 (24RA)

This pitch pine stand faces northwest on a 10% slope on Champlain Mountain,
Isle au Haut . Pitch pine is joined by a lesser component of red spruce in

the open canopy. Most of the stunted trees date back 9b or 91 years to

when a fire swept through the stand. Fire scars on an olier stev indicate
that a previous fire may have occurred about 120 years ago. There is

little regeneration . Tiny seedlings and young trees of pitch pine and red

spruce are present, but rare. The ground is almost completely covered by a

dense, two-storied growth cf shrubs. Huckleberry , sheep laurel and bayberry
make up the taller layer and the shorter layer is composed of low blueberry
and wintergreen. The sparse ground cover consists mainly of widely scat-
tered individuals of Canada mayflower and cow-wheat ( Kelampyrum lineare )

beneath the shrubs. Small patches of bare rock are scattered throughout
the stand.
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AC25 (25RA)

This birch-aspen stand faces north on a 20% slope on the north ridge of
Cadillac Mountain. The canopy is patchy, in some spots dense and in others
non-existent. Paper birch and grey birch dominate the stand, with red
spruce, balsam fir, red oak and pin cherry as secondary components . The
stand is even-aged, dating from the fire of 1947. The trees are stunted,
rarely attaining a height of even 20 feet (6.1 m) . An understory of spruce
and fir is from 10 to 27 years old. Shrubs, especially blueberry, sweet-

fern (Comptonia parigrina ) and withe-rod ( Viburnum cassinoides ) , are com-

mon, growing singly or in small groups. The herbaceous ground cover is lush

in some places, but non-existent in others. Large patches of bare rock
occur throughout the stand. Stumps of trees that died in the fire of 1947

indicate that spruce and oak were common in the previous stand.

AC2b (2vRA)

This old-growth spruce stand faces MNE on slopes averaging 30% on the. West

Peak of Bernard Mountain. The few remaining overstory trees are barely
living. Standing dead snags are common. Dead trees litter the ground,
sometimes forming piles of trunks as much as 6 feet (1.8 m) de-ep. Healthy
regeneration is common throughout the stand. Red sprusre and balsam fir

grow singly, in small patches and large thickets . These trees range from 4

to 12 feet (1.2 to 3.7 m) tall and 10 to 20 years old. Paper birch is also
common, generally about the same age as the spruce and fir but 12 to 13

feet (3.7 to 5.5 m) tall. Mountain ash is present sporadically . Low
blueberry and skunk currant are frequently present, but don't form a con-
tinuous shrub layer. Hay scented fern and soinulose woodfern (Dcuooteris
spinulosa j are common. Wild sarsaparilla, bunchberry , Canada mayflower and
szarflower are present throughout in small numbers. Clumps of sedge are
common. Mountain cranberry , large cranberry ( Vaccinium macrocarpon )

,

Sphagnum moss and liverworts form a patchy carpet over a mat of organic
matter which, in turn, covers large boulders

.

The overstory seems to have blown down over a period of years, rather than
during a single windstorm. Many of the trees may have been dead for some
time before they were blown over. Charcoal was found on most plots, but no

fire scars were found on the few surviving overstory trees. This suggests
that the stand originated following a fire.

This stand is most like stand AC22 , the blown-down spruce stand at Otter
Point. The stand at Otter Point began to blow down sooner than at Bernard
Mountain, thus regeneration is older and taller and fewer trees, living or
dead, remain standing. Downed woody fuel loading is considerably lower in
the Bernard Mountain stand, but still much higher than fuel loadings for
other stands in ANP, and standing dead snags further increase fire hazard.
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R01

This open jack pine stand is located near the end of the Schoodic Head

Road, on Schoodic Peninsula. The stand faces east on a slope of about 20%,

Red spruce is a secondary component in the uneven-aged canopy. Pine and
spruce trees in the canopy fall into two age classes; older trees between
115 and 120 years old and younger trees from 75 to 85 years old. The
understory contains scattered spruce and pine regeneration between 30 and
50 years old, as well as tall, sturdy clumps of black alder and green
alder. Ericaceous shrubs form extensive dense thickets isheep laurel,
huckleberry and rhodora (Rhododendron canadense )] or carpets (mountain
cranberry and blueberry ) over much of the stand. Herbaceous ground cover
is sparse. Large patches of bare rock occur throughout the stand.
Charcoal was found beneath the roots of several downed spruces, at least

one of which belonged to the older of the two age classes present in the

canopy. This suggests that the older trees germinated after a fire.

R02

This pitch pine stand faces north an a 10% slope near the summit of
Champlain Mountain, Isle au Haut . Pitch pine and red spruce between 15 and
30-feet (4.6 and 9.1 m) tall and 85 to 100 years old form an opon canopy.
One emergent pitch pine was found to be 125 ijc-irs old. This, stand may have
been burned by the same fires that appear to have burned farther down the
mountain (AC24) almost. 100 years ago and earlier, about 120 ye^rs ago. No
young pitch pines and very few red spruce seedlings or saplings were found.

A dense stand of heat!) shrubs, principe'illy huckleberry and sheep laurel,

carpets the area. Several herbs are scattered beneath the shrubs, and

small patches of bracken interrupt the shrub cover.

R03

This red maple swamp lies on flat ground near the western end of the

Dowditch Trail on Isle au Haut. The deciduous overstcry , about 100 years
old, is beginning to break up. Red spruce and balsam fir form a tall

understory , rebelling into the canopy. These trees are fro.i 35 to 100 years
old. Large clumps of speckled aider ( A In us ru-ro ci J and black aider are
scattered throughout the area. Sheep laurel and leatherleaf ( Cr.~r.ae dap hne

caluculata ) occur more sporadically . Skunk cabbage ( Symplocarp us foet id us.!

forms a continuous ground cover in which bugleweed (Lucodus spp.), violets

( Viola spp.), grasses and other less common herbaceous plants intermingle

.

Large chunks of charcoal can be found throughout the muck soil. The area

appears to have burned during the fire of 1879.

R04

This cedar bog is located on a flat stretch of ground near the western end

of the Herrick Trail on Isle au Haut. The canopy is nearly closed and con-
sists mainly of 20 to 40-foot (6.1 to 12.2 m) tall cedars between 85 and
120 years old, with an occasional small red maple. Large, branchy cedars
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that may be 150 or more years old are scattered throughout the stand.

Suppressed cedars , red spruce and red maple occur sporadically in the

understory . Sturdy but small clumps of sheep laurel are common, with
several other shrubs present sporadically. Grasses and skunk cabbage form

a continuous but thick ground cover with sedges and many herbs present in
smaller amounts. A carpet of Sphagnum moss overlies 1-1/2 to 2-foot (0.5 to

0.6-mJ deep peat. Although there is no indication of fire within the bog,
cedars in the surrounding uplands are scarred.

R05

This birch-aspen stand faces north on a 10% slope at the south end of The

Bowl. Tlie canopy contains red maple and pin cherry in addition to paper
birch. Bigtoothed and treml)ling aspen appear to have been common until
recently . Beavers have cut nearly all of them. Smill clumps of red spruce
occur throughout the understory. The area burned in the fire of 1947 and
both canopy and most understory trees date from that time. Stumps and
downed trees indicate that the previous stand was dominated by red spruce
and was probably about 110 years old in 1947. Several species of shrubs

,.

most commonly withe-rod , can be found in the understory. Herbs, especially
starflower and bracken, are also common.

R07

This releve was taken in a pocket of paper birch ar.d bigtoothed aspen

within a patchy mixed birch, aspen and red spruce stand facing e^st on a

15% slope on the site of the 1933 Tremont Fire. Air hough the canopy is

dominated by birch and aspen, red spruce, white pine, balsam fir and red

maple are also present. Most of the trees are between 40 and 47 years old,

but two elder spruces emerge from the canopy, suggesting that this species
was important in the ore-fire stand. Balsam fir, red spruce and paper
birch, 29 to 36 years old, form a scattered understory . Withe-rod

,
green

alder and sheep laurel occur in small clumps above a nearly continuous car-
pet of blueberry. The small gaps within this carpet are filled with bunch-
berry and other herbs.

Roa .

This open red pine stand faces southeast on a 5% slope on the site of the

1933 Tremont Fire. Large, old red pines are widely scattered throughout
the area with small red pine, red spruce, balsam fir, paper birch and
bigtoothed aspen sprinkled beneath them. The older pines are 90 to 130

years old. Many were scarred by the fire in 1933, some by an earlier fire

that may have occurred about 90 years ago. The smaller trees are 1 to 35
years old. Much of the stand is covered by a dense layer of shrubs,
including withe-rod and such ericaceous species as huckleberry . Grasses and

herbs are rare. Large patches of bare or lichen-covered bedrock and
boulders are present.
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R09

This spruce-fir stand faces south-southeast on a 12% slope on the site of
the 1933 Tremont Fire. Red spruce and red maple, 40 to 60 years old, form
a nearly closed canopy. The older trees are fire-scarred . Maples in the
canopy are of sprout origin. Red spruce, balsam fir and red maple are com-
mon throughout the understory; the conifers occurring singly and red maple
both singly and in clumps. Shrubs are rare. The sparse ground cover is
composed of several herbaceous species.

RIO

This releve was done in a small red and white pine stand on a small, flat
promontory at the north end of Eagle Lake. Pines about 135 years old, with
scattered red maple, form an interrupted canopy. Beneath this is a tall
understory of red spruce, balsam fir and red maple. Most of these trees
are between 45 and 50 years old and have grown rapidly. Beneath these are
slower-growing spruce and fir, 20 to 50 years old, mixed with large, sturdy
clumps of mountain holly and spreading patches of huckleberry , sheep laurel
and low blueberry. Several herbs are sparsely scattered throughout the
stand. Charcoal was found beneath the roots of a blowdown.

Rll
- r j

This spruce-fir stand faces south-southwest on a 5% slope on Schoodic
Peninsula. The open canopy contains red spruce 105 to 115 years old.
Dense spruce and balsan fir regeneration up to 45 years old fills many of
the gaps created by windthrown trees. Shrubs and iicrbs are rare. Downed
and standing dead trees are mainly spruce, with lesser amounts of paper
birch and balsam fir. Charcoal is abundant under several blowdowns,
suggesting that the overstory originated after a fire. Wet soil contributes
to slow tree growth and rapid stand decay.

R12

This 10-acre (4.0 ha) strip of heath scrub faces northwest on an approx-
imately 15% slope between Lake Wood and Fawn Pond. The area burned in 1947
and again about 1974. Between 20 and 25% of the surface is bare rock. The

rest is vegetated by heath shrubs, especially blueberry, sweet fern and

huckleberry , with small patches of red oak and other hardwoods, mostly of
sprout origin. Scattered red pine and white pine seedlings can be found.
The herbaceous ground cover is sparse but diverse.

Red oak seems to have dominated the previous stand, with smaller components
of red pine and red maple present. Stumps cut before the fire of 1947 show
55 to 6 5 years of growth. Just outside the burned area are two large red
pines of poor form, about 120 years old. This suggests that the stand that
burned in 1947 had its origin about 120 years ago, probably following a

fire, and was logged at some time within the three decades prior to 1947.
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R13

This red oak stand faces northwest on a 5 to 10% slope between Lake Wood
and Fawn Pond. Red pine and red maple accompany the oak in an interrupted
canopy that dates back to the fire of 1947. An extensive understory con-
taining red and white spruce, red and white pine and paper and grey birch
reaches nearly into the canopy. Huckleberry , low blueberry and sweet fern
are common but do not form dense thickets . Sturdy red and white pine
seedlings can be found. Herbs and grasses are rare. This stand is adja-
cent to R12 and appears to have been logged at the same time. Stumps show
evidence of at least two fires, probably light, before 1947.

R14

This mixed spruce and birch stand faces east on a 15% slope across Ocean

Drive from Sand Beach. It is just west of AC03 . Red spruce, paper birch

and grey birch form an overstory that is occasionally interrupted by open
patches. The trees date to the fire of 1947 and most are 3 to 12 feet (0.9

to 3.7 m) tall. Red mnple and trembling aspen are sporadically present. . A

patchy shrub layer includes black huckleberry , low blueberry , sheep laurel,

and sweet fern. Bracken fern occurs commonly but singly, rather than in

clumps. Several composites are present sporadically .- Small olumps of
grass are common. Moss and lichens carpet pazches of ground. There is

little or no soil — merely a mat of organic matter covering bedrock. Five
to 10 square feet (0.5 to 0.9 m* ) patches of open bedrock are scattered
throughout the area. Fuel scattered on the ground can be triced to two

sources; logs remaining from the salvage operation after the fire of 1947

(various diameters ) and birches and aspens that hav<* died within the last

few years [l to 2 inches (2.5 to 5 cm) in diameter] . Stumps from the pre-
fire stasid are scattered throughout . Most are 6 to 12 inches (15.2 to 30.5
cm) in diameter, a few are as much as IS inches (15.7 cm) in diameter. A

white pine that was killed by the fire and then cut down was between 120 and
150 years old in 1947.

The stand is an analogue to AC09 and AC26 . Bot.h R14 and AC09 regenerated
following the fire of 1947. AC26 is regenerating following the break-up of
the previous old-growth stand, but has a substrate similar to that of R14 -

bedrock and boulders covered by a mat of organic matter. Birch and aspen
in R14 are slightly shorter than the spruce instead of much taller, as in

AC09 . Growth rates for all species are less in R14 than in AC26 , but if
AC26 were to burn, regeneration would likely follow a similar course to
that of R14 . In AC2t> , as in R14, spruce outcompetes birch rather than
being suppressed beneath a birch canopy as in AC09 and other stands having
a mineral substrate.
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R1S

This birch stand faces SB on 30X slopes along the trail leading from Ocean
Drive to The Bowl. The predominantly paper birch overstory dates back to
the 1947 fire. Beech, black cherry ( Prunus serotina ) , sugar maple and red
maple are scattered throughout the dense, 15 to 30-foot tall canopy.
Healthy beech suckers are sporadically present and seedlings of red maple,
sugar maple, paper birch and black cherry can be found. Wiche-rod is pre-
sent but rare. Sedge forms a continuous ground cover in which hawkweed

(Heiracium sp.J is also common. Other herbs, such as common speedwell

( Veronica sp.), coralroot (Corallhoriza sp.), wild sarsaparilla, starflower
and several species of composites are sporadically present.

Boulders are common, as are blowdown mounds that appear to predate the fire
of 1947. Stumps found within che releve indicate that paper birch was
abundant in the overstory of the previous stand, with pole-sized spruce
reaching into the canopy and a few very large white pines emerging above
the canopy.

Superficial resemblances to many stands can be found, yet R15 lacks spruce

and aspen, both of which are commonly found in all other releves in which
paper birch is abundant. As the birches die out and are replaced by beech,
sugar maple and red maple, the stand may, in time, most closely resemble
AC03 , a northern harduvod stand.
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4.2.2. Cluster Group Analysis

Cluster analysis , by both standard and absolute distance methods, broke up

the releves into two large and one small group. They are 1) releve's on

mesic or nutrient -rich sites (excluding northern hardwoods) , 2) releves on

xeric or nutrient-poor sites, 3) northern hardwoods. Each group is further
broken down into smaller groups that are discussed below. Where standard
and absolute distance? measures disagreed on these finer distinctions, we

chose the grouping more relevant to our purposes. Dendrograms discussed in

the following sections are included in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.

1) Mesic or nutrient-rich communities

This group contains spruce, mixed conifer, ccnifer-hardwood and cedar

stands. Shrubs are rare or enly sporadically present in these stands.

Hone burned during the fire of 1947 , but many haa burned previously

.

IRA, 12RB, 13RB, Rll

Red spruce dominates both the canopy and understory in these releves.

Fir and paper birch lire also present . Canada mayflower is^ the^ most common
herbaceous species. Shrubs are rare.

- ,j

Canopies are dense in all releves except Rll, which is on a damper site

than the others. This combination of a somewhat patchy canopy and damp

soil allows more species diversity in Rll, where such species as mountain
cranberry , cedar and mountain holly ( Uemopar.thus xr.icronata) were found.

AC11 (11RA and 11RBJ, AC1S (18RA), AC19 ( 19RA and 19RB)

These are mixed conifer stands with scattered hardwoods. Red spruce is

important in all thrve stands. Cedar, fir and red maple are also present.
Paper birch, red pine and white pine are each present in four of the five
releves. Red pine is common in the overstory of ACll and scattered
throughout AC19 , but no viable regeneration was found in either stand. Low
blueberry is scattered in the understory , along with several herbaceous
species. In ACll, there are scattered patches where over-mature trees are
dying and the canopy is breaking up. Throughout most of that stand, as
well as the others, the canopy is dense.

13RA, AC14 (14RA), AC22 (22RA)

Red spruce dominates the patchy canopies of these releves. Paper birch
is also present in all three releve's. Fir is important in 13RA and 22RA,
white spruce in 13RA and 14RA. Two of the many herbaceous understory spe-
cies are hay-scented fern and Canada mayflower.
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The overmature canopy of AC22 has suffered heavy windthrow damages over
the last 20 years. Few overstory trees remain. Stand AC14 was selectively
cut in 1975. About half of the overstory remains. Releve' 13RA, in close
proximity to the ocean , appears to suffer from salt-spray damage. Many
dead trees remain standing in the overstory. Others have been broken or
windthrown, Understory species indicate that 13RA and 14RA are damper than
22RA,

1RB, 4RA, 4RB, 10RA

Red spruce dominates these relevesj with scattered fir, red maple and
red oak also present. White pine and paper birch can each be found in

three of the four releve's. Several other species of trees were each found

in one or two of the releve's. Starflower , Canada mayflower and low
blueberry are sparce, but precent. Scattered cluittps of red spruce and fir
regeneration can be found.

4RC, ACOb (6RA and 6RB) f 10RS, AC1S (15RA)

These are nixed conifer stands with red spruce and cedar predominating.
Hardwoods, especially yellow birch and red maple, are scattered throughout.
Variable topography within these stands allows red spruce to,dominate the
drier high spots and cedar to dominate damp low spots. The group
encompasses a wide range of site conditions , and thus of species mixes.
Releve" 4RC, located en a 15% slope, has the most uniform topography . Red
spruce strongly dominates the patchy canopy. A dense thicket of red spruce
and fir regeneration covers the site. Herbs and shrubs are rare. At the

opposite extreme? is stand AC(.X> , located in a flat, swampy area with small
hillocks standing above the swamp. Cedar and red maple dominate the
lowlands, with red spruce standing upon the hillocks. Regeneration is

sporadic and shrubs are rare, but a lush herbaceous ground cover is .

present

.

AC05 (5RA and 5R3)

Cedar dominates the overstory in both releves of this stand. The
patchy canopy contains strips of pure cedar intermingled with mixed cedar,
red spruce, paper birch, striped maple and several less common hardwood
species. Mountain maple, roses, and meadowsweet are among the many species
of shrubs scattered throughout the stand. The ground cover is diverse but

sporadic. Loose boulder scree underlying the site provides a soil that is
well-drained in spite of more than adequate water sources. This cedar
stand is thus more susceptible to drought and fire than the other
predominantly cedar sites (AC06 and R04) that we examined

.
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AC16 (16RA'and 16RBJ, AC23 (23RA and 23RB)

Mixed hardwoods and conifers form the canopies of these two stands.
Both are located on 10 to 20% slopes, with streams running down through the

stands* Common species include paper and yellow birch, red spruce, fir,

white pine, aspen and red and striped maple. Sugar maple and black ash,

although less common, are present in both stands. In the depressions
alongside streams, yellow birch and black ash can be found above lush
herbaceous ground covers. On higher ground fewer understory species are
present and paper birch, red spruce, white pine and aspen are more common
in the overstory

.

R03, R04

The over.^torjes of these two wet-site communities liave little in

conunon. Releve R03 is in a red maple swamp and R04 is in a cedar bog.

Both sites, however, have a nearly continuous herbaceous ground cover
dor.dnated by skunk cabbage and grassi-c. Leatherlea f , black alder and sheep

laurel are common shrubs at both sites.

2) Xeric or nutrient-poor communities. . v

- -.*

This group contains pine, oak, birch-aspen and seme sprue? stands.

Heath stands cover large areas in the understories of most of those stand's.

Many were burned in the fire of 1947. Of those thaz did not, three burned
in 1933. Most of the others show evidence of repe^trd severe fires. Foot,

shallow, often dry soils are common.

AC08 (8RA and 8RB), 20RA, AC24 (24RA), R02 , R08

These pine stands and releves have all burned repeatedly . Pitch pine
is present in all buz R08 , in which red pine is the dominant tree species,

All have open, nparce canopies. Exposed bedrock fills gaps in the dense
heath shrub understories of these stands. Although all sites show an
initial burst of regeneration immediately following the most recent fire,
seedlings have continued to become established as humus gradually clothes
the exposed rock surface.

AC21 (21RA), R01

Jack pine dominates the patchy canopies of these two releves, both on

Schoodic Peninsula. White spruce is also common in AC21, which is close to

the ocean. In R01, red spruce is common. Heath shrubs, primarily black
huckleberry and sheep laurel, cover 25 to 75% of the sites. As in the
previous group of stands, exposed bedrock is common. Species such as
mountain holly indicate the presence of damp pockets between rocks.
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12RA, AC17 (17RA), 20RB, R09 , RIO

Red spruce dominates the canopies of all but one of these releves. The
canopy of RIO is mixed red and white pines with red spruce just below.
Heath shrubs y especially black huckleberry, low blueberry and sheep laurel,
are common* Although these sites are mesic, they have extremely shallow
soils, with bedrock in most cases immediately beneath the organic layer.

AC07 (7RA and 7RB), R12 , R13

Red oak is the major tree species on all of these sites. Red maple and
grey birch are also present . Red oak and red maple are more important in
AC07 than in R12 and R13, both of which contain red pine. Low shrubs occur
in small thickets or as a thin-canopied understory layer. Low blueberry
and sweet fern are common throughout. Black huckleberry occurs densely in

scattered locations.

Although R12 and R13 both contain red pine, seedlings were found only

in the more recently burned R12 . Stand AC07 contains more species than

either R12 or R13 , and its overstory trees are much taller.

AC09 (9RA and 9RB), AC25 (25RA), R05 , R07

A
Birch and aspen dominate the canopies of these stands and releves, with

red spruce common in the understory , cr as an intermediate layer just

beneath the canopy. Stand AC09 has a plant ascer.blage indicative of a more
mesic site than the others. Striped maple, beech i.nd ash are scattered
throughout the understory . Stand AC25 is very much different , being
underlain by shallow, droughty soils. Grey birch assumes equal dominance
with paper birch in the stunted canopy of this st^.nd. In R07 , red spruce
is beginning to reach into the canopy. This releve is further along than

the others in the corrjnon birch-aspen to red spruce transition.

3) Northern hardwoods ^

This smaller group contains releves from stands AC02 and AC03, the two

northern hardwood stands sampled. Slieltered , mesic sites support beech,
sugar maple and other hardwoods in dense canopies. Beech is the most

important overstory species. Beech, striped maple and red spruce are the

most common seedlings and saplings

.
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AC02 (2RA, 2RB and 2RC)

The fire of 1947 swept through this stand, leaving only a few
living trees, which still remain, emerging from the main canopy of beech
suckers, birches and maples. Several species of herbs, such as starflower

,

asters (Aster spp.) and Canada mayflower , are scattered with grasses
throughout the stand.

AC03 (3RA and 3RB)

Only the western edge of this stand was touched by the fire of 1947

.

Beech and sugar maple comprise the bulk of the canopy. Red spruce is less
common in the understory of this stand. Scattered herbs, grasses and

patches of Christmas fern ( Polystichum acrostichoides ) and wood form the

ground cover.
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Figure 4,2* Optimal Agglomeration on standard distance.
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Figure 4.3. Optimal agglomeration on absolute distance.
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CHAPTER 5. FUELS

5.1. Methods

Fuels were examined in 2b stands chosen as representative of Park forests
(See Figure 4.1). Characteristics of sample stands are listed in Table 5.1.
Within each stand, sampling points for standing and downed fuels were
located at two-chain (132 feet = 40.2 m) intervals along transects run two
chains apart. Where possible, at least 20 sampling points were located
within a stand to minimize standard error. Stands AC14 , AC21, AC22 and
AC2b contained fewer sample points.

At each point , downed woody fuels were surveyed along planes extended in

randomly determined directions from the point (Brown 1974). Sampling
planes were 50 feet (15.2 m) long for fuel greater than three inches (7.6

cm) in diameter, 12 feet (3.7 m) long for one to three inch (2.5 to 7.6 cm)

pieces and six feet (1.8 m) long for pieces of fuel less than one inch (2.5

cm) in diameter. Specific gravities for most species were obtained from
the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory (1974). Those for jack pine were found
in Alban (1978), and Ledig , et al. (1975) gave values for pitch pine. A .

median value was assigned to shrubs, as no specific gravities for shrubs
vere found. Mean diameters were determined for each species by sampling
enough twigs to obtain 25 diameters within each size category , then summing
and obtaining mean values. Average secants were taken from Brown (1974).
Tne constants dr and s are presented for each species in Appendix C.

Calculations of the weight of fuel per acre follcsed Brown (1974).

Standing biomass was determined at each sample point using variable-radius
and mil-acre plots. Trees and shrubs greater than 4.5 feet (1.4 m) tall
were sampled on variable-radius plots using a ten factor Cruz-All

.

Diameters to the nearest 0.1 inch (2.5 mm) were recorded by species. Live
and dead trees were tallied separately. Trees and shrubs less than 4.5

feet (1.4 m) tall were recorded by one foot (0.3 m) height classes on- mil-
acre plots, with live and dead stems of each species tallied separately

.

Biomass was calculated using equations and coefficients (Appendix H)

supplied by H. E. Young of the University of Maine's Complete Tree
Institute (Young, et al . 1980). A program designed by Shunjen Tsay , a

graduate student at the University of Massachusetts , calculated biomass,
basal area and density from plot data.
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5.2. Analysis

Fuel is the most important single factor influencing fire ignition, buildup
and behavior (Brown and Davis 1973 J. The importance of factors such as

climate, season and weather lies in their ability to influence the
availability of fuels. Ignitions cannot become major conflagrations unless
dry fuel is available to nurture the initial sparks and allow spread of
flames beyond the point of ignition.

Important natural fuels include duff, litter, grass and forbs, downed dead

branchwood, logs, stumps, shrubs, standing dead snag trees and the foliage,
twigs and small branches of live trees. Knowledge of the major
classifications of fuel is essential to an informed discussion of their
influence on fire. The effect that any given fuel loading has upon the
ignition, spread, intensity and duration of a fire varies according to the

size, species and spatial arrangement of the fuel. Not only dead plant
material, but living plants also, must be considered.

An important factor in the assessment of a fuel's availability is its
moisture content. The probability of ignition and the intensity of burning
increase as fuel moisture content decreases. In live trees, another
important factor is the presence of aromatic oils, which increase
inflammability (Mutch 1970, Brown and Davis 1973). Conifers and some of
the heath shrubs, such as leatherleaf and sheep laurel can be highly
flammable because their foliage has both aromatic oils and a low moisture
content (Little 1964, Brown and Davis 1973). The living foliage of most
hardwoods, having a high moisture content and no aromatic oils, is not

flammable except under extreme conditions

.

The moisture content of dead fuels fluctuates in response to precipitation
,

relative humidity and temperature. The speed, or timelag, with which this

fluctuation occurs differs with the size of individual fuel particles; dead
fuels are thus assigned to timelag classes according to their size

(Deeming, et al. 1977). Small pieces of fuel respond faster to climatic
changes than larger pieces of fuel, and thus have shorter timelags. .

The time taken for fuels to decay differs frem one species to another.
Host hardwoods decay rapidly (3-5 years for large lir^s), unlike most
northern conifers (Brown and Davis 1973). Slower rates of decay cause norc

fuel to accumulate. Decayed, punky wood behaves differently than sound
wood, igniting much more easily, often with a single spark. Decayed wood

of standing dead trees ( snags)
t

can produce many flying sparks and embers.

Both dead and live fuels are commonly placed into three categories, ground
,

surface and aerial, according to the vertical strata in which they are

found (Brown and Davis 1973). Ground fuels include duff, muck, peat, tree

roots, punky wood and occasionally sawdust. These fuels support glowing
-combustion once their moisture content has been reduced to less than 20%.

Fires in ground fuels often follow surface fires and persist for some time,

smoldering but seldom breaking into flame. Ground fires are more difficult-
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to control than those in surface or aerial fuels, often causing new surface
ignitions long after a fire was thought to have been mopped up. Generally
they are more destructive , removing organic matter that may have taken
years to accumulate , and killing more vegetation than surface or crown
fires.

Surface fuels include fallen foliage and undecayed twigs and bark (litter)
as well as grasses and forbs, shrubs less than four feet tall, tree
seedlings and downed branches, logs and stumps. The most commonly burned
surface fuel is loose litter. Spruce and other small-needled conifers
produce a compact litter that burns in much the same way as a ground fire.
The most dangerous fire carriers among the surface fuels are fine fuels
that are loosely arranged and well-aerated, such as dead leaves or needles
still attached to branches, and dry grasses and forbs. These fuels are

highly inflarunable and serve as kindling to ignite larger dead wood.

Although large downed limbs, logs and stumps are not readily inflammable
until after a long period of drought, they can considerably increase the

life of a fire and its temperature.

Live shrubs and tree regeneration are also important fuels within this

stratum. Their inflammability is highly variable. Coniferous regeneration
and heath shrubs may accelerate the rate of a fire's spread while serving
as bridges between surface litter and canopy vegetation, thus assisting in

the initiation and spread of crown fires.

Trees and shrubs, both living and dead, taller than four feet are

classified as aerial fuels. Dead standing trees, often having punky wood

or shaggy strips of deteriorating bark, are an important component of crown

fires. Living trees may also provide a fuel source. The foliage of
northeastern hardwood species generally will not carry fire, but the

needles of coniferous trees, with their low moisture content and aromatic
oils, will burn readily in dry weather. The dead branches of poorly
pruning species such as spruces act as a ladder up which fire can climb to
reach tree crowns.

Within the boundaries of Acadia National Park,'fuel loadings vary
considerably , from the low downed fuel accumulations of the relatively
non-flammable hardwoods, through the very high downed fuel loadings of
inflammable windthrown spruce stands to the serai heath-conifer communities
where downed fuel is rare but the vegetation is extremely inflammable.
Adjacent to the Park, recently logged stands, with high fuel loadings,
threaten Park forests with the possibility of raging wildfires.

Fuel loadings for 26 stands within or adjacent to the Park are shown in
Table 5.2 and Figures 5.1-5.5. Downed woody fuels by timelag classes,
standing live and dead fuels by height class and average duff depth are
given for each stand. Mean values for each fuel model and cover type, as
'well as the mean over all the stands, are given in Table 5.3.
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The most important fuel in hardwood stands is leaf litter. The seasonal
availability of fallen leaves as a fuel prompted researchers to classify
stands in which hardwoods predominate under National Fire Danger Rating
System (NFDRS) Fuel Model R during late spring and summer months and NFDRS
Fuel Model B from leaf fall to leaf out (Deeming, et al. 1977). Although
leaf litter seasonally provides flash fuel, little else is present to

sustain a fire once it has consumed the litter in most stands. Thus, fires
in hardwood stands tend to be light and of short duration. However, in
much of the Park, adjacent, inflammable conifer stands as well as the
presence of conifer understories may increase the likelihood of damage to

hardwoods. In addition, differences in characteristic fuel loading from
one type to another cause fire danger to differ somewhat between types.

In red oak stands (Cover Type 12, Figure 5.5) fire danger increases
relative to other hardwood types during autumn. Oak litter is resistant to

matting and wetting and is thus a highly inflammable surface fuel. The

retention of dead leaves on juvenile trees and branches provides an

extremely inflammable ladder by which surface fires can reach the canopy.

Most oak stands within the Park are young, dating from the 1947 Bar Harbor
fire, thus fuel loading has not yet peaked. As these stands age, and

downed woody fuels accumulate, the potential intensity and duration of
fires will also increase.

Most of the Park's birch-aspen stands (Cover Type 9, Figure 5.5) also

originated after the 1947 fire. As they age, their downed f&el loads will

be increased by birch and dspen that drop out and are* replaced by cor.ifers

presently in the understory . tvhiie they remain in the understory these

conifers are an available fuel source that cannot be ignored. During fall

droughts , when leaf litter is also available, a light surface fire could
quickly ignite the inflammable coniferous foliage.

The northern hardwood stands sampled had considerably higher downed woody

fuel loads than either the red oak or birch-aspen stands ( s?e Cover Type

11, Figure 5.5). This is prooablu because of the higher portion of older
trees in the northern hardwood stands. These trees have been dropping
out gradually and contributing downed fuels. However, the additional
loading does not increase downed fuels to a .dangerous level. The stands
also contain more snags, which are unlikely to cause major crown fires but

may cause spot fires.

Most of the mixed hardwood-conifer stands sampled are predominately
hardwood and thus fall under NFDRS Fuel Models E and R. Downed woody fuel

loading (Cover Type 14, Figure'5.5) is low, as is live fuel in the form of
shrub and tree regeneration (Table 5.3). Fire danger is low except in

severe dry spells. Fire will usually be confined to light surface burns,

but the possibility of crown fires cannot be dismissed where an admixture
of conifers exists within the overstory.
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Within the Park, coniferous stands dominate the landscape* The conifers
are represented by four fuel models, with most stands classified under Fuel
Model H (Figure 5.2). This model includes stands within the spruce-fir,
cedar, mixed conifer and mixed hardwocd-conifer cover types (Cover Types 1,

4, 8 and 14). Although not highly inflammable, fire danger is higher in
these than in the hardwood stands. These are healthy stands without heavy
accumulation of downed woody fuels, although pockets of windthrown trees
may be scattered throughout the stands. Fires within these stands will
generally spread slowly except where such pockets exist. Although shrubs
and woody regeneration are sparce, poorly pruned spruces and numerous snags

in some types provide a means by which surface fires can crown out. Once
ignited, crown fires may be difficult to control because of the inflammable
nature of coniferous foliage.

All the cedar stands that we sampled fell within Fuel Model H. Loading of

all fuels in this type is at or below the overall mean. Cedar trees are

well-pruned to a height of several feet by browsing deer, but their shaggy

bark contains aromatic oils and is highly inflammable . Where cedar stands

are on swampy or boggy soils, fire danger is very low. During moderate
droughts, fire danger may, however, greatly increase where cedar occurs on

moist slopes with shallow bedrock. Once ignited, surface fires can easily
climb the inflammable cedar trunks to crown out

.

•>

The only mixed conifer stand examined, AC11, contains jiany patches where
snags and windthrown trees create a situation that more closely approximates
Fuel Model G than H. Overall, however, the conditions of Model H prevail.
Where spruce dominates , closely packed litter and poorly pruned trees
increase susceptibility to ground and crown fires. In lower-lying areas,
patches of cedar, with damp moss covering the forest tloor, might serve to

slow a fire, reduce its intensity or force it to change course. The patchy
nature of mixed conifer stands causes the spread and intensity of fire to

be patchy.

Stand AC15 is representative of those mixed hardwood-conifer stands where
conifers predominate. Classified under Fuel Mpdel H, this stand has higher
accumulations of downed woody fuels, more snags and deeper duff than the
other mixed hardwood-conifer stands. The probability of wildfire is thus
greater. As in mixed conifer stands, fires are likely to be patchy.

Among the cover types found within Fuel Model H, fire danger is greatest
for spruce-fir. High accumulations of one-hour timelag fuels increase the

probability of successful ignition. The duff is deep beneath a compact
litter, providing optimal conditions for the spread of ground fires. The
abundance of snags and poorly pruning trees contribute aerial fuels for
crown fires.
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Only stands AC22 at Otter Point and AC26 on Western Mountain were

classified under Fuel Model G (Figure 5.1). These spruce-fir stands have
been subject to severe blowdown over many years. Downed woody fuel
loadings for all except one-hour fuels are very high. Because most
blowdowns occurred some time ago, the finest fuels have decayed and many of
the other dead fuels are rotten. Canopy density is so low that a crown
fire could not be sustained over much of the area , but the numerous snags
would serve as a source of burning sparks and embers to ignite spot fires.
Stands such as these, which fall completely under Fuel Model G, may now be
of less importance than the pockets of G fuel that exist within, and
threaten the healthy vegetation of many stands that are best characterized
as Fuel Model H. The abundance of maturing spruce-fir stands at Acadia
suggests, however, that Fuel Model G stands may increase dramatically in
importance over the next several decades.

Stand AC14, on Isle au Haut , was classified under Fuel Model K (Figure

5.3). This model is designed to be used where slash remains after partial
cuts in conifer stands, thus it is not applicable to Park lands. However,
cutover stands adjacent to Park lands could be major fire hazards. The

high loading of downed woody fuels poses a severe risk of rapidly spreading
surface fires. This risk may be lessened by consolidation of slash into
widely separated piles. However, even widely scattered slash piles can be

dangerous under extreme conditions, burning intensely and throwing off
flames and embers to great distances.

"A

Fuel Model Q includes coniferous stands subjected to~' frequent or severe
fire disturbance , where heath-conifer communities have developed . The
principal fuels are inflammable shrubs in a dance understory . Surface
fires are almost certain to involve this shrub layer, and thus have a high
probability of crowning out. The admixture of dead shrubs scattered
throughout is probably sufficient to sustain a fire except during the
initial flushes of growth, when moisture content of living shrubs is at its

highest. These stands often suffer from moisture stress, during which
times the nearly ubiquitous mosses and lichens are available as quickly
igniting fine fuels.

The stands sampled in this fuel model include pitch pine, jack pine and a

spruce-fir stand (Figure 5.4). An extensive heath-red pine community on

the site of the 1933 Tremont Burn also belongs to this fuel model.
Differences in accumulation of fuel seemed less a result of the vegetative

communities than of the time since a stand was last burned and the severity

of that and previous fires. Recent severe burns are characterized by larg..

areas of rock being colonized by mosses and lichens, with small patches of
shrubs and trees where soil pockets remain. As lichens and mosses make the

rock habitable, shrubs and trees slowly spread over the site. Where

disturbance has been less severe, or more time has passed since
disturbance , shrub and tree coverage will be nearly complete. Thus, fires
are generally lighter where they are more frequent.
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CHAPTER 6 . FIRS HISTORY

6 .1. Introduction

Although Ahlgren (1974) questions the usefulness of fire history studies
because they do mnot reveal the biological principles involved,' most
ecologists and fire managers recognize the value of determining the
historical role of fire within a management unit. Heinselman (1975)
observes that it is only through these kinds of studies that we can
'evaluate the actual frequency and intensity of fire perturbations in the
primeval ecosystems from which evolved the plants and animals oi/r

technological society depends on. Understanding the effects of fire by
studying contemporary fires is important, but S. A. Little notes that

'Varying fire history alone can cause great changes in the composition of
forests or specific sites within a climatic area' (Little 1974). Wein and
Moore (1977) observe that 'It is important to know both the prehistory of
fire (in thousands of years), which assists in the understanding of the

evolution of ecosystems , and also the history of fire to determine if
industrial man has changed the significance of fire.' It is for all these
reasons that we have studied the fire history of Acadia National Park.

Fire history studies encompass not only the examination of old burns to

determine long-term effects but also the reconstruction of the patterns of
fire occurrence over longer periods of time. We have undertaken both types
of studies in an attempt to determine what role fire has played in the
development of the vegetation of Acadia. A discussion of the results of
field studies can be found in Chapter 4.

We used several methods to determine when fires occurred and their causes
in both the pre- and post settlement eras (before and after approximately
1760 A.D.). We examined written records and used dendrochrono logical studies
to learn when and where fires occurred during the past two centuries. For
earlier times we examined the charcoal and pollen content of sediments from
The Bowl, a small pond west of the Beehive near Sand Beach.

6.2. Written Records .'"

6.2.1. State and Regional Fire Histories. Regional summaries of fire

occurrence are provided by Coolidge (1963) and Wein and Moore (1977).

Although these provide little specific information about Mt . Desert
Island, they are helpful in assessing the role of fire in a regional
context. Coolidge' s 'History of the Maine Woods' provides an excellent
overview of fire occurrence during the post sett lement era. He identifies
major fires between 1761 and 1947 (Figure 6.1). The largest of these were

generally associated with the initial settlement of the various sections of
Maine. Harvesting of pine for the construction of ships and buildings
produced large quantities of highly flammable slash. This abundance of
fuel created hazardous conditions, especially when logged-over lands were
burned in an attempt to clear them for agriculture . The advent of
railroads in the mid-1800 's added additional hazards. Early engines were
not equipped with spark arrestors , and flaming brands from wood and later
coal-burning locomotives were a major source of ignition.
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The largest and most famous of the early fires was the Miramichi , which
burned nearly 1300 square miles (3380 km2 ) or five percent of the state in
1825, The most recent major fires were those that burned more than 300

square miles (780 km2 ) in October , 1947.

Coolidge (1963) summarized records for the first half of the 20th Century
and found that between 1903 and 1954 there were 14,483 reported fires or an
average of 278 fires per year. For the period as a whole, .18% of the
forested land burned annually. Prior to the establishment of effective
fire prevention measures in 1913, the annual rate of burning was .38%.

These figures yield fire rotation periods (the time it would take an area
equivalent to that of all the forested lands to burn at least once) of 550
and 2b 3 years respectively. It is unlikely that either of these figures
represent presettlement conditions. The 1903-1913 estimate (26 3 years) may
be too low because logging and land clearing activities were at a peak.
Since that time, fire prevention and control activities have been
successful in reducing the area burned and, possibly, the number of
ignitions.

Humans have been the primary source of ignitions during most of the
post settlement era in Maine, but lightning fires have also been common.
Coolidge (1963) notes that nearly a quarter (22%) of all ignitions in 1952
were by lightning. During 1916-1924 , five percent of all ignitions were
from lightning, and in 1953, eight percent. Between 1920 and 1940
approximately 15% of all fires in northern Maine were lightning-caused
(Fobes 1944), and in 1954, 11% of all fires were caused by lightning (Banks
and Holt 1966). These data suggest that despite year-to-year variations

,

natural ignitions occur during most years and thus forest fires can never
be completely eliminated by prevention measures.

Records of the Office of the Forest Commissioner of the State of Maine
provide more detailed summaries for the 20th Century. Table 6.1 combines
data summarized by Coolidge (1963) for 1903-1960 and data provided by the

Maine Forest Service ( 1961-1980 ) . The data show that the number of fires
occurring annually has increased steadily since 1903 (Figure 6.2).
Although patterns related to fire weather conditions are evident, it is
likely that the trend towards increasing numbers of fires is largely a

reflection of improved detection and reporting procedures.

The pattern of fire occurrence changed markedly in the 1940 's, and

comparisons of data collected before and after that period may be of little
value. The data on areal occurrence (Figure 6.3) bare this out. Total

acres burned and the size of average fires has decreased dramatically since
1947 — the last truly catastrophic fire year. The number of fires reached
an all-time high in 1980, but average size (2 acres) equaled the lowest

values reported in the 78-year reporting period. Decreases in the size of
fires indicates increased reporting of small fires and improved suppression
capabilities.
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Table 6.1. Summary of fire occurrence data for the State of Maine, 1903-1980,

Year Number of Fires Acreage Acres/Fire

1903* 345 267,587 776

1904 31 6,953 224
1905* 142 30,416 214
1906 67 7,6 21 114

1907 33 4,524 137
1908* 237 142,130 6 00

1909 157 39,028 249

1910 30 848 28

1911* 202 111,077 550

1912 99 20,240 204
1913* 194 30,214 156

1914 157 15,716 100
1915* 156 25,6 57 164

1916 72 11 ,6 16 161

1917 28 458 16

1918 79 8,938 113
1919 104 5,020 48
1920* 165 39,803 241
1921* 362 68,830 190
1922 216 21,388 99
1923* 181 70,339 389
1924* 220 40,357 183
1925 115 6,053 53
1926 144 12,212 85
1927 109 11,6 20 107
1928 64 2,814 44
1929 168 2,465 15
1930* 263 33,309 127
1931 226 4,S07 21
1932* 321 42,827 133
1933 281 15,294 -54

1934* 266 136,370 513
1935 301 18,828 63
1936 136 1,640 12
1937 262 5,713 22
1938 173 16,,139 93
1939 287 7,433 26

1940 240 4,111 17
1941* 481 40,350 84
1942 225 4,993 22
1943 131 7,168 55
1944* 408 24,203 59
1945 214 4,950 23
1946 576 10,327 18
1947* 700 213,547 305
1948 814 7,241 9
1949* 763 21,052 28
1950*. 951 18,051 19
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Table 6.1. Continued .

Year Number of Fires Acreage Acres/Fire

1951 421 3,685 9

1952* 948 24,6 95 26
1953* 877 14,558 17
1954 341 3,180 9

1955 490 1,782 4

1956 443 2,580 6

1957* 726 30,967 43
1958 221 1,562 7

1959 485 6,571 14
1960 472 2,810 6

1961 402 2,481 6

1962 463 3,438 7

1963 544 1,808 3

1964 6 95 3,582 5

1965* 972 16,480 17
1966 580 1,361 2

1967 347 1,619 5

1968* 516 6,248 12
1969 300 2,399 8

1970 430 1,011 2

1971 476 767 2

1972 430 1,652 4

1973 374 1,508 4

1974 684 2,266 3

1975 911 1,973 2

1976* 727 6,360 9
1977* 975 10,075 10
1978 1,024 3,170 3

1979 851 3,829 ' 4

1980 1,029 2,555 2

* Severe fire years — see text for explanation
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Decadal summaries (Table 6.2) emphasize the changing pattern of fire
occurrence. With the exception of 1903-1910 the relationship between
number of fires and acres burned is weak. This suggests that the data can
probably be broken into two main subsets: Da large number of small fires
that either do not spread or are extinguished readily by rain or human
suppression, and 2) a few very large fires that burn extensive areas.
Before 1950 large catastrophic fires occurred at about 15-year intervals,
but since that time no major fires have occurred. The large number of
fires in 196 5 and during the past few years may reflect a continuation of
the earlier pattern, but either conditions for major outbreaks have not

been met or suppression activities were unusually effective.

We chose 25 subjectively-defined 'severe fire years* to examine the weather
factors contributing to major outbreaks of forest fires. Because detection
and suppression activities have altered fire patterns we selected what

appeared to be the years of greatest fire activity in each of the eight,
10-year periods (eight years for 1903-1910 ) . For the selected years we

then examined the patterns of rainfall (Baron et al. 1980) for the months
of April through October for Orono; a station centrally located within the

state. We based our comparisons on records from a single station because
long-term, state-wide, monthly data- were not available to us. An analysis
of the data (Table 6.3) shows that 80% of the 'severe fire^ years' had
below-average June precipitation; 60% had below-average precipitation for
five of the seven months and more than 80% of the year's had at least
one month where precipitation was less than half the long-term ( 1869-1978

)

monthly average (see also Table 6.4). The driest month on record (October
1947) resulted in widespread burning throughout the state. The fact that

1947 had near normal annual precipitation (37.5 inches vs. an average of
39.8 inches) and precipitation for September 1947 was above normal at Orono
emphasizes the importance of short but intense periods of drought in

contributing to severe burning conditions. Coolidge (196 3) notes that
'Even during wet years there is a week or two of dry weather in March or

April when fires will run, burning grass and surface material.'

Table 6.2. Decadal summaries of average annual fire occurrence data for
Maine, 1903-1980.

Ave . No

.

Ave. Acres
1

r-value Average
Period of Fires Burned No.vs

.

Acres Ac/Fire

1903-1910 130 62,389 .90 293

1911-1920 126 26 ,874 .50 175

1921-1930 184 26,938 .53 129

1931-1940 249 25,316 .29 93

1941-1950 556 35,188 .07 62
1951-1960 542 9,239 .66 14

1961-1970 525 4,043 .66 7

1971-1980 748 3,416 .23 4

^correlation ccoefficient
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Table 6.3. Total precipitation in inches at Orono for selected months

during severe fire years, 1903-1978.

Tear April May June July August September October

1903
1905
1908
1911
1913

1.7

2.2
2.4

1.2
3.6

0.7
3.5
4.6

0.8
3.1

1915 3.3 5.0

1920 4.5 1.5

1921 3.0 0.7

1923 7.0 1.9

1924 4.0 3.0

1930
1932

1.5

3.2

3.2
3.3

1934 4.8 1.5

1941
1944

0.8

2.6

1.6

0.6

1947
1949
1950

2.1

2.3

3.1

5.8
3.4
0.5

1952
1953

1.5

5.3

4.3

2.6

1957
1965
1968
1976

2.0

2.7

2.1

4.1

1.1

1.6

4.2
3.8

1977 2.2 1.6

Long Term
Mean 2.9 3.1

2.1

3.1
1.3
4.6

1.4
2.5
2.2
1.0
2.9
2.5

2.2
1.5

5.6

1.2

3.2
5.1
1.2
2.6

2.2
0.6

2.5
1.3
2.8

2.8

8.4

3.2

6.5
2.2
2.8
4.4
5.9
6.7
3.4
1.9
3.9
1.9
3.0
4.6

4.2
1.6

1.1

4.8
2.4
2.2
0.3
2.9
1.6

0.7
0.6

7.7
1.7

3.2

2.2
2.1
4.7
2.9
3.1

4.7
2.2
2.4

1.6

3.7
1.8
5.2
2.7
1.4

0.9
1.2

1.6

5.1
2.5

2.3

1.3
5.6

2.9
4.1

4.2

3.1

1.2
3.2
0.8
3.0
4.4
1.2
5.7
2.0
2.1
3.3
2.3
5.7
5.6

1.0
6.5
3.5
2.8
l

f
4

2.3

3.6

2.6

2.6

1.8
1.8
5.9

3.4

3.4
0.8
6.0
1.9
7.3

2.6

2.4

2.0
2.9
1.4
2.8
5.6

3.4
2.2

4.4
0.2
2.9
1.5
3.6

5.3
1.2
3.1

2.9
4.5
5.3

3.7

Underlined values are lower than the long-term mean for the month,

Table 6.4. Percentage of years with below-average monthly precipitation for 25

'severe fire years' and all other years, 1903-1978

.

Class April May June July August September October

Severe fire years 56 56

Other years 57 51

Percent Below Average

80 60 64 68

55 S3 53 55

72

61
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Analysis of statewide data suggests that forest fire control activities
during the 20th Century have been effective in increasing the number of
fires detected and decreasing the areal extent of individual fires.

Nevertheless, severe fire years appear to occur at 15 to 20 year intervals.
The observed cyclisity is probably related to recurring weather patterns,

but a more detailed analysis of statewide weather data would be necessary
to determine the nature of these patterns.

A recent fire history study in New Brunswick helps place the Maine data in

a regional perspective. Wein and Moore (1977) found that for the province
as a whole 690,000 ha (2,700 square miles) burned between 1920 and 1975.

The average size of individual fires has declined from 20 ha in 1920 to 4

ha in 1975; this reflecting the increased effectiveness of fire control
activities. Between 1929 and 1975, lightning accounted for about seven

percent of all ignitions, but in 1948 20% of all fires were
lightning-caused . An analysis of regional distribution showed that more
lightning fires started in northcentral and northeastern areas than along
the coast.

Most fires in New Brunswick occur in May. Overall, recreation (25%) and

woods operations (16%) have been the most important causes of forest fire.
Railroads caused nearly cne-fourth of all fires during the 1920's and '30s,

but today account for only four percent (A similar pattern probably exists
for Maine). Wein and Moore (1977) calculate fire rotation periods for
different forest types in New Brunswick. Their results vary from 230-240

years for red spruce-hemlock-pine to 6 25 years for sugar maple-yellow
birch-fir and sugar maple-hemlock-pine . Low fire frequencies (long
rotation periods) occur in high altitude fir-pine-birch and sugar maple-ash
forests, but the lowest values are for coastal spruce-fir forests near the

head of the Bay of Funday.

6.2.2. Local Fire History. State and regional records provide a broad
framework within which we can assess the fire regime at Acadia, but the

Park's unique vegetation combines with weather patterns to require a more
careful examination of local fire histories. Comparisons of long-term
weather data (Table 6.5) show although Bar Harbor is only 100 km from
Orono, coastal influences result in an additional 9 inches (22.8 cm) of
precipitation annually . Spring and fall months in particular are wetter at

Bar Harbor. These constitute the principal fire seasons, and it is likely

that increased rainfall along the coast reduces fire frequency.

To assess local fire regimes we examined historical accounts of the

settlement of the area as well as individual fire reports of the National
Park Service. Although Park Service records are more detailed, they are

only available for approximately the last 50 years and several gaps occur.
For earlier information we reviewed newspaper articles and historical
accounts available at the Bar Harbor Historical Society. Some of this
information was summarized by Moore and Taylor (1927) who traced the

history of the development of the vegetation of Mt. Desert Island.
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The first known written accounts of Mt. Desert were by Diego Rebero, a

Portugese mariner who visited the Maine coast in 1529 (Butcher 1977),
Samual de Champlain explored the area and named the island in 1604.

Accounts of these early explorers suggest that fire may have been a

component of presettlement ecosystems.

The earliest attempts to settle the area were at Somes Sound in 1613.

These failed, however, and it was not until 1761 that Abraham Somes
established the first permanent settlement at Somesville. With the
exception of native Indian populations , about which we know little, humans
probably had little effect on the fire regime up to this time.

Table 6.5. Average long-term precipitation (in inches) for April thru October
for Orono and Bar Harbor.

Station

Orono

Bar Harbor

Month
April May June July August September October

2.9 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.4 3.7

3.7 3.7 3.2 3.2 3.1 4.0 4.4

Moore and Taylor (1927) identify four, sometimes overlapping, phases in the

exploitation of the Island's vegetation:

Phase 1 - 1760 's to mid 1800 's; selective logging of white pine.

Phase 2 - late 1700 's (probably) to mid 1800 's; logging of larger
spruce

.

Phase 3 - mid 1300 's to early 1900 's; both large and small spruce
logged extensively . Several large fires occurred during
this phase as a result of both^ accidental burning of the
large quantities of slash and burning associated with
land-clearing activities.

Phase 4 - early 1900' s; pulpwood cutting of small spruce and fir.

Fires were less common, in part because slash laws enacted
by the town of Bar Harbor resulted in safer disposal of
logging residues. Also, the establishment of Sieur de Monts
National Monument (now Acadia National Park) in 1916 resulted
in improved fire patrol procedures.

Some man-caused fires occurred during Phases 1 and 2, but most major fires
occurred during Phase 3 (Table 6.6). This pattern differs from the
situation statewide , where the most intensive burning was associated with
initial settlement

.
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Buman activity during the 19th Century significantly altered the spatial
and temporal variability of Acadia's vegetation. Widespread cutting and
burning resulted in many even-aged red spruce stands. During much of the
current century stands have been growing to maturity and many will soon
become overmature and begin to break up. In the next few decades fuel
loadings may increase dramatically . These changes are a direct result of
the pattern of logging and fire occurrence of the 19th Century and
subsequent preservation policies of the Park Service.

Figure 6.4 shows the location of fires reported by the Park since 1937.

The Appendix contains a statistical summary of Park fire records. Data
pertinent to fire protection are discussed in Chapter 9. This Section pro-
vides a general overview of the fire situation in the Park since 1937 and
compares it with earlier fire regimes.

During most years- few fires burn at Acadia and small acreages are affected
(Table 6.7 and Table 9.4). For the 24 years for which complete records are
available an average of nine fires and 371 acres (148 ha) burned each year.

These figures include the 8750-acre (3,500 ha) [17,188 acres (6,875 ha)

including all lands, federal and private] Bar Harbor fire of 1947. If this

fire is excluded an average of only 7 acres (2.3 ha) burn each year.

Estimated fire rotations are 94 years including 1947 and 5^000 years
excluding 1947. Fire is an insignificant factor in Acadia National Park if
the 1947 fire is considered a freak occurrence that could never happen
again. We feel, however, chat such a conclusion would be short-sighted

.

Our examination of weather data (Chapter 8) suggests that major fire years
recur, albeit at rather long intervals. The nature of fuel patterns
(Chapter 5 ) is such that large accumulations result, from periodic blow-
downs and large accumulations of fuel persist for a decade or more. When
severe fire weather coincides with large fuel buildups, fires are almost
certain to result. Studies elsewhere show that the most careful fire pre-
vention programs are insufficient to prevent major fires under critical
fire conditions.

Too few data are available to evaluate the accuracy of the estimated
94-year fire rotation. We can, however, arrive at a somewhat more
realistic figure by assuming that only small acreages were burned between
1956 and 1974. Park personnel have confirmed that r.o major fires occurred
during the period, and if we divide the total acreage burned between 1937

and 1979 (8913 acres = 3,56 5 ha) 'oy 43 we arrive at an average of 207 acres
(83 ha) burned/year . This value yields a corrected fire rotation of 168

years. These two estimates (94 and 168 years) approximate the maturation
cycle of red spruce on many of the sites t*e examined. All of our sample
stands contained charcoal in the duff, and a 100 to 150 year fire rotation
seems more reasonable than does a 5 , 000-year one.

Although Park records are incomplete, they suggest several general
conclusions. The most important of these is the fact that at Acadia most
fires are man-caused. Fires are most likely to occur during periods of
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Table 6 .6 . Summary of major fires in the area of Acadia National Park
during the postsettlement era.

Year Incident

1848 Fire started by small boy swept over hundreds of acres on
northeastern Mt. Desert Island (Moore and Taylor 1927).

1864 Fire which may have started in lumber camp on south shore
of Jordan Pond and swept up south slopes of Pemetic and
Penobscot Mountains burning vegetation and soil.

(G. E. Street; Moore and Taylor).

1879 Most of Isle au Haut burned.

1889 Large fire burned on Cadillac Mountain; perhaps the worst

fire of the period (Moore and Taylor).

1889 Fire spread from Eastern shore of Jordan Pond 'to top of
Pemetic Mountain (Bar Harbor Record

)

: -J

1896 Six hundred acre (240 ha) fire burned for three days west of
Otter Creek (Bar Harbor Record).

1896 or 1898 Vegetation suggests extensive fire on north ridge of
Cadillac Mountain (Moore and Taylor).

1901 Fire burned fron Aunt Betty 's J>ond to North Bubble Mountain,
destroying about 1,000 acres' ( 400 ha).

1930 Fire burned several days in small growth in Aunt Betty's

Pond - Sargent Mountain area.

1947 Bar Harbor Fire — 17,188 acres (6,875 ha).
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Figure 6.4.
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Legend for fires shown in Figure 6.4

No. Yr. Ho. Size Ignition Source No, Yr. No.

1 1978 2 A Debris Burning
2 1941 6 A Debris Burning
3 1941 9 B Other
4 1941 14 B Other
5 1940 10 A Smoker
6 1940 4 A Other
7 1968 4 B Other
8 1941 2 A Debris Burning
9 196 5 15 B Smoker

10 1941 1 A Incendiary
11 1939 13 A Other

12 1966 5 A Smoker
13 1975 1 A Smoker
14 1978 1 A Incendiary
15 1965 6 A Smoker
16 1947 1 A Smoker
17 1940 24 A Smoker
18 A Smoker
19 1939 3 A Smoker
20 1940 9 A Sinoker

21 1970 3 A Incendiary
22 1939 2 B Debris Burning
23 1937 7 A Smoker
24 1937 9 A Smoker
25 1940 22 A Smoker
26 1949 3 B Debris Burning
27 1949 2 B Debris Burning
28 1940 8 B Incendiary
29 1947 4 B Smoker
30 1953- 4 A Smoker
31 1940 20 B Smoker
32 1940 23 B Incendiary
33 1939 5 A Smoker
34 1937 8 A Smoker
35 1937 3 A Incendiary
36 1939 7 A Smoker
37 1939 6 A Smoker
38 A Smoker
39 1938 2 A Smoker
40 1939 8 B Smoker
41 1939 15 B Incendiary
42 1964 1 A Smoker
43 1964 5 A Incendiary
44 1955 5 A Incendiary
45 1953 1 A Other
46 1939 11 A Incendiary
47 1965 1 B Other
48 1958 8 A Debris Burning
49 1963 1 A Smoker
50 1947 1 B Smoker

Size Ignition Source

51 1976 2 A Other
52 1946 4 B Other
53 1944 1 B Smoker
54 1939 1 A Incendiary
55 1941 3 A Smoker
56 1939 12 B Smoker
57 1941 4 B Smoker
58 1942 2 A Smoker
59 1949 12 B Smoker
60 1939 10 A Incendiary
61 1963 9 A Other
62 19b2 1 A Smoker
63 1953 2 B Smoker
64 1955 4 A Other
65 1953 2 A Smoker
66 1976 1 B Other
67 1943 4 B Incendiary
68 1963 4 A Other
69 1946 2 B Smoker
70 1968 5 * A

.
Other

71 1963 2 A Other
72 1965 10 A Smoker
73 1963 2 A Smoker-

74 1933 1 A Smoker
75 1964 4 A Incendiary
76 1942 3 A Incendiary
77 1952 5 B Smoker
78 1965 5 A Smoker
79 1975 3 A Smoker
80 196 5 2 B Other
81 1962 3 A Smoker
82 1965 4 A Smoker
"83 1977 2 3 Other
34 1953 4 A Smoker
85 1949 7 3 Smoker
36 1965 7 A Smoker
87 1965 18 A Smoker
83 1965 11 A Smoker
89 1973 3 3 Incendiary
90 196 5 16 A Smoker
91 1949 14 3 Smoker
92 1955 6 A Smoker
93 B Smoker
94 1944 2 B Smoker
95 1955 10 A Incendiary

96 1955 7 A Incendiary
97 1947 2 B Incendiary
98 1964 2 A Incendiary
99 1964 6 A Smoker

100 1953 5 A Smoker
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Legend for fires shown in Figure 6 .4 continued

Ho, Yr. No. Size Ignition Source No. Yr. No

101 1949 10 B Smoker
102 1965 8 A Smoker
103 1952 4 B Incendiary
104 1949 4 B Incendiary
105 1947 3 B Incendiary
106 1965 20 A Smoker
107 196 2 6 A Incendiary
108 1966 3 A Smoker

109 196 2 8 A Incendiary
no 1950 5 A Other
111 1954 1 A Smoker
112 1955 7 A Incendiary

113 1951 1 B Incendiary
114 1949 5 3 Smoker
115 1964 3 B Incendiary
116 1949 12 A Smoker
117 1946 3 B Smoker
118 1954 2 A Smoker
119 1940 7 A Smoker
120 1966 1 A Other
121 1955 2 A Debris Burning
122 1955 12 A Incendiary
123 196 5 15 B Incendiary
124 1953 6 A Smoker
125 1965 14 B Smoker
126 1937 5 B Smoker
127 1940 18 A Smoker
128 1946 5 B Smoker
129 1940 5 B Smoker
130 1941 7 A Debris Burning
131 1949 11 B Smoker
132 1952 1 B Other
133 1965 12 A Smoker
134 1950 6 A Smoker
135 1965 13 A Smoker
136 1940 11 B Smoker
137 1965 13 A Smoker
138 1955 8 B Smoker
139 1950 1 B Smoker
140 1940 14 B Smoker
141 1941 12 B Smoker
142 1940 19 B Smoker
143 1940 21 B Smoker
144. 1940 17 B Smoker
145 1941 11 B Smoker
146 1950 2 A Other
147 1962 7 A Incendiary
148 1966 6 A Smoker
149 1941 13 B Smoker
150 196 2 5 B Other

Size Ignition Source

151 1965 9 A Smoker
152 1968 3 B Smoker
153 1966 4 B Smoker
154 1965 12 3 Other
155 1933 4 A Smoker
156 1955 3 A Debris Burning
157 1978 1 B Incendiary
158 1975 2 A Smoker
159 1947 6 B Smoker
160 1941 15 B Smoker
161 1966 2 A Smoker
16 2 1970 5 B Smoker
163 1940 2 A Smoker
16 4 1940 3 A Smoker
165 1953 3 A Smoker
166 1937 1 A Smoker
16 7 1940 13 B Smoker
168 1949 16 B Smoker
16 9 1938 5 B Smoker
170 1937 4 '' B Smoker
171 19371 9 B Smoker
172 1941 8 3 Smoker
173 1939 14 A Smoker

'

174 1940 12 B Smoker
175 1940 16 B Smoker
176 1938 3 A Smoker
177 1942 4 A Smoker
178 1950 3 A Smoker
179 1933 4 A Smoker
130 1940 6 A Smoker
181 1937 2 B Smoker
182 1937 6 A Smoker
133 1937 3 B Smoker
184 1949 15 3 Smoker
185 1949 13 A Smoker
186 1962 2 B Smoker
187 1965 3 3 Other
188 1962 4 A Smoker
189 1952 3 3 Smoker
190 1955 11 A Smoker
191 1941 10 B Smoker
192 1947 3 B Smoker
193 1952 7 B Smoker
194 1952 6 B Smoker
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Table 6.7. Summary of fires in Acadia National Park: 1937-1979.

Year No. Acres

1937 10 37.25

1938 6 12.20

1939 13 38.23

1940 24 15.79

1941 15 7.67

1942 4 16.18

1943
1944 2 0.02

1945
1946 5 9.50

1947 6 8750.00
1948
1949 17 0.50

1950 6 0.01

1951 1 1.40
1952 8 0.01

1953 6 0.10
1954 2 0.001

1955 12 17 .26

1956-1974 fire data not available for all years - where available, acreage
often not recorded.

1975 3 0.25

1976 2 1.50

1977 2 .75

1978 4 4.00

1979
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peak visitor use (July and August and on Sundays) and visitors cause more
than 50% of all fires. Most fires axe small (< 0.5 acre - 0.2 ha) and many
burn as much outside the Park as inside. Incendiarism by citizens irate at

federal policies is a common problem , and most incendiary fires start on
Park land. Spring fires are more likely to start on private land as a

result of debris burning. In some areas, such as Isle au Haut , small
logging operations on land adjacent to the Park create dangerous
accumulations of slash (stand AC14 ; see Table 5.2, Chapter 5). All of
these facts emphasize the importance that Park administrators should place
on cooperating with adjacent landowners and town fire departments.

Historical accounts almost always cite human carelessness as the cause of
the major fires that burned during the 19th Century. Although documen-
tation is poor, there is little evidence that lightning has ever been a

major source of ignitions, within the Park, records for the years
1937-1979 show that only five of 204 fires (2.5%) were lightning caused.

This value is substantially lower than the statewide figures cited earlier
and probably reflects the higher precipitation values along the coast.
Lightning without an associated heavy rain storm rarely occurs at Acadia.

Although lightning fires are uncommon on tit . Desert Island, we feel that

fire frequently burned the presettlement forest, but most fires were prob-
ably set by native Indians. Whether or not Indian-caused fires should be

considered natural is a question of semantics. It is more important to

recognize that fire has been a dominant force influencing the vegetation of
Mt. Desert Island.

6.3. Dendrochronology

We used tree-ring studies to supplement fire history data available from
written accounts. By examining increment cores and sections from trees,
the bases of which have been scarred by fire % it is possible to count

annual rings back to the time when scars were forned and determine quite
accurately when fires occurred . Dendrochronology had been used effectively
to obtain fire histories in Minnesota, the Northern Rockies, and elsewhere
(Heinselman 1973, Arno 1980), but it has been little used in the forests of
the Northeast

.

A number of factors combined to limit the usefulness of dendrochronology
in our study. Reconstructions from fire scars can extend back only as far
as the maximum age^of the trees available for study, and most tree species
at Acadia are relatively short-lived . Many common species (e.g., balsam
fir, aspen and paper birch) rarely attain ages exceeding 100-150 years.
This, combined with the fact that most stands in the Park were cut during
the 19th Century, results in few opportunities for reconstructions that
predate 1800. Even short-term reconstructions are hampered, because all of
the most common species are easily killed by fire. Only relatively
thick-barked species such as red, white and pitch pine can survive fires
that are hot enough to kill a part of the cambium and form scars. These
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species occur at Acadia, but they were among the first to be cut by
settlers and few old trees remain. Of the other species, those that are
scarred by fire are highly susceptible to insect and disease organisms that
enter through the damaged tissue. The trees soon die, and the information
preserved in them is lost

.

Despite the limitations described above we were able to date fire scars in
some stands (Table 6.8). Scars were especially useful in verifying that a

fire known from written records swept through a particular stand. As an
example, at plot AC24 on Champlain Mountain, Isle au Haut there are widely
scattered pitch pine that are somewhat larger than most trees in the stand.
Increment cores show that many of these trees are 120* years old, whereas
the smaller trees are only 96-100. Fire scars on the older trees date to

about 1880 and verify that the stand was burned at the time when written
accounts tell of widespread burning on the island (see Table 6.7).

The oldest fire scars we found were on red pines in stand ACll on the

western slope of Norumbega Mountain, where a few scattered trees more than
200 years old were found growing on bedrock outcrops. Scars at the base of
the trees date to approximately 1820 A.D., and most trees in the stand are
150 to 160 years old. We conclude that fire swept the side of the

mountain, probably soon after the initial lumbering of the virgin forest.

The older trees are of poor form and have grown slowly because of their
position on shallow soils. These trees were probably left by loggers
interested in larger trees, and as a result provided seed to revegetate the
site. The presence of IbO-year-old white pine, cedar and spruce suggests
that individuals of these species also survived the fire of 1820, but the

older trees have since succumbed to insects and diseases.

Most stands that we sampled contained no fire-scarred trees. We aged
several trees at each releve, however, and even-aged overstories and
charcoal preserved in the forest floor suggest that most stands in the Park
arose following logging and burning in the 19th Century. It is possible
that some charcoal dates from earlier fires, however. We sampled an area

on Western Mountain that according to Davis ( 19b 1 ) was the only virgin red

spruce stand on the Maine coast. The stand blew down after Davis sampled
it in 1958, and we found abundant charcoal in the root masses of
turned-over stumps.

Within the area of the 1947 fire a few scarred trees that survived the fire
could usually be found. This was true for maple, beech, oak and
occasionally aspen and birch, and is informative for it identifies areas
where the fire was -not severe enough to kill all of the overstory trees.
The boles of most of these older trees were badly decayed, however, and
only rarely could we obtain information on earlier fires.

The general lack of fire-scarred trees at Acadia precludes the
reconstruction of fire histories for the Park as a whole. The scarcity of
trees older than 200 years further limits the observations we can make to
post-settlement times. It is for these reasons that we turned to lake
sediment studies to determine the role of fire in the presettlement forest.
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6.4. Lake Sediment Studies *

Reconstruction of presett lement fire patterns is difficult in areas such as
Acadia where few virgin stands remain. Some insights can be gained from
observations made by early settlers, but these only pertain to conditions
as they are at the time of settlement. Day (1953), for example, reviews
the writings of colonists and concludes that Indians practiced widespread
burning in southern New England. Apparently Indians burned to clear fields
for cultivation, to facilitate travel through the woods and perhaps to

manipulate vegetation for improved wildlife habitat. We have no way of
knowing, however, how long these activities persisted before the arrival of
Europeans or the extent to which burning was an important regional
influence. In addition, the assumption that colonists accurately reported
what they saw may not be valid. Russell (1979) argues that reports of
burning by Indians may have been greatly exaggerated.

We know that Indians frequented the Maine coast , but evidence that they
intentionally burned the woods has not as yet been uncovered. Accounts by

early explorers identify some areas as having been recently burned, but we

know little about the causes or extent of these fires.

To determine if the presett lement forests of Acadia burned we examined
sediments from The Bowl— a snail, deep pond at an elevation of 400' (120n)
near the Beehive on Mt. Desert Island. Samples were taken from a .55-m
long core obtained from 12.5 m of water by R. 3. Dnvis in March, 1979.

Pollen and charcoal in the samples were concentrated using techniques
described by Faegri and Iversen (1975), and sub-samples were examined
microscopically

.

Pollen and charcoal analyses were first used for fire reconstructions by
Iversen (1941), who determined that Stone Age men practiced slash and burn
agriculture in Europe more than 5,000 years ago. More recently Swain
(1973, 1973), Cwyner (1978), Patterson (1978) and others have used these
techniques to examine the role of fire in the presett lement forests of
North America. Davis (1967) sampled Eagle Lake on Mt . Desert Island but

limited his study to sediments of the last two centuries. He was able to

detect charcoal from the 1947 fire, but Eagle Lake is large and integrates
vegetation patterns over a large area, and Davis could identify few
fire-related changes in vegetation . It is for this reason that we pursued
our study. Because The Bowl is small it better reflects changes in its

immediate watershed. In addition , our samples extend well back into
presett lement time.

The results of our analyses are summarized in a pollen diagram (Figure 6.5)
and in the Appendix. The size of the individual charcoal fragments was

estimated, and the ratio of charcoal area to pollen is used as an indicator
of fire activity (Patterson and Nordheim, in preparation) . Values (Table

6.9, Column 1) are plotted on the pollen diagram.

Pollen percentages are useful both as an indicator of vegetation response
to fire and as a stratigraphic time scale. An increase in the percentages
of agricultural herbs (e.g., Ambrosia, Rumex, and GRAMINEAE) at 20-23 cm in
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the sediments denotes the time of European settlement (as 1760-1800 A.D.).

If 23 cm is assumed to date to 1760 A.D., then the bottom-most sample (55

cm) can be dated by extrapolation at a/ 2450 A.D. This assumes that in the
uppermost sediments (0-23 cm) each centimeter represents 9.5 years (1979
-1760 - 219 + 2J =9.5). This figure is probably somewhat low, because
surface samples from a core are often less compact than those below. It
might be reasonable, therefore , to assume that below 10-15 cm each cen-
timeter represents 12-13 years. We used an average value of 11 years/cm
for the core as a whole and obtained an estimated basal date of 1375 A.D.
Radiometric dating of the sediments (e.g., Pb2^ and C^ analyses) would
provide a more precise chronology, but we have as yet been unable to

perform these analyses.

Although the pollen diagram shows no major shifts in importance among
pollen types, several subtle changes are evident during the ** 600-year
period that the core represents . Percentages for beech and hemlock are at

present about half those of 600 years ago. Both species were minor
components of the presettlement forest, and their ranges appear to have
been restricted further by activities associated with settlement . Fir has
never comprised more than one to two percent of the total pollen and is

much less important to the 'spruce-fir m forests of coastal areas than those
further inland. Fir is a poor pollen producer , but its low percentages
appear to properly reflect its position in the vegetation. On our study
plots, fir was most common in areas that had recently blown down. Mature
stands of spruce usually contained a few poorly formed, suppressed fir, and
the downed fuel in those stands was often comprised of fir. Browsing by
deer may. limit the importance of fir at Acadia, especially on Isle au Haut

.

Spruce pollen percentages have doubled at The Bowl during the past 6 00

years, but at 10-15% values are still quite low. Davis (1967) found
spruce percentages as high as 30 percent for surface samples from Eagle
Lake. The low values we report may reflect local conditions at The Bowl.
Unlike many parts of Acadia, birch stands occupy much of The Bowl's
watershed, which lies within the boundaries of the 1947 fire. High
percentages of birch pollen in older sediments suggest that in the

vicinity of The Bowl birch may have always been more abundant than spruce.

^After the completion of this report we received the results of
Pb^lO analyses performed by Dr. Stephen Norton of the University of Maine's
Department of Geological Sciences . His data place the time of settlement
(1760 A.D.) somewhat lower in the sediments than do. interpretations of the

pollen data (28 cm vs 23 cm). If we use the sedimentation rate calculated
from Pb2^ data (0.131 cm/yr vs 0.105 cm/yr based on pollen
interpretations) to interpret fire frequency based upon charcoal peaks we

find that fires occur at shorter intervals than we would estimate using
pollen data.
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Between 20 and 40 cm (1900-1500 A.D.) increases in pine pollen at the

expense of cedar and spruce may reflect climatic cooling associated with
the Little Ice Age. Swain (personal communication) examined several sites
in North America and has identified subtle changes in vegetation that
he feels are caused by this event. We would have to perform additional
analyses to determine the apparent significance of these changes at The
Bowl.

Pollen percentages show that of the major pine species white pine
( Baploxylon) is more important than the Diploxylon pines (red, pitch and
jack). Our vegetation surveys show that red, white and pitch pine
currently grow near The Bowl, with red pine being the least abundant. The
nearest naturally occurring jack pine stands are on Schoodic Peninsula,
15 km to the east

.

Birch is the major tree taxon represented in the pollen diagram throughout
the 6 00-year period that the core represents. Percentages have declined
gradually from 40 percent at the base of the core to 25 percent today. The

decline is due in part to the increased importance of herbs and shrubs and
spruce since settlement. Of greater interest in this study, however, are
cyclical fluctuations in presettlement percentages that appear to be
related to fire activity. These will be discussed later.

The charcoal profile shows clear evidence of a fire at about 38 cm
(^1550 A.D.) 2 and another at 28 cm (** 1670 A.D.). 3 A charcoal peak shortly
after time of settlement (20-23 cm)4 may have been associated with land
clearing activities. Subsequent widespread burning is represented by large
increases in charcoal values above 20 cm. These culminate in a recent peak
caused by the 1947 fire, which burned the entire watershed of The Bowl.

Pollen analysis shows similar vegetation responses to each of the two pre-
settlement fires. When charcoal values reach a peak, birch percentages
fall and the sum of the conifer percentages (including all pines, spruces,
fir, hemlock, larch and cedar) increases. This is best illustrated by the

ratio of conifer to birch grains (C:B in Table 6.9 and Figure 6.6).
Shortly after charcoal concentrations decline, percentages of birch rise
and conifers fall. Because of the reciprocal nature of percentage data,
decreases in the C:B ratio could be explained either as a decrease in
the total amount of birch pollen reaching the lake with no change in
conifer influx, as an increase in conifer pollen influx with no change in

birch, or as a simultaneous increase in conifer influx and decrease in
birch influx. In assessing the response of the vegetation to fire it is

important to separate these possible effects. To do this we examined the
absolute amounts of pollen in the sediments. When we prepare sediments for

analysis we add a standard amount (75,000 grains/cc) of reference pollen

( Eucalyptus globulus ) to each sample. Euca 1 ypt us has a distinctive pollen

2About 16 90 A.D. based on Pb210 dating 4 About 1820 A.D. based upon
3About 1760 A.D. based on Pb210 dating Pb210 dating
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grain, and we tally its occurrence on slides at the same time that we count

fossil grains. If we assume that all sediment samples represent the same
number of years (i.e., there is no variation in sedimentation rates), then
fluctuations in the ratio of a fossil pollen type to Eucalyptus grains
represent variations in the influx of that type to the sediments.
Sedimentation rates probably have varied, but without a more precise strat-
igraphic time scale we have no way of knowing the extent to which this is
a problem. For now we must simply accept that some of the variation in the
data is related to changing sedimentation rates. Despite this limitation
the data show patterns that strongly suggest that pollen influx has varied

in response to fire. This is especially true for the interval from 19-55

cm, where much of the variation in the C:B ratio appears to be related to

changes in birch influx (Figure 6 .6 ) . The correlation coefficient (r) for
C:B vs. B:E is -.70, whereas that for C:B vs. C:E is +.26. When C:B
changes, some of the effect is due to increasing conifer influx, but
decreasing birch influx is far more important.

We interpret changes in the pollen profile following fire as a function

both of direct response of the vegetation and of changing pollen source

area (the geographic area from which pollen that reaches the pond is

derived) . Evidence discussed earlier suggests that birch has been a majcr
component of the vegetation surrounding The Bowl for the past 6 00 years.

Today's forest is dominated by an overstory of 36-year-old paper birch,
with some spruce of the same age in the understory . When fires burn the

watershed they kill the thin-barked birch and the influx of birch pollen to

the basin declines. For Mt . Desert Island as a whole, conifers are a more
significant component of the vegetation than birch, and immediately after a

fire the proportion of regional conifer pollen reaching The Bowl rises
relative to locally pro-duced birch pollen. The C:3 ratio rises and remains
high until birch revegetates the burned area. Although individual birch
stems are sensitive to fire, the plants reproduce both by stump sprouts and
by seed regeneration that is favored by exposed mineral seed beds. As

maturing birch begin to produce pollen, the influx of birch pollen again
surpasses that of regional conifer pollen, and the C:3 ratio falls. Figure
6.7 depicts a simple model of this process.

Both grey and paper birch are common on Mt . Desert Island, and we have
found that we can separate the effects of fire on the two species. Grey
birch is short-lived and shrubby and is common on recently disturbed sites.

Paper birch, on the other hand, lives 70 to 100 years and is a common
overstory component of deciduous and mixed conifer-deciduous forests. It

too benefits from disturbance, but it persists much longer than grey birch,

which is shaded out after 30-40 years. We can distinguish the pollen of
these two birches on the basis of size, with grey birch having grains that
are typically smaller. Our plot of the proportion of birch grains (.22 in

diameter vs. sediment depth (Figure 6.8) shows that high values usually
coincide with charcoal peaks (especially at 36-39 cm and 27-28 cm). After
each peak percentages of total birch pollen rise when charcoal values and

the proportion of small birch grains fall. This suggests that after a fire

both grey and paper birch colonize the burned-over land. Grey birch
quickly reaches reproductive maturity and for perhaps 10-20 years
contributes an increased proportion of the total birch pollen reaching the
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(a) Prefire:
A

<mk

Potlen

Source

'

( b) Immediate post-fire:

(c) 40-60 years after fire;

Figure 6.7. Conceptual model of the effects of fire on the influx of

conifer and deciduous pollen to The Bowl.

Prior to a fire (a) abundant locally produced deciduous tree polen —
principally birch — offsets the greater abundance of conifer pollen in the

regional pollen rain. Deciduous influx declines as birch forests are

destroyed by fire (b). As anew forest regenerates, production of deciduous
pollen peaks several decades after the fire (c).
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pond. Paper birch then overtakes grey birch and at the same time begins
producing pollen. Several decades following a fire the percentage of total
birch pollen rises. Our data show that at this time most of the birch
pollen is in the larger size group and hence is predominantly paper birch.
We suspect that paper birch produces more pollen than grey birch, and if
this is so it would explain the delayed rise in total birch percentages.

Our results emphasize the fact that pollen percentages do not reflect post-
fire changes in vegetation composition until regenerating plants reach
reproductive maturity. We examined both grey and paper birch near The Bowl

in 1981 and found that grey birch had many staminate aments whereas paper
birch had few. Although paper birch dominates the watershed, total birch
pollen percentages are only slightly higher than before the 1947 fire.
Modern samples from The Bowl thus show that it takes at least 30 years for
birch percentages to rise following a fire.

Our analysis shows that fires burned the presettlement forests surrounding
The Bowl and that these fires maintained birch as a larger component of the

vegetation than is typical on Aft. Desert Island today. Early fires were
probably set by Indians; perhaps as a means of propogating paper birch. .

Indians used the bark of paper birch for utensils, canoes and wigwam
covers, and as a means of starting fires (Harlow and Harrar 1969).

The large quantities of charcoal in the modern sediments suggests that the

1947 fire may have been more intense than earlier fires. Our vegetation
studies show that if fire is excluded from Acadia's forests, tolerant
spruce trees replace the shorter-lived deciduous species. An abundance of
old spruce snags, including one that was more than 150 years old in 1947

suggests that The Bowl's watershed may not have been burned since the time

of settlement . Thus fuel accumulations were probably much higher in 1947
than before the more frequent presettlement fires.

Because of The Bowl's small size, the conclusions from our sedimentary
studies are most applicable to the area immediately surrounding the pond.
Higher presettlement birch percentages at Eagle Lake (Davis 196 7) suggest,
however, that the process we describe may have been operating over a wider
area. Lorimer (1977) argues that fire rotations for interior-Maine spruce-
fir forests are on the order of 1,000 years. Our results conclusively
demonstrate that this was not the case for coastal sites such as The Bowl.
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CHAPTER 7. FIRE EFFECTS

7.1. Vegetation

7.1.1. Fire Response Groups. Most of the forest stands of Acadia National
Park can be arranged into five fire-response groups. Placement of stands
within these groups must take into account both the potential inflam-
mability of the stand and the effects of fire upon it. The groups are 1)
spruce and cedar stands with few shrubs in the understory (includes most
mixed conifer and conifer-hardwood stands), 2) pine stands, having dense
shrub understories (some spruce stands fit into this category), 3) birch-
aspen stands, 4) red oak stands and, 5) northern hardwood stands.

1) Spruce and Cedar Stands

In these stands the natural fire cycle appears to be tied to the

maturation cycle of the dominant trees. Downed woody fuel accumulations
remain moderate until the canopy breaks up, at which time they increase
rapidly, then remain high for as long as 10 to 20 years. Throughout the
19th and early 20th Centuries, fires in these types occurred frequently , as
logging operations left behind heavy accumulations of highly inflammable
slash. The demise of lumbering as an important industry and the increase
in fire suppression activities as the 20th Century advanced have led to a

decreased frequency of fires since 1930. Ironically , the further exclusion
of fire from the area may lead to a repeat of the catastrophic fire of
1947. At the present tine only isolated pockets of overmature spruce and
cedar exist. If, however, more extensive conifer stands were to mature and
break up, a hazardous and highly inflammable situation would exist.

At present, stands AC14 , AC22 and AC26 have heavy accumulations of
downed woody fuels. In AC14, slash from logging is neatly piled, but,

because of large amounts of fine fuels, it presents a clear fire hazard.

Windthrown trees lie criss-crossed on the ground in stands AC22 and
AC26 . Most of the fine downed fuels have decayed, but live and dead
standing brambles and shrubs provide fine fuels and increase the fire
hazard .

Stand AC13 has many standing dead trees that presently increase the

probability that fires, once started, will crown out. In the not-too-
distant future many of these trees will have blown down, dramatically
increasing downed_woody fuel accumulations. Stands AC04 and AC11 may also
become problems , as their canopies are beginning to break up.

Following an intense fire, it is not unusual for paper birch and
trembling or bigtooth aspen to seed in on newly exposed mineral soil along
with red spruce. Both paper birch and aspen are fast-growing and soon
overtop the spruce, which may remain in the understory for as many as 6

years. As the hardwoods begin to die off, spruce trees are released from
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suppression and grow up into the canopy. There is thus a gradual
transition from an initial mixture of red spruce, paper birch and aspen
seedlings, through a birch-aspen stand, to spruce-hardwoods and eventually
a spruce stand. Spruce seedlings germinate well in litter, thus spruce
stands can regenerate themselves in the absence of fire or following light
fires that do not burn off the entire organic horizon from the forest
floor.

2) Pine Stands

Red pine, pitch pine and jack pine occupy only a small percentage of
the total area of Acadia National Park. Pitch pine reaches the limits of
its range in this part of Maine. Jack pine is near the limits of its range.

All three are fire-adapted species. Fire enhances the establishment of
seedlings, which seluom survive on thick layers of litter. Some ecotypes of
pitch pine and jack pine have serotinous cones that open only in response
to heat. Mature individuals of all three species can survive repeated
light or moderate fires. Pitch pine, unlike other eastern conifers,
sprouts vigorously after fires.

In the absence of fire, seedlings of other species are likely to become
established , replacing the overstory pines as they die. In most of the

stands that we examined, this process is slow. The gradual growth of
lichens and mosses over exvosed bedrock and boulders will provide a seedbed
for pine seedlings for years to come in stands AC08 and AC24

.

In other areas the process is near completion. Much of Norumbega
Mountain, where AC11 is located, appears to have been covered by red pine

in the past. The exclusion of fire from this area during the past IOC

years has changed the complexion of this forest, encouraging the dominance
of red spruce as it prohibits the establishment of red pine seedlings

.

Some fine red pine stands along Sargent Drive share this same fate if fire
exclusion continues. Eventually , most of the pitch pine and jack pine
stands of Acadia National Park will also give way to less fire-adapted
species, in most cases, red spruce.

3) Birch-Aspen Stands

These stands often spring up after fire has exposed mineral soil,

preparing a seedbed. Within Acadia National Park and its vicinity such
stands often have~ ,a sparce understory of equal age. Unless a second fire
occurs after the stand reaches maturity , the birch-aspen overstory will

eventually give way to spruce. Thus fire plays an important role in the

perpetuation of this forest type.

The potential exists for a fire cycle to develop about the maturation
cycle of birch-aspen, similar to that which exists in spruce forests. Many

of the even-aged overstory trees may become overmature and die within a

short time span, causing downed woody fuels to accumulate rapidly.
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Inflammability is often increased by the presence of suppressed conifers in
the understory . The fire hazard is, however, of shorter duration than in
spruce stands, because of the more rapid decomposition of birch and aspen,

4) Red Oak Stands

Moderate fires can be beneficial to oak stands, contributing to their
ability to perpetuate themselves and outcompete potential invading species,
such as northern hardwoods. Mature oaks often survive moderate fires.
Younger trees, on which foliage and branches are killed, may sprout
prolifically from their bases. Intense fires, however, can change the
composition of an oak stand dramatically. Destruction of litter often
prevents germination of acorns while enhancing germination of pines,
birches, aspen and spruce.

Oak stands present a more constant level of flammability than such
forest types as spruce and birch-aspen. Rarely does an entire stand become
overmature and die within a short time span. However, oak leaves produce
litter that is highly inflammable, especially during the autumn months,
when it is loose and well-aerated. The frequent presence of low shrubs in
the understory increases flammability.

5) northern Hardwood Stands

northern hardwoods are not only less likely to burn than other forest
types, but are also more susceptible to fire damage. Both ignition and
spread of fire are unlikely except during the- most severe droughts.
Intense fires burning through adjacent stands may, however, ignite ani
spread through northern hardwoods, especially during the fall, when litter
is most inflammable.

When fire does occur in this type, it may drastically change stand
composition. Most of the common species are not well adapted to fire. The

thin-barked trees that make up these stands are often severely dimaged by

fires of only moderate intensity. Post-fire regeneration is likely to

include a low proportion of such typical northern hariwood species as sugar
maple and yellow birch. Beech may be better represented because of Jts
ability to sucker. Species that commonly invade the post-fire forest^^^
include paper and grey birch, aspen, red spruce and pines. •

Fire may, as in the case of AC02, enhance the importance of beecft in a

northern hardwood stand. What was formerly a beech-sugar maple stand is

now a beech stand^with sugar maple, paper birch and aspen as minor

components. Other possible results of fire are the initiation of a

birch-aspen stand or a mixed conifer-hardwood stand where northern

hardwoods once stood.
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7.2. Soils

There are available several excellent review articles on the effects of

fire on soil. These include Hells, et al. (1979), Ahlgren (1974), Brown

and Davis (1973) and Viro (1974), and all should be available to tIPS

personnel responsible for the development of fire management plans. Fire

can alter both the physical and chemical characteristics of soils and in sc

doing affect water regimes and vegetative regrowth. Where soils are
shallow and on steep slopes, fire can remove the protective mantle of

organic litter and subsequent erosion can expose substrates that are

difficult for vegetation to recolonize. Soil texture influences the

susceptibility of soils to post fire erosion. Coarse, highly permeable
soils (sands and loamy sands) are less likely to erode than the

finer-textured silts and clays. Soil moisture content often rises

following a fire because of decreased evapozranspiration, and soils that

have a higher moisture-holding capacity are able to absorb less rainfall

than well drained soils. As soil moisture content rises, the likelihood of
surface runoff and erosion increases.

Where slopes are less steep and soils are deeper, fire can release -
'

nutrients and stimulate seeds stored in the soil to germinate. This

promotes rapid revegetation and increased productivity . The organic soil

horizons of the forest floor contain a reservoir of nutrients , but these

are often bound in unavailable forms. Fire rapidly decomposes litter and
releases nutrients for plant uptake. The release of cations and formation
of compounds such as potassium hydroxide help neutralize soil acidity, and

this further improves the soil as a medium for plant growth.

Many plants produce seeds that can be stored in the soil for long periods
and germinate when exposed to the warmer, more moist and higher nutrient
content conditions that follow fire. Other species that have light seeds
(e.g., aspen) or seeds that can be bloim long distances across the snow
(e.g., the birches) rapidly recolonize burned soils. Regrowth is important
in retaining nutrients that are mobilized by fire and in providing a

protective cover that reduces the risk of erosion.

Under some conditions the burning of litter produces organic compounds that
reduce the wettability of soils. The creation of these hydrophobic soil
conditions has been documented for brush and some conifer stands in the
west (Delano 19o6 , 1981; DeBano and Krammes 1966; De3ano, et al. 1977;
Dyrness 1976; Savage 1974; and others). The impermeability of hydrophobic
soils can lead to increased overland flow, and severe gullying may occur on
moderate to steep slopes. The extent to which hydrophobic soils could be a

problem in the~Noltheast is unknown.

Soil associations of Acadia National Park have been mapped as part of the
Maine Coastal Inventory (MCI, 1977). General Soils Maps Nos. 4-1 (Mt.
Desert), 4-3 ( Schoodic

)

, and 3-2 (Isle au Haut) show the distribution of
approximately 35 soil associations in the Park. More detailed soil series
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maps are available for some towns (e.g. f Southwest Harbor, Isle au Haut ,

Somesville and Winter Harbor), The following discussion is limited to

those series and associations that would be most susceptible to damage by
fire.

We have categorized the soils of Acadia with regard to their susceptibility
to fire damage. Our analysis is based upon slope, drainage, permeability

,

depth to bedrock, surface texture and K value [a measure of erodibility

,

with values ranging from (nonerodible) to 1.0 (extremely erodible)] . A
list of associations that occur, at least in part, on slopes >8% is found
in Table 7.1. We assume that erosion potential is much reduced on soils of
<S% slope. Table 7.2 provides descriptions of individual series within the

listed associations. We have interpreted the data in the tables and have
subjectively rated the potential for fire damage for these soils. Our
classes are a function of both the degree to which post-fire erosion would
occur and the rapidity with which revegetation would take place. The

latter criterion is related to soil depth and rockyness . Our field studies
show that revegetation is slov^est where shallow soils erode and leave only
exposed bedrock at the surface.

The four susceptibility classes are defined as follows:

Class I - associations with slopes up to 15% but with low
K values, coarse texture, good permeability and drainage,
and >60 inches of soil above bedrock.

Class II - associations occurring on slopes of Kl5% but

with sone series that are either shallow to bedrock
(K20 inches) or are finer textured with higher K values.

Class III - associations on slopes >15% but with soils
that show good drainage and that are generally )60 inches
deep. Erodibility is generally low.

Class IV - soils on slopes Kl5% with high K values or
with K20 inches to bedrock. These soils often consist of
little more than organic litter and moss. Fire consumes the

soil and leaves exposed rock that revegetates very slowly.

We have excluded from the classification soil association 151

(Coulton-Duane ) although it occurs on slopes >8%. Its soils have high
permeability , are well drained and have low K values, and it occurs on a

limited area within the Park. Classification of other associations is

found in Table 7.1.
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Table -7.1. Fire susceptibility classes of ANP soil associations that

occur, at least in part, on slopes >8%.

Susceptibility Assoc

Class No.

II 60

II 61

IV 62

II 63

II 64

IV 65

II 67

III 76

II 78

III 87

II 90

II 92

III 93

I 95

I 96

I 101

IV 121

II ~125

II 139

Name, Rockyness, Percent Slope

Lyman-Harlow, 3-15%

Lyman-Marlow , 3-15%

Lywan-Marlow, rocky phase, 15-45%

Lyman-Berkshirs , 3-15%

Lyman-Berkshire , rocky phase, 0-15%

Lyman-Berkshire , rocky phase, 0-15%

Rockland-Lyman, rocky phase, 3-45%

Marlow-Lyman, stony phase, 15-45%

Peru-Marlow, stony phase, 8-15%

Berkshire-Lyman, stony phase, 15-25%

Hcrman-Lyman , 8-15%

Herman-Lyman , stony phase, 3-15%

Herman-Lyman, stony phase, 15-45%

Herman-Waumbek , 8-15%

Herman-Waumbek , stony phase, 3-15%

Waumbek-Herman, stony phase, 8-15%

Buxton-Suffield, 15-25%

Buxton-Lyman , 3-15%

Elmwood-Swanton , 0-15%
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7.3. Water

The effects of fire on water have been less-well studied than have those on

soil. Tiedemann, et al. (1979) review the present state of knowledge.

Host studies have been conducted in the western United States, and we know
little about the effects of fire on watersheds in the Northeast.

Fire affects water regimes both on-site and downstream. In general fire
reduces interception and infiltration and increases soil moisture storage,
snow accumulation, overland flow and surface and mass erosion. Erosion
effects are correlated with percent and length of slope, soil texture, and
rainfall and snowmelt characteristics . The degree and duration of effects
depend largely on the severity of burn and rate of revegetation. Where
revegetation is rapid soil-water regimes may stabilize in a few years.
Other areas may take much longer to stabilize. Acadia's exposed rocky
mountains are excellent examples of sites where the effects of fire on
water regimes would be evident for many years.

Downstream effects are directly related to those on-site — a reflection of
the fact that streams integrate both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.
An important but poorly understood effect is increased sediment transport,
which results from increased overland flow, channel scouring (due to

increased discharges) , dry ravel and creep into stream channels, and mass
erosion. Increased sediment transport cau.ies increased turbidity , and this

plus shade removal increases stream temperatures. Again, effects depend
upon rainfall and topographic factors.

Unlike streams, almost nothing is known about the effects of fire on lakes
and other larger water bodies. Wright (1976) studied the 1971 Little Sioux
-'ice in northeastern Minnesota and found that as a result of vegetation
removal lake levels responded more rapidly co rainfall . Other effects were
less clear, however. McColl and Crigal (1975) studied the same fire and
found that concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorous in soil solution were
increased, as were the concentrations of mest cations. Although they found
accelerated rates of transport of nutrients from uplands, neither Wright
nor McColl and Grigal reported changes in lake-water concentrations . They
conclude that dilution by lake water and filtering by stream periphyton
prevent changes that they observed on upland sites from affecting water
quality of lakes.

Aquatic organisms are most affected by changes in concentrations of soluble

forms of elements ." -There is almost no information available on the effects

of fire on aquatic productivity , but under most circumstances effects are
probably, minor and short-lived. Transport of elements bound in an
insoluble form to larger mineral and organic particles probably increases
with increased erosion following fire. It seems unlikely that this would
alter aquatic productivity , but sedimentation rates may be accelerated.
Paleolimnological studies by Swain (1973), Cwynar (1978) and Patterson
(1978) all show evidence of post fire increases in lake sedimentation
following fire.
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7.4. Fuels

Few studies have examined the effects of fire on fuels in the northeast. A
recent monograph by Martin, et al. (1979) contains little information
applicable to coastal Maine forests. Data presented for spruce-fir in the

Lake States show that of a total average fuel loading of 32.7 tons/acre (72
metric tons/ha), 8% was classed as < H inch ( .6 cm), 14% as if to 1 inch
(1.3 to 2.5 cm), 20% as 1 to 3 inches (2.5 to 5.8 cm) and 58% as > 3 inches
(5.8 cm) in diameter. An additonal 20 tons/acre (44 metric tons/ha) of
larger material was removed from these recently harvested stands.
Prescribed fires reduced loadings by 25% with reductions by size class as
follows; 90% for foliage and < k inch (0.6 cm) diameter particles, 81% for

k to 1 inch (1.3 to 2.5 cm), 27% for 1 to 3 inches (2.5 to 5.8 cm) and 3%

for > 3 inches (5.8 cm).

Fires at Acadia may produce generally similar patterns of fuel reduction,
but total fuel loadings are higher in Maine's more productive forests. In
addition, fuel distributions are probably less uniform than in logged-over
areas and burn patterns less predictable. Any attempts to manage fuels at

Acadia, whether by prescribed fire or mechanical means, should carefully
document the effects on fuel loadings and distribution. Resulting data
would provide much needed information for the Northeast as a whole and be

useful in planning future efforts at fuel modification in the Park.

The presence of a dense, inflammable shrub stratum presents unique problems
in the open conifer stands at Acadia. The loading of particles < 3 inches
(5.8 cm) in diameter (1, 10 and 100 hour time-lag fuels) is low in these
Fuel Model Q stands (Figure 5.4), but fire history studies suggest frequent
burning.

The inflammable nature of the ericaceous shrubs and extensive mats of
lichens on the forest floor apparently combine to increase fire danger. We

know little about the behavior of fires in these stands, and they represent
areas where additional research is needed. Blueberry and huckleberry are
important components of the shrub layer, and their presence may increase
inflammability of the type. The persistence of these shrubs may in turn

depend upon recurring fire.

7.5. Fauna

There is a lack of descriptions of long-term and short-term ecosystem

response to burning, including site specific responses of food, cover, and

animals, and diff-erential response to season of burn and repeated burning.
We lack knowledge of specific habitat requirements , life histories, and

inter-species relationships of key- faunal species or groups (Lyon, et al.

1978). There are virtually no data on how varying the properties of fire

will affect wildlife (Bendell 1974).
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Bendell (1974) in Fire and Ecosystems , helps us to make some generalizations
concerning effects of fire on fauna* However, generalizations must be used
with caution as fire effects on wildlife vary according to the faunal species
involved, the site, characteristics of the fire itself, and other factors.

7.5.1. Birds and Mammals

Birds and mammals encounter many changes in their environment and easily
cope with most of them. Many birds and mammals are adapted to living in

environments created largely by fire. Some fauna may actually contribute
to maintenance of forest conditions conducive to burning. There may be a

tendency for larger sized animals and birds to inhabit fire forests;

smaller animals and birds to inhabit fire resistant forests such as
hemlock.

Effects of fire on fauna may be direct or indirect . Indirect effects may
take considerable time to become apparent . Many birds and animals remain

calm in the presence of fire and may move into a burn immediately after a

fire. Other animals may panic and run into a fire where they are consummed
(rats, rabbits) . Death nay result from suffocation, asphyxiation and heat.
Some animals escape firs by taking refuge in burrows. Soil temperature may
be tolerable four inches (10.2 cm) below the ground surface when surface
temperatures are 1000'? (538'C). Some mammals may suffocate in burrows
without adequate ventilation. Vapor pressure increases when soil is heated
which can, in some cases, create untenable conditions for wildlife. Rats
die when temperatures exceed 145'F (63'C).

Fire affects the climate and microclimate of an area. Fire produces smoke,

blackens soil and results in changes in light, humidity , wind, and snow
cover. Birds and mammals are sometimes affected by windchill, especially
when they are wet.

Fire affects the structure of vegetation and in so doing alters wildlife
habitat characteristics. Trees and large shrubs are destroyed and new
vegetation emerges close to the ground. Obstructions created by fire
control operations such as snag felling may impede movement of some
species. Others seek these conditions. Waterfoul may be kept from

wetlands when they become choked with dense emergent vegetation, shrubs,
and trees. Burning creates open water (Bendell 1974). Nesting areas may
be altered with resultant adverse reproductive impacts to some species.

Pattern of cover changes after burning with varying effects on birds and

mammals. Local distribution and density of species, competition between

faunal species, predation ,. and parasites are affected by burning. 3urns
create edge effect which benefits some species. A number of small fires

will create more edge and interspersion than one large fire. Fire affects

food supplies to the benefit or detriment of different species. In many
cases food conditions are improved for surface feeding mammals due to

regeneration of vegetation at ground level. Nutrient release following
fire often enhances the quality of feed, although some nutrients may
increase while others decrease.
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Burning may favorably affect water supply. Reduced use of water by plants
may cause water levels in streams to rise following fires. Severe fires in
some localities, however, may result in drying of the site to an
intolerable degree for some wildlife.

Many wildlife do not change in density or abundance after their habitat is
devastated by fire. Some increases and decreases are noted. Bendell
(1974) in summarizing studies conducted by Boch and Lynch (1970) and Martin
(1960) notes that 80% of animal and bird populations remained about the
same with respect to population density and trend following fires.

Extrinsic factors of environment such as food supply, cover, parasites, and
preditors may favor or retard the expansion of populations. Genetic quality
of stock is a basic cause of population change. Many studies show a rela-
tionship between stage of forest growth and associated birds and mammals.
Wildlife forms are present that are adapted to each kind of environment
present in a wide area. There is a native fauna and it persists without
extreme changes in abundance and destructive impact to places where it

lives. Occasionally large disturbances may favor the establishment of
exotic species or result in epidemic levels of native species.

Some birds and mammals apparently are not sensitive to fine details of
habitat and tolerate a wide range of conditions of their environment . Such
may be the case of species which live in fluctuating environments such as
forests which frequently burn. Most species favor a broad group of
vegetation such as grass, herbs or shrubs rather than specific species
of vegetation.

Birds show little change in abundance after fire. In general, ground
dwellers show the largest population increase following fire; tree/trunk
dwellers the most decrease.

Many birds and mammals inhabit Acadia. We are unaware of any specific
studies concerning the effects of fire on fauna at Acadia. Studies
conducted elsewhere may permit us to generalize concerning the effects of
fire on a few species found at Acadia.

Several species of woodpeckers inhabit Acadia: downey. ( Picoides
pubescens ) , hairy ( Picoides villosus ) , and pileated ( Dr~ccopus pileatus )

.

Woodpeckers are attracted to burns when fire creates new snags and when
insects move into the fire-killed trees. Oh the other hand removal of
snags during or following the fire can adversely affect woodpeckers

.

There are at least 16 species of warblers ( Parulidae ) at Acadia (Butcher
1977). Warblers that live in the canopy of deciduous trees require shade
(Brewer 1958, Kendeigh 1945). Removal of forests changes the input and

reflectance of light (Bendell 1974). Warblers may be adversely affected.
The ovenbird (Seiurus aurocapillus ) nests in dry leaves of the forest
floor (Butcher 1977), and fires may destroy nests.
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Ruffed grouse ( Bona sa umbellus ) is generally favored by fire. Doerr
(1970) found no dead grouse on a 640-acre (259 ha) burn in Alberta.
However there was a reproductive failure on the burned area which was
attributed to destruction of grouse nests. In summer when it is hot and
dry ruffed grouse live in parts of burns that are wet and grow thick willow
(Salix spp.) or alder. In winter when it is cold and wet , they may be
found on open burned areas as well as in their summer habitat (Bendell
1974). Grouse plunge and burrow into snow to escape cold and preditors
(Gullion 1967). Snow on burned areas is often deeper than it is in

forests; therefore, grouse survival may be increased during winter on

burns. Thick clumps of conifers conceal preditors of grouse (Gullion
1972). Burning nay mizigate predation losses. Abundant and nutritious
vegetation usually emerges on burns and fire increases the number of
litter-dwelling insects (Gullion 1967). Grouse have been observed to feed
upon old male aspen trees which have been injured by fire. It is believed
that these trees were of higher nutritional value than others and therefore
important to reproduction and winter survival (Gullion 1970, Svoboda and
Gullion (1972).

Whitetail deer (Odocoileus virgini.vnus ) occurs in Acadia. Deer use the .

edge of a burn more frequently than open burn or. forest (McCulloch 19b9).
Many small fires will cveate more edge effect and interspersion of plant
species than a large fire. Deer may utilize open burns where food is

nutritious for the first few years following fire. However, Kelsall and
Prescott (1971) have observed that deer leave a burn when snow is deep r.nd

soft and live in surrounding forest where snow is shallow and has a firm
crust. Gates (1963) indicates this practice occurs even when abundant and
preferred food occurs on the burn. Deep snow with little crust can immobi-
lize deer. This condition frequently occurs on burns. Cheatum (1949) has
observed that deer in exposed areas may starve to death sooner than those

in sheltered areas.

Black bear ( Ursus americanu.r ) and moose (Alces alces ) are only occasional
visitors to Acadia (Butcher 1977). Bozh are fire followers (Bendell 1974),
but it is doubtful fire has any appreciable effect on these species at

Acadia.

Red squirrel ( Tamiasciurus hudsonicus ) , northern flying squirrel ( Glaucomys
sabrinus ) and eastern gray squirrel ( Sciurus caroLir.ensis ) all occur in

Acadia (Butcher 19J7

)

. Udvardy (196 9) has observed that squirrels may swim

large rivers to escape fires in Siberia. Squirrels don't normally occupy
burned areas because of lack of nesting sites (Terrill and Crawford 1946).

Red squirrel decreases after fire. This species is dependent upon mature
climax vegetation (Lyon, et al. 1978).

Snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus ) , beaver (Castor canadensis ) , and racoon

(Procyon lotor ) all inhabit Acadia (Butcher 1977). Hare and beaver usually
increase after fire. Wynne-Edwards (1970) believes that aspen and birch
are required by beaver and that they adjust their numbers to these species.

Aspen and birch revegate burned areas in Acadia, so fires may favor beaver.
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Hall (1971) indicates that beaver may persist without aspen and birch when
they can feed upon a variety of aquatic plants. Sunquist (1967) observes
that racoon merely move away from a fire and neither frequent or avoid a

burn more than usual.

We doubt that fire has any long-term effect on most bird and mammal species
that occur in Acadia. There may, however, be short term adjustments in
distribution and populations of fauna.

7.5.2. Invertibrates

Effects of fire on invert ibrate populations may be transitory or long
lasting. In general invertibrates decrease because the species cr its eggs
are killed by heat and flames and their food supply and shelter are
diminished (Lyon, et al. 1978). However, some flying insects are attracted
by heat, smoke, or dead and damaged trees and may increase during and after
fire. In general most soil fauna decrease markedly for short periods after
fire. Many surface insects are also reduced in numbers after fire but

these insects are not as susceptible as the soil species. They are
protected by their ability to fly, to move quickly into tunnels in the soil

and to insulate themselves from heat and smoke in the bark of trees.

7.5.3. Stream Fauna

Increased soil erosion, increased water flow, removal of streamside
vegetation, and increased nutrient loading result from fire (Lyon, et al.

1978). Sediment loading may reduce the size of spawning gravels or deposit
fine material that smozhers eggs, prevents emergence of fry (Cordone , et ai

19bl; Burns 1970; Cooper 1965; Phillips 1961), increases predation losses
and reduces populations of preferred food species such as may, caddis, and
stone flies (Bjovn, et al. 1977; Burns 1970). Eggs may be crushed due to

increased streamflow.

Removal of streamside vegetation increases streambank erosion, reduces
available habitat, and increases stream temperatures . Dissolved oxygen
decreases , whereas faunal oxygen demand increases . Increased temperature
results, in higher incidence of fish disease. Nutrient loading seldom
reaches toxic levels and effects on productivity may be beneficial
(Fredriksen , et al. 1975). Increased algae production may sustain a

greater biomass and a more diversified population of insect larvae.
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CEAPTZR 8. FIRE WEATHER AND FIRE DANGER RATING

8.1. Fire Weather

Weather has been defined in Chapter 3. Weather parameters of interest to
fire managers are measured daily at a specified time at field weather
stations during the fire season. Parameters measured include temperatures
(minimum, maximum, and temperature at observation time), relative humidity,
fuel moisture, cloud cover, 24-hour precipitation and wind velocity and
direction.

Factors affecting fire behavior are topography (including slope), fuel

conditions and weather. Of these, weather is the most variable.

Topography, for practical purposes, is fixed. It changes only over long
geologic time periods, or occasionally rather abruptly due to a

catastrophic event such as the eruption of Mt . St. Helens, Washington.

Forest fuels normally change rather slowly as vegetation changes in

response to management activities and successional processes. Dead fuels
generally accumulate gradually on the forest floor. Events such as

logging, fire, insect epidemics and blowdown, however, may result in abrupt
changes in fuel conditions. Weather changes daily and even hourly.
Weather conditions usually are much different at night than during the day.
These diurnal changes can affect the ease of ignition and control of
wildfire and dictate when safe and successful prescribed burns can be
conducted.

Field fire-weather stations have been installed in Acadia National Park.
NPS has operated fire weather station number 170701 at y.cFarland Work
Center for many years. All historical fire weather data used in fire

weather studies for Acadia National Park were obtained from the McFarlar.d

weather station records, except for two parameters to be discussed later.
The McFarland weather station was upgraded to 1978 (UFDRS) standards in

1980.

Two new manually operated fire-weather stations were installed in 1980; one

adjacent to the Ranger Station on Schoodic Peninsula and another adjacent
to the -Ranger Station on Isle au Haut. The former stazicn was subsequently
dismantled because personnel trained to take measurements were unavailable
on a regular basis. The latter was subsequently moved to the Isle au Haut

fire station. Because no historical data are available at these locations,
the new stations were not used in the current fire-weather studies. It is

recommended that jneasurements be recorded for at least two more years at

Isle au Haut to determine whether sufficient variability exists between
the two stations to warrant continued operation of the Isle au Haut unit.

A Remote Automated Weather Station (RAWS) was installed in February, 1980 on

Western Mountain near Seal Cove Pond. The unit was purchased with Forest

Service-appropriated funds and remains in USDA ownership. This station
automatically transmits hourly weather data to a satellite from which data
are relayed to the National Environmental Satellite Service in Virginia.
Parameters measured include precipitation, wind speed and direction, air
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temperature, fuel temperature, relative humidity and a test voltage. The
unit is capable of measuring barometric pressure, but this is not an input
to the NFDRS, and therefore this feature is not operational on the unit.

Again, no historical data exist for this station, and data collected in
1980 are not utilized in our studies of historical fire weather. The unit
was moved to Isle au Haut in late 198 2 in order to obtain more reliable
weather data for this remote area in the Park.

A remote computer terminal is necessary to access the data transmitted by

the RAWS station. The unit may be accessed by:

1. The Administrative and Forest Fire Information Retrieval and
Management System (AFFIRMS) computer program (AFFIRMS will be discussed
later). This is the simplest means.

2. National Environmental Satellite Service (NOAA-NESS). This is

a comparatively complex process as the received data must be decoded.

To derive full value from the RAWS station the Park should have access to a

computer terminal. Procedures for accessing the dzta through NOAA-NESS or
AFFIRMS may be obtained through the USDI-NPS Office of Fire Management at

Boise Interagency Fire Center.

The USDA-Forest Service publication "Fire Weather Observer 's Handbook'

,

Agriculture Handbook # 494, details installation and maintenance procedure's

for fire weather stations and discusses instruments used to measure fire

weather parameters . It is very important to install and maintain fire
weather stations as detailed in this publication, or erroneous readings
will result.

8.2. National Fire Danger Rating

National Fire Danger Rating was developed to provide the fire manager with

daily weather information and indices. NFDRS helps managers to evaluate
the potential for fires to ignite and spread and the difficulty to be
expected in controlling them.

Fire danger rating is a useful tool in developing step-up plans for
varying the quantity and location of fire suppression resources according
to expected fire activity and burning conditions. Fire danger rating is

also used as a fire prevention tool to inform the public of relative fire
danger. Adjective ratings (tied to numerical indices) ranging from low to

extreme are often used for this purpose. Brown and Davis (1973) devote a

chapter to fire danger rating and discuss various systems that have been

employed

.

For most federal fire-suppression agencies the Buildup Index system was
replaced in 1972 by the NFDRS which utilizes numerous components and
indices to provide the fire manager with indicators of fire occurrence,
spread, and difficulty of control.
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The 1972 - NFDRS was refined in 1978. The number of fuel models was
increased from 9 to 20 nationwide; the number of slope classes increased
from 3 to 5; and the 1000-hour timelag fuel moisture and live fuel
moisture models were added to provide more reliable indicators of drought.
Changes were also made in the methods of calculating lightning and
man-caused fire occurrence indices.

A detailed description of the 1978-NFDRS can be found in Deeming , et al.

(1977). The NFDRS utilizes field measurements of weather parameters and
intermediate calculations to arrive at outputs that include; Spread
Component j Energy Release Component , Burning Index, Ignition Component,
Lightning Occurrence Index, Han-Caused Occurrence Index and Fire Load
Index (Figure 8.1). The last index combines expected fire occurrence with
the expected fire behavior of one fire to arrive at an indicator of the

total fire suppression job on a given day. Deeming, et al. (1977)

discuss the meaning of the above indices.

NFDRS Fuel Models E and R (hardwood) plus G, H, and Q (conifers and mixed
conifer-hardv/ood types) are present within the Park. Because a given NFDPS
station is generally applied to a large area (perhaps 100,000 acres =

40,000 ha) we feel that Fuel Model H is the most appropriate model for
NFDRS purposes in Acadia National Park.

We recommend that Slope Class 2, Climate Class 3 and perennial vegetation
continue to be used in calculations

.

Outputs (components and indices) may be determined by three methods:

1. Nomograms. Components and indices arc determined manually , a

cumbersome process. This process is detailed in USDA-Forest Service
General Technical Report INT-40 , "Manually Calculating Fire-Danger Ratings
- 1978 National Fire Danger Rating System* (Burgan, et al . 1977).
Nomograms for individual fuel models can be ordered from the Boise
Interagency Fire Center.

2. Texas Instruments TI-59 hand-held calculator . A Custom Read Only
Memory (CROM) chip was developed for use in this hand-held calculator

,

which allows quick calculations of components and indices.

3. AFFIRMS (Administrative and Forest Fire Information Retrieval and

Management System). Components and indices are calculated by computer.
Computer Sharing Services of Denver, Colorado , currently has the AFFIRPIS

contract. Fire weather forecasters can also enter regional forecasts . The

current day's outputs and predictions for the following day are, therefore,
available to users.

AFFIRMS archives measurements for retrieval and use with fire related
computer programs such as FIREFAMILY. The data are stored at the National
Fire Weather Data Library (NFWDL), Ft. Collins, Colorado. Instructions on

the use of AFFIRMS is found in Helfman, et al . (1980). Fire weather data
for users not on AFFIRMS can be periodically archieved at the NFWDL by
transmitting the data to Ft. Collins on punch cards or tape. The data can

then be manipulated with computer programs. Instructions for data input to

the NFWDL are contained in Furman and Brink (1975).
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Figure 8.1 Structure of the 1978 ttationzl Fire-Danger Rating System
(from Deeming j et al. 1977).
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Chapter 9 of NPS-18 specifies that the 1978-NFDRS be used as the basis for
NPS fire danger rating* Commencing in 1980 Acadia National Park imple-
mented this system. Indices are computed using the TI-59 calculator with
NFDRS/Fire Behavior CROM. Roger Rudolph of NPS, Acadia National Park,
supervised implementation of the 1978 system. A training session on the
1978-NFDRS and use of the TI-59 calculator with NFDRS CROM was conducted by
Rudolph and Jack Frost of the Forest Service's North Central Forest
Experiment Station in June, 1980.

The McFarland weather records could not be located for the years 1974-1979

inclusive. Therefore, the years 1969 through July 1973 were utilized for
analyzing fire weather for Acadia. Weather parameters were recorded daily
(with some exceptions) over the nearly five-year period and should provide
a reasonable indication of the frequency occurrence of NFDRS components and
indices.

Use of the McFarland weather records is complicated by the fact that all

parameters called for on the weather form were not recorded^ especially
maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and state of weather. To

overcome the lack of maximum-minimum temperature data at McFarland , the

data recorded at Hulls Cove were used. Hulls Cove is situated only 2.4 air

miles (3.8 km) from McFarland and neither station is close to the water.
It is doubtful that the Hulls Cove data differ substantially from data that

would be measured at McFarland

.

Unfortunately, 'state of the weather* observations were generally not

recorded at Hulls Cove. Therefore , this item was coded "scattered clouds*
(less than 1/10 of sky covered with clouds) on days for which no
precipitation occurred and "raining* when precipitation did occur. A few
of the days were coded as 'drizzle* when we could identify this condition
from the records.

With implementation of the 1978-NFDRS at the Park, NPS weather observers
began recording all inputs necessary for the system. We recommend con-
tinuation of this procedure . A windspeed counter should be installed at

McFarland to improve reliability of wind measurements

.

We recommend that the recording of weather data at McFarland begin no later

than March 15 each year. This allows time for the NFDRS indices and

components to adjust to the Park's fuel conditions. McFarland measurements
should be continued through the fall until there is r.o doubt that the fire
season has ended. Normally , November 30 would be a satisfactory cutoff
date unless unusual fall drought conditions persist. The weather station
at Isle au Haut should be operated from the time the nearby ranger station
is activated to the time it is closed for the season. Weather measurements
should be made at 1:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time and 2:00 p.m. Eastern
Daylight Time when at all possible

.
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Rangers at Isle au Haut should be provided training and the means to
calculate the outputs of the NFDRS system (nomograms or TI-59 calculator)

.

Outputs for the McFarland weather station are being calculated by TI-59.

ANP should consider subscribing to AFFIRMS. For manually operated weather
stations the advantages of AFFIRMS are computer calculation of the outputs,
automatic archiving of weather data in the National Fire Weather Data
Library, and outputting of forecasts for the following day. A remote
computer terminal must be utilized to input and output data. The terminal
could also be used to output RAWS data. If AHP subscribes to AFFIRMS, data
from all weather stations should be transmitted daily to the computer
operator by telephone or radio. It should be noted that data transmitted
by the RAWS station may be retrieved for the previous 24-hours. These data
are not archived by AFFIRMS. NFDRS components and indices may be computed
from RAf>S weather data.

The computer program FIRDAT was executed to obtain tabulations and

frequency curves of the NFDRS components and indices. Computer printouts
obtained from execution of FIRDAT are submitted with this report.
Instructions for executing FIRDAT can be obtained through USDI-NPS Office
of Fire Mam.gement , Boise, Idaho. The following values were used for the

indicated parameters: Slopes Class — 2 (26%-40% slope); Herbaceous Type
— P (Perennial ) ; and Climate Class — 3 (Humid).

Runs were executed for NFDRS Fuel Models G, H, and E/R using the historical
fire weather data for McFarland weather station and the values for slope
class, herbaceous , and climate class shown above. As noted earlier, we

feel that Fuel Model H is the most appropriate fuel model for use in fire
planning in Acadia National Park.

The computer runs for Fuel Model H yielded the 90th and 91th percentile
values (measured along the cumulative frequency curves) shown below for the

various NFDRS components and indices:

Component/Index 90% 91%

Ignition Component 19.9 28.1

Spread Component 1.9 3.5

Energy Release Component 13.5 15.9

Burning Index 13.1 18.0
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Federal wildland fire management agencies generally use either the Fire
Load Index or the Burning Index in developing step-up plans. We suggest
that Acadia National Park use the Burning Index. Inputs for calculation of
the Fire Load Index include man-caused and lightning-caused fire occurrence
indices. The scaling factors for obtaining these indices cannot be
accurately computed at this time, therefore the Fire Load Index cannot be
accurately computed. Basing the step-up plan on Burning Index should be
satisfactory as the Park experiences very few days for which more than one
fire occurs. Lightning fires are rare enough in Acadia that they can be
considered as miscellaneous fires.

Manning classes based on Burning Index may be established according to the

following accepted procedure:

Fire Danger
Manning Class Burning Index Value Range

I Zero to 1/4 of the Burning Index value
occurring at the 90th percentile on the cumulative
frequency curve.

II The range of values between 1/4 and 1/2 of the

Burning Index value occurring at the 90th percen-
tile on the cumulative frequency curve.

Ill The range between 1/2 of the 90th percentile
Burning Index value and the ?Oth percentile value.

IV The range between the 90th percentile Burning
Index value and the 97th percentile value.

V Burning Index Values above the 97th percentile.

The following Burning Index ranges are indicated for Acadia when using Fuel

Model R:

Manning Class

I

II

III

IV

V

BI Ran 7e

0-2

3-6

7-13

14-17

18 +
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Calculating Ignition Component , Spread Component and Energy Release
Component each day provides valuable indicators as to how easily fires sill
ignite on a given day, how fast they can be expected to spread, and the
expected difficulty of fire control. The meaning of the values obtained
for these components can be found on page 1 of Deeming, et al. (1977).

A study of the 'Burning Index' column in the 'Daily List" printouts shows a

rather sporadic distribution of index values. However, higher indices
generally occur more frequently in the spring than in summer or fall. High
indices can also occur in fall beyond the dates of the normal fire season
in drought years. 'Daily List" and cumulative frequency tabluations and
curves for the NFDRS components and indices are presented in the printouts
for Fuel Models H, G, and E/R.

The following is a summary listing of the publications needed in order to

utilize the 1978 -National Fire Danger Rating System, AFFIRMS, the National

Fire Weathor Data Library, and FIREFAfillLY:

Subject Matter Publication

Installation and maintenance
of -fire weather stations and
discussion of the weather
instruments

.

Fire Weather Observers ' Handbook,
USDA-Forest Service, Agriculture
Handbook If 494; Fischer and

Hardy (1976).

Description of the 1978 -National
Fire Danger Rating System and

its operation.

The National Fire Danger Rating
System-1978 , USDA-Forest Service
General Technical Report INT-39;

Deeming, et al. (1977).

Step by step procedures for

manually calculating NFDRS
outputs by means of nomograms

Manually Calculating Fire Danger
Ratings - 1978 National Fire
Danger Rating System, USDA-Forest
Service General Technical Report
INT-40; Burgan, et al. (1977).

Use of AFFIRMS computer
system

Users Guide to AFFIRMS:
Time Share Compter ized processing for
Fire Danger Rating, USDA-Forest Service
General Technical Report INT-82;
Helfman, et al. (1980).

Entering weather data into the
National Fire Weather Data
Library at Fort Collins,
Colorado, and the extraction
of this data from the library
when needed

.

The National Fire Weather Data
Library: What it is and How to

use it, USDA-Forest Service
General Technical Report RM-19;
Furman and Brink (1975).

Instructions for
running FIREFAMILY programs
(PIRDAT, SEASON, FIRINF).

Firefamily:
Fire Planning with Historic Weather Data,

General Technical Report NC-73;

Main, et al. (1982).
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Chapter 9. FIRS PROTECTION

9.1. Introduction

The Park's fire reports were utilized in the evaluation of fire protection
in the Park* Other NPS records and documentation from external sources
were used as appropriate. The period 1937 through 1979 was studied,
although fire reports for the periods 1956-1960 and 1969-1973 could not be
located. This is unfortunate, because the weather records for the
196 9-1973 period were used in the protection analysis. Due to low fire
incidence at Acadia, there will probably be little difference in the end
result of the analysis. Some data were also omitted from some fire
reports. Therefore, some tables in this chapter total to less than the

total number of fires for the 33 years for which fire reports are

available. There were no reported fires some years.

9.2. Summary of the Fire Situation

NPS took action on 204 fires from 1937-1979 in those years for which fire

reports are available (Table 9.1). Seventy-six percent of the fires

occurred on lands in NPS ownership. The remainder occurred on private
lands, mostly outside the Park boundary (Table 9.2). There were only 13

days on which two or more fires occurred (Table 9.3). Fifty-eight percent
of the fires were Size Class "A m (0.25 acres' or less); 39% were Size Class
'B* (0.26 - 9 acres); 2% were Size Class 'C (10-99 acres). Only one fire,
the 1947 Bar Harbor Fire, exceeded 100 acres (Tabic 9.4).

Fires were evenly distributed through the week, except for Sunday which
experienced nearly twice as many fires as the other days of the week
(Table 9.5). Smoking and incendiary fires account for 72% of the fires,
although incendiarism does not appear to have, been a problem in recent
years. Only a small percentage of fires can be attributed to each of
several other causes (Table 9.6). Specific causes of fires are shown in

Table 9.7. Park visitors account for 43% of the fires followed by per-
manent residents at 29% (Table 9.8). The largest number of fires during
the period occurred in 1940 when there were 24 fires. The Park experienced
most of its fires during the tourist season (June through Labor Day).
Vegetation is normally green throughout this period, however, and large
fires are not as likely to occur as during the spring or fall.

We infer from the- above summary that Acadia National Park seldom has a

serious wildfire problem. Although the Park experiences some fires in most

years, nearly all fires are controlled when small. The 1947 Bar Harbor
Fire was the only disaster fire in more than three decades. Prolonged
droughts rarely occur in Acadia, although short periods of critical fire
weather occur nearly every year. When droughts do occur, conditions are

favorable for the occurrence of disaster fires.
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Table 9.1. Number of fires by year and month from NFS fire reports.

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Remarks

1979
1978
1977

1976

1975

1974

1968
1967
1966

1965

1964

1963
1962
1961

1955
1954
1953
1952
1951

1950
1949
1948
1947

1946

1945
1944
1943
1942
1941
1940
1939
1938

1937

6

2

2

1

2

6

1

5 3

1 2 2

1

3

1

.
1

2 1 3

1 3 2

1 2 3

1 13

3

1

2

2 1 1

2

10

8

4

2

2

3

5

6

20

10

5

8

12
2

6

8

1

6

17

6

5

2

4

15
24

15

6

10

No fires

Records
missing
thru 196 9

No fires

Records
missing
thru 1956

No fires

No fires

No fires

24 26 29 40

IX 12% 13% 14% 20%
68 6

33X 3X
4

2X
4

2X
204
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Table 9.2. number of fires by ownership (some years missing or no fires)

Land Ownership
Private Private

Year NPS Inside Outside

1978 3

1977 2

1976 2

1975 3

1968 3

1966 4

1965 12
1964 8

1963 5

196 2 7

1955 12

1954 1

1953 5

1952 5

1951 1

1950 4

1949 12

1947 3

1946 4

1944 2

1942 3

1941 8

1940 16

1939 15

1933 6

1937 10

2

3

8

2

156 2 4b
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Table 9.3. Multiple fire days from NPS fire reports.

Date Number Size

8/12/37
6/2/38
8/13/39
8/16/39
5/19/40
6 /16 /40

4/18/41
4/3/42
8/19/49
8/25/49
8/13/50
7/7/55
6/24/76

B(2)
B(2)
A(l)
Ml)
A(l)
A(l)
A(l)
B(3)

A(l)
A(2)
A(2)
A(l)
A(l)

B(l)
B(l)
B(2)
B(l)
B(l)

B(l)

B(l)
B(l)
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Table 9.4. Number of fires by size class from NPS fire reports

Year B Total Remarks

1979
1978
1977
1976

1975
1974

1968
1967
1966

1965
1964

19o3

1962
1961
1955
1954
1953
1952
1951

1950
1949
1943
1947

1940

1945
1944

1943
1942
1941

1940
1939

1933 .

1937

9

2

6

7

6

14

4

4

9

13

6

2

2

95

4

5

11

8

4

7

b3

4

2

2

3

4

1

3

2

2

2

12
2

6

8

1

6

17

6

5

4

15

24

15

6

10

16 3

No fires

Records missing 1274-6 9

No fires

Records missing thru 195<

No fires
Bar Harbor Fire 17,188 a

No fires

No fires

58% 39% 2% 1% 100%
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Table 9.5. Number of fires by day of week from NPS fire reports.

Year Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Remarks

1979 No fires
1978 2 1 1

1977 1 1

1976 2

1975 1 1 1

1974 Records missing thru 196 9

1968 1 1 1 2

1967 No fires
1966 2 2 1 1

1965 4 4 2 2 1 4 3

1964 2 1 2 1 4

1963 2 1 2

19o2 2 1 1 2 2

1961 Records missing 1961 thru 1

1955
.

1 1 2 3 4 1

1954 2

1953 1 2 1 1 1

1952 2 1 2 1 2

1951 1

1950 2 1 2 1

1949 4 2 4 2 2 3

1948 No fires

1947 2 1 1 2

1946 1 1 1 1 1

1945 1 1

1944 No fi re s

1943 No fires
1942 1 3

1941 4 1 2 2 2 3 1

1940 10 3 1 2 4 1 4

1939 5 2 1 3 2 2

1938 1 1 2 1 1

1937 2 1 2 1 3 1

49 27 _ 24 24 29 27 25
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Table 9.6. Number of fires by statistical cause from NPS fire reports

(some years missing).

Year Lightning Campfire Smoking
Debris
Burning Incendiary

Equipment
Use Children Mis

1978
1977
1976

1975

1968
1966

1965
19o4
1963
1962
1955
1954
1953
1952
1951
1950
1949
1947
194b
1944
1942
1941
1940

1939
1938

1937

15

3

3

5

15

4

1

5

4

2

5

5

4

11

4

3

2

1

5

18

9

6

9_

125 12 22 1A

2% 7% 61% 6% 11% 2% 4%
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Table 9.7. Number of fires by specific cause from UPS fire reports (some

years missing)

.

Burning Exhaust Cooking Burning Power Play w/
Year Lightning Vehicle Other Fire Smoking Building Line Fireworks Matches Othe

3 3

1

1

3

5

15
4

1

1

3

3

1

3

1

1

1

5

4

2

5

5

1

1 2

3

7

3

1

4

11

4

3

2

1

5

18 1

1

2

6

2

1

3

10

5

1 9

6

9 1

5

5 1 1 5 125 2 2 1 8 57

2% 0.5% 0.5% 2% 60% 1% 1% 0.5% 4% 23%
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Table 9.8. Number of fires by class of people from NPS fire reports (some

years missing).

Lightning
or Public Permanent Seasonal Visitors, All None

Year Unknown Contracting Employees Residents Residents etc. Others Specified

1978 1 3

1977 2

1976 2

1975 3

1968 1 1 3

1966 2 4

1965 1 7 9

1964 7 1

1963 2 3 1

1962 4 4

1955 1 1 4 6

1954 1 1 •

1953 1 2 2 1

1952 1 6 1

1951 1

1950 2 3 1

1949 1 2 4 1 9

1947 3 2 1

1946 1 4

1944 2

1942 3 1-

1941 9 6

1940 3 17 4

1939 1 14

1938 6

1937 10

8 2 3 58 2 86 11 30

4% 1% 2% 29% 1% 43% 5% 15%
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The fire situation in AMP does not justify maintenance of a large
organization dedicated solely to fire protection. However, when prolonged
droughts or short periods of critical fire weather occur within normal fire
seasons, it is essential that these conditions be recognized so that
emergency prevention and presuppression action may be taken.

9.3. Fire Season

Fire season may be defined as 'the period or periods of the year during
which fires are likely to occur, spread, and do significant damage to
warrant organized fire control.' (U. S. Forest Service, 1956). Table 9.1

indicates that 92% of the fires occur in the period April through August.
The range of fire dates is March 22 (1946) through November 20 (1939)
(Table 9.9). Nearly all fires burned less than ten acres.

The period September through November accounts for only 7% of the fires,
but during droughts the most damaging fires are likely to occur during this

period. Fire prevention measures and presuppression preparedness deserve
special attention at such times.

Fire -Management Guideline NPS-18 (Chapter 9) specifies that the fire season
will be that period of the year during which 90% of the fires occur based
upon total fire occurrence during the prior decade. However, due to the

small number of fires occurring in Acadia, the 33 years for which reports
are available may provide a better indication of fire season.

It is suggested that the period April 1 through Labor Day be established as

the fire season. Tourism drops off markedly after Labor Day, thus
resulting in less risk of fire. Risk and burning conditions are high
enough during the proposed season to permit ignition, spread and resulcant
damage from fire. Prevention measures and presuppression readiness would
be necessary outside this period during unusually dry preseason and post-
season periods.

9.4. Step-up Plan

Firefighting agencies cannot finance organizations that can cope with all

fires during the worst fire seasons or during peak fire danger of normal
fire seasons. To~provide for reasonable fire suppression capability , fire
prevention and presuppression measures beyond those normally authorized can

be taken during such periods of elevated fire danger. Emergency pre-
suppression funding (PWE-343 ) is used to pay for these added measures.
FIREPRO instructions specify the uses to which these funds may be put.
Included are overtime for NPS employees , hiring of emergency firefighters,
necessary transportation for firefighters, rental of standby equipment,
etc. Authorization to expend PWE-343 funds is contingent upon approved
step-up plans. It is recommended that this plan be prepared for Acadia
National Park. The plan should be tied to the 1978-NTDRS.
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Table 9.9. First and last fire dates by year.

Last
Fire
Date Remarks

First
Fire

Year Date

1979
1978 7/13
1977 5/22
1976 6/24
1975 5/18

1974
1968 5/U
1967
1966 6/13
1965 5/1

1964 4/19
1963 6/2
19t>2 5/U
1961
1955 3/29
1954 7/12
1953 5/24

1952 6 /2b

1951 3/27
1950 5/12
1949 4/10
1948

1947 8/1
194b 3/22
1945
1944 8/3
1943

1942 4/3
1941 4/5
1940 5/b

1939 5/13
1938 5/19
1937 5/30

8/27
7/19
6/24
8/25

8/20

8/29
9/9

7/18

6/30
7/8

9/8

8/30
7/11

11/14
3/27
8/15
9/4

11/6

10/8

8/16

9/2
9/28
8/29
11/20
7/9

8/25

No fires

Records missing 1974-1969

No fires

Records missing 1961 thru 1956

No fires

No fires

No fires
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On-duty personnel are expected to control those fires occurring on days
when fire danger is in Manning Class III and below without expenditure of
emergency presuppression funding (PWE-343 ) . For Acadia National Park this
means that the regular on-duty Park personnel should be expected to handle
the predicted fire workload at Burning Index 13 and below. When fire
danger reaches Manning Class IV (BI 14-17 inclusive) personnel and standby
equipment may be added in accordance with specifications in the approved
step-up plan. If necessary, additional fire suppression resources may be
authorized at Manning Class V (BI 17t).

/< *

Specific fire prevention or presuppression actions may be required at

specific fire danger levels. These could include, for example:

Requiring personnel to be in continuous radio contact at higher

fire danger levels; intermittent or no contact at lower fire

danger levels.

Restricting normal activities of personnel at higher fire danger
levels so they will be available for immediate dispatch to fires;
limited or no restrictions at lower fire danger levels.

Devoting more attention to fire prevention activities at higher
fire danger levels.

Manning the McFarland water tanker and fire truck with a specified
number of people at specified fire danger levels.

The plan should specify manning and action to be implemented according to

ranges of NFDRS indices during the defined fire season. The plan should
also contain preseason and postseason sections to define the permitted
manning and actions necessary outside the established fire season due to

prolonged drought or short periods of elevated tIFDRS indices.

9.5. Fire Protection

Responsibility for fire management in Acadia National Park rests with the

Park Superintendent . Fire management includes all activities related to
wildland fire protection and beneficial uses of fire: fire prevention,
detection, presuppression , suppression, fuels management and prescribed
burning. The Superintendent has delegated authority for presuppression
activities to the Chief of Resource Management. The Chief of Visitor

Protection has been delegated authority for fire suppression.

The Park uses personnel hired primarily for other purposes to perform fire

prevention, detection, dispatch, and suppression work, except for two

seasonal employees who maintain the fire cache at McFarland Work Center and

perform other presuppression and suppression work.

Detection of fires is accomplished primarily by the public and NPS person-
nel on patrol. Beech Mountain Lookout is manned on a selective basis
during critical fire weather.
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Local fire departments and Maine Forest Service assist NPS with fire
suppression horJc. NPS reciprocates. So formal cooperative agreements
exist with Maine Forest Service or individual fire departments, but NPS
does have a cooperative agreement with the Hancock County Firemen's
Association (See Appendix I).

A basic fire suppression course was conducted in June, 1980 to satisfy
training requirements for red carding personnel as firefighters. These
people were required to pass the physical fitness test (Step Test or
lJf-mile run J before being rated as firefighters. The Park currently has
few people red carded above the level of firefighter.

NPS resources available for fire suppression are covered in the following
section.

9.5.1. Fire Protection Resources (Existing)

9.5.1.1. Mt. Desert Island

Personnel - Two seasonal employees work out of the McFarland Work
Center. Approximately 15-20 employees assigned other duties are
available for fire suppression in the summer; 10 during spring and

fall. Most personnel work out of the Bar Harbor area; a few work out

of Seawall Ranger Station on western Mt. Desert Island. Seasonal
hiring generally commences about May 1, and the Park is at full staffing
by the tourist season. Personnel begin to leave after Labor Day.

Fire Cache - A fire cache located at McFarland Work Center is

stocked to a level that will meet initial attack and first-
follow-up needs, considering the need to use qualified firefighters

.

The cache contains such items as handtools, chain saws, hard hats,
portable pumps, bladder bags, hose and limited quantities of nozzles
and fittings, etc. Fire protective clothing is being acquired

.

A 20-man fire cache is located at Seawall Ranger Station and a five-man
tool box is located at Blackwoods Campground

.

The Park uses 1%-inch fire hose for wildland fires. Two different hose
threads are in use; Iron Pipe and National Hose. These two threads
cannot be coupled without use of an adapter. This problem has been
mitigated by placing the hose with National Hose thread on Isle au

Haut . Fire departments in Maine, unlike those in most States, use

Hi-inch hose with couplings threaded to Iron Pipe.

Retaining the Iron Pipe threaded hose at McFarland Fire Cache enables
this hose to be connected directly into hose lays of the numerous fire
departments located on Mt. Desert Island without use of adapters.

Two 500 gallon-per-minute trailer mounted pumps are based at McFarland.
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Motor Vehicles - The following McFarland vehicles axe available for
fire suppression.

Fire Truck (Engine) . This unit is an all -wheel-drive rig with a
250 gallon-per-minuts Darley Champion pump and a large booster
tank. The unit, as equipped, is better suited for structural
firefighting than wildland firefighting. Hose loads are composed
of 2if-inch and 1%-inch hose. The only small diameter hose is on
the booster reels. Some handtools are carried. The unit is
manned by qualified operators; generally automotive shop
personnel

.

Tanker - This unit is a tractor-trailer unit with 5,000 gallon
tank and an auxiliary pump. It is useful for refilling smaller
NPS and local fire department units. The unit is manned by
qualified operators ; generally automotive shop personnel.

All-t-Sheel-Drive PickuD - This unit carries no water, but is

equipped with a portable pump and fire tools. It is assigned to

fire cache personnel during the summer.

9.5.1.2. Isle au Haut

Personnel - Three seasonal personnel are stationed on Isle au Haut
between the approximate daces of May 15 through October 15.

Fire Cache - A small fire cache suitable for initial attack is

maintained at. the Ranger Station. The cache includes portable
pump, hose, and handtools.

Pickup Truck - This unit is a 4x4 vehicle without water and is

operated by NPS seasonal personnel.

Trailer-Mounted Pump - This is a 500 gallon-per-minute pump. It

is stored in the fire station at Isle au Haut.

Other - The community fire station at Isle au Haut is equipped with
two fire trucks. The units are old, poorly equipped and appear to be
in a poor state of repair.

9.5.1.3. Schoodic Peninsula

Personnel - One seasonal Ranger is stationed at the Schoodic Ranger

Station during the period May 1 to October 31. The station is often
unmanned two days per week.

Other - Two 10-man fire tool boxes are maintained on Schoodic by NPS,

The seasonal Ranger uses a sedan for transportation. The U.S. Naval
Base near Schoodic Point is equipped for firefighting and provides
reliable assistance to NPS.
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NPS-18 and NPS-20 provide guidelines for establishing cooperative
agreements and discuss their contents. We suggest that NPS pursue
negotiation of a cooperative agreement with Maine Forest Service (HFS) for
use of MFS personnel j fire crews and perhaps aircraft. Maine Forest
Service has three HU-1 helicopters and a Beaver float plane capable of
dropping water. The helicopters can also be used for hauling firefighters

,

equipment and supplies to remote locations such as Isle au Haut or
Schoodic. Agency policies will dictate whether aircraft and pilots will
need to be carded.

9.5.2. Detection

Fire reports from the public and NPS personnel on patrol are generally ade-
quate to meet fire detection needs. The Step-up Plan should provide for

manning Beech Mountain Lookout when the fire danger reaches Manning Class IV
(BI-14*) for several consecutive days.

9.5.3. Dispatch

Headquarters personnel handling dispatch activities should have a clear
understanding of NPS, State and local fire department resources available
and the procedures for dispatching them during normal work hours, at
night, and during other off-duty periods.

Suppression resources and the means of procuring then should be documented
in a mobilization plan. This plan should be updated periodically.
Procedures for obtaining resources through North Atlantic Region and Boise
Interagency Fire Center for problem fires should also be documented and
understood by those who are assigned responsibilities for dispatching.

Local sources for obtaining fire suppression resources, supplies, and ser-

vices should be listed in the mobilization plan. These items can include
water tankers, cractors , crew transportation , lunches or restaurant meals,
gasoline , diesel fuel, equipment repair, tree fallers, etc. These items 01

services should be prearranged and should be covered by rental agreements
or blanket purchase orders as appropriate.

Persons to be assigned fire dispatch duties should receive initial training

and periodic follow-up training using simulation exercises . Fire activity
in Acadia is not sufficient to keep persons performing the dispatch role

proficient for. c£ose occasions when problem fires occur. The Chief of
Visitor Protection feels that hiring personnel to perform fire, rescue and
law enforcement dispatch would provide a better level of expertise. We

agree

.

9.5.4. Initial Attack ar.d First Follow-up

Most fires occurring in Acadia are readily controlled by NPS and mutual aid
forces. Initial attack needs in the Park can best be met using qualified
(red carded) supervisors and firefighters with handtools or small fire
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trucks and by prompt dispatch of local fire departments . Following is an
evaluation of the adequacy of the existing initial attack organization and
recommendations for strengthening it.

9.5.4.1. NPS Personnel - The number of personnel available for fire
suppression is adequate. No new fire suppression positions are proposed.
The capabilities of the existing organization to fight fire effectively and
safely can be enhanced by:

1. Training at least two Crew Bosses to red card standards. This
will provide qualified leadership on the fireline. Specific
training, fire experience, and physical fitness requirements
apply. These persons can also be used to train NPS 'firefighters'

.

2. Training one Class III (Multiple Crew) Fire Boss. This would
place qualified leadership in overall charge of fire suppression
activities. A Class III Fire Boss can handle most fires in Acadia.
The requirements for Class III Fire Boss are little more than for
Crew Boss

.

3. Provide key Acadia personnel to North Atlantic Region crews that

are dispatched to other areas of the United States to fight specific
fires. These assignments provide some of the best training
opportunities available.

4. Continue the 'firefighter' certification program started in

1980. This will probably require that a Basic Firefighter Course
be conducted at least every two years. Continuation of this cer-
tification program will ensure that persons assigned to fight
fires have had the basic training and meet basic physical fitness
requirements . Minimum training should consist of Courses S-110
(Basic Fire Orientation) , S-130 (Basic Firefighter) , and S-190
(Basic Fire Behavior).

NPS-18 (Chapter 9) does in some cases permit the use of less than fully
qualified 'firefighters' , but there are constraints on the use of these
people. Initial attack forces must, in any case, be under the leadership
of qualified supervisors . Due to remoteness of Acadia from other sources
of qualified overhead and firefighters it is recommended that the Park
maintain at least one qualified Class III Fire Boss, two Crew Bosses, and

about 20 firefighters . It is probably not cost-effective to develop a red

carded fire organization beyond this level in Acadia. If persons with
higher red card qualifications are already available it will probably be

worthwhile to maintain the experience and physical fitness currency of
these people. Such people could also be used on firefighting assignments
elsewhere in North Atlantic Region. Red card training courses above the

level of 'firefighter' could be handled most efficiently at the North
Atlantic Region level.
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9.5.4.2. Vehicles

1. Small Fire Trucks - Fire slip-on pumper units mounted on four-
wheel-drive pickup trucks offer a relatively inexpensive means of
improving initial attack capability at Acadia. These rigs are
fast j maneuverable , and have good off-highway performance. The
slip-on pump unit can be removed during periods of low fire danger
and the trucks used for other purposes. Slip-on pumpers are
self-contained modules and are available from several sources.
Tank capacity of 100 to 125 gallons should be used in order to
provide sufficient water for initial attack on small fires and yet
not exceed the gross vehicle weight of the truck chassis. Pump
capacities of 30 to 50 g.p.m. at 150 psi are generally sufficient
for small fire trucks. A hose reel or hose basket greatly
facilitates initial attack by one or two people.

Four-wheel-drive pickups are assigned to the McFarland Fire Cache
and Isle au Haut . Slip-on units for these vehicles would greatly
increase initial attack capability , especially on Isle au Haut
where there is considerable wildland fuel and few firefighting . -

resources.

2. Large Fire Truck - The large Darley-International fire truck at

KcFarland is equipped primarily for szructural firefighting. The

unit's primary value appears to be for the protection of the
McFarland facility during the regular workweek when personnel are
available at McFarland to operate the rig. For fires occurring
during non-duty .\>ours and at locations other than t'.cFarland , local
fire departments can generally provide faster service. This
all-wheel-drive fire truck could better serve wildland fire
protection needs by removing much of the 2%-inch fire hose, adding
1-inch hose in hose packs, stocking appropriate fittings for 1-inch
and lif-inch hose, and stocking enough well maintained h-^ndtools,

hard hats, nomex
,
goggles, and headlamps to outfit 10 firefighters .

The large amount of 2%-inch fire hose carried on the fire truck is

useful primarily for supply lines between water sources (hydrants

,

lakes, ponds) and a fire and for applying large quantities of water
to structural fires when there is an unlimited water supply.

Maintenance at Acadia of a large truck equipped for structural
firefighting does not appear cost-effective . We recommend that

this rig be outfitted for wildland firefighting. :<hen the rig is

replaced,^ consideration should be given to acquiring a smaller
pumper on a pickup truck or lh ton chassis. A slip-on pumper basu.d

at Seawall would improve protection on western Mt. Desert Island.

3. Patrol and Maintenance Vehicles - These vehicles should carry a

shovel and cutting tools in good condition for attack on incipient

fires.

Prompt dispatch of local fire departments should continue to se

initiated whenever fires are capable of spreading. Fire
departments may often provide the first attack because these
departments are well distributed geographically.
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9.5.4.3. Fire Caches - Fire caches are maintained at McFarland and Isle au

Haut and several other locations. Fire tools and equipment stored in these
caches are generally adequate to meet initial attack and first follow-up
needs, assuming qualified firefighters are utilized for fire
suppression. The following should be considered

:

1. Handtool Maintenance - Tools should be sharp with handles tight,
straight and smooth.

2. Fire Resistive Clothing - This should be issued to key personnel and
stored in fire caches for issuance to others during fires.

3. Fire Hose - Future hose orders should specify Iron Pipe Thread for
compatibility with hose and fittings of local fire departments and

most MPS hose and fittings. Hose with National Hose thread should
remain at Isle au Haut and adequate adapters should be maintained
for connecting this hose to Iron Pipe threaded couplings , nozzles,
and punp discharge valves. Trading hose with National Hose couplings
to other NP5 field units in states where this thread is standard
in exchange for Iron Pipe Threaded hose is being considered and
would be a practical solution to the problem.

Hose should be periodically static tested to 250 pounds-per
square-inch pressure.

Consideration should be given to purchase of 1-inch forestry hose
for the large y.cFarland fire truck and any slip-on pumpers that

may be acquired. There is a need for both 1%-inch and 1-inch hose
in wildland fire protection organizations . The larger hose size is

normally used for long hose lines with tapoffs for 1-inch lines,
initial attack on very hot fires, and lines attached to small
portable pumps.

The 1%-inch hose may be reduced to ttvo or more 1-inch working lines
at the fire. The smaller hose size is less expensive, lighter
weight, easier to handle, requires less water, and yet provides
ample water for most wildland fire situations . We do not recom-
mend that Acadia purchase a large quantity of 1-inch fire hose at

this time. However, as 1%-inch hose is replaced , consideration
should be given to replacement to provide an appropriate mix of
1-inch and 1ifinch hose.

A supply of hose fittings and accessories should be maintained in

fire caches (nozzles, adapters , reducers, spanner wrenches, gated

Y's, gizmos, foot valves, etc.).

9.5.4.4. Local Fire Departments - Local fire departments , mostly
volunteer f are well distributed on Mt. Desert Island and Schoodic
Penninsula. Isle au Haut is poorly equipped.
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Local fire departments are often in a position to provide initial attack or
first reinforcement to fires on NPS lands. Use of fire department
resources can be made more effective by:

1. Use of a common radio frequency in fire department and NPS vehicles

2. Joint fire training sessions between NPS and local departments to
increase the knowledge/ski lis of local firemen in coping with
wildland fires.

3. Encouraging fire departments to apply for federal Rural Community
Fire Protection funds and to participate in the Federal Excess
Property program. These programs assist low budget fire depart-
ments in training their people and obtaining equipment . The
Director of the Maine Forest Service coordinates these programs.

9.5.5. Escaped Fires

The fire organization employed in Acadia National Park and resources
available from State of Maine and local fire departments are inadequate to

cope with those rare occasions when multiple large fires occur. In these
cases it will he necessary to import fire crews and other fire suppression
resources from elsewhere in the Northeast or nationally

.

The need to import fire crews, overhead teams and aircraft should be

recognized early in the progress of the fire(s). Procedures for obtaining
resources from North Atlantic Region and Boise Interagency Fire Center
should be well understood by responsible Acadia personnel

.

The U. S. Forest Service has Cooperative Agreements with the States of
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire , New York, Connecticut , Rhode Island, and
other northeastern states for fire crews. These crews, when available , can

be requested through normal NPS channels to the Cooperative Forest Fire
Management office in Broomall, PA. (Telephone 215-46 1-316 )

.

Resources such as crews, fire teams, radios, infra-red aircraft , helicop-
ters, air tinkers, fire tools and equipment are available nationally
through Boise Interagency Fire Center.

Use of resources available to the State of Maine through the Northeastern
Forest Fire Compact, whose merbership includes the New England States and
two Canadian Provinces, should te explored .

9.5.6. Fire Prevention

NPS people in the Headquarters Visitor Center and on patrol can normally
handle fire prevention activities during the course of their normal duties.

During periods of critical fire danger these activities should be augmented
with more contacts of visitors and landowners , fire prevention releases to

the news media and close coordination with other agencies. Occasional days
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of extreme fire danger don't usually warrant increased fire prevention
activities. However, increased prevention is justified during droughts or
when several successive days of critical fire weather occur during normal
fire seasons. The Step-up Plan should provide for additional effort needea
at Manning Classes IV and V.

9.5.7. Fuels Management

There are areas in the Park where fuel accumulations are heavy due to
blowdown. These concentrations tend to occur in pockets intermixed with
areas of lesser accumulations (e.g., in the vicinity of Otter Point, on

Western Head, Isle au Haut and Western Mountain) . Fuels management work

may include slash reduction programs, type conversion projects , and

fuelhreak construction. Fuels management can be accomplished through the

use of manual labor, mechanical removal, prescribed burning and chemical
herbicides or fire suppressants . The Fire Management Plan should specify
the types of fuels management projects to be undertaken, if any, and give
specific guidance on the methods that are acceptable from a management
standpoint. A Park policy should be established

.

9.6. Prescribed Fire

Prescribed fire is becoming an increasingly important management tool.

Uses of management fires are discussed in NPS-1S . Some species of vegeta-
tion are fire dependent and may not perpetuate in the absence of fire.

The decision to use or not to use fire is an important management decision.
The policy with respect to use of fire and/or the conditions under which
fire may be used should be stated in the Resource y.anagemenc Plan for the

Park. Qualifications of the people supervising such projects are contained
in UPS-18.

Prescribed fire involving both planned and unplanned (natural) ignitions
can be utilized. However, there appears to be little opportunity for use

of natural fire in Acadia. Lightning storms are usually accompanied by

considerable rain and few fires result. Land ownership patterns also make
use of prescribed natural fire hazardous to private lands and structural
improvements . It is doubtful that local public opposition to a proposal
for prescribed natural fire could be stilled.

Use of prescribed fires by planned ignitions have merit in Acadia. The Bar

Harbor fire is remembered by many local residents .. Prescribed burning may
be controversial at first, but uncontrolled fuels buildup could eventually
favor Park fuel conditions favorable to another disaster fire. We feel
that it is better to reduce fuel accumulations by prescribed fire under
carefully controlled conditions than to wait for wildfires to accomplish
this reduction during periods when conflagration fires will result.
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If implementation of prescribed fire is considered for Acadia, the

following steps should be taken:

1. The objectives of burning should be documented in the Resource
Management Plan.

2. Constraints on use of fire should be stated.

3. A thorough public information involvement program should be
implemented .

4. Initial prescriptions should be formulated for fuel types in which
burning is to be conducted.

5. The prescriptions should be tested in safe locations.

a. Locations should be selected where test burns can be conducted
with little risk to private property.

b. Initial burns should be small; no more than one-half to two acres

c. A Prescribed Burning Plan should be prepared which sets forth
the objectives of each burn, the prescription, the fire
suppression resources, firelines and other protection measures
to be employed , and assignment of responsibilities to named
personnel . Mop-up, and patrol responsibilities should be

spelled out.

d. Weather reports and forecasts should be monitored for several
days prior to and during the burn. On-site weather measurements
using portable weather instrument shelters or belt-weather kits
should be taken and on-site indices calculated prior to turning.

e. Each burn should be conducted within prescription and otherwise
according to plan.

f. Burns should be evaluated with respect to accomplishment of
intended management objectives and safety. Prescriptions should
be modified as necessary

.

6. After the development and testing of prescriptions , the program
could be expanded into an operational prescribed burning program.
Larger burns may be conducted. Each burn should follow the steps
out lined*above for prescription test fires. A small test fire
should be started prior to igniting each prescribed management
burn. It is essential that personnel involved in prescribed burns
have extensive experience with prescribed burning techniques.

7. Weather, vegetation and fuel conditions prior to, during and

following planned ignitions should be carefully monitored and
documented so that knowledge gained in these exercises can be
applied to subsequent burns.
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Implementation of prescribed burning in areas where burning projects have

not been previously conducted requires the utmost attention to detail.

This is particularly true where private property is subject to damage and
where local sentiment may not favor prescribed burning. Burning outside of
prescription , inadequate suppression resources , inadequate natural or man-
constructed firelines, and use of unqualified personnel during burning are
shortcuts to disaster and may lead to the demise of a useful management
tool.
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PK /v - - O United States. Department of the Interior

NATIONAL J»AKK XKRVICR
WASHINGTON, DC 2««i0

MAR 24 19/7

Memorandum

SPFCIA'. OIRCCTIVE 77-4

To: Directorate and WASO DivisF-n

From: 01 rector

Subject: Interchange Agreemont Belw^v
U. S. Forest Service

March I, (978

(P«vlew Dale)

.

.->'--

'!
i '

• •
'

l 'ai k S<»rv : co and

Special Directive 76-1, dated J.in . R,

Agreement Between National Park Sor .• i '. • -

boon reviewed, and replaced by 1n'v f> i r •
•

Directive, all cor'esof Special ^iT-.tr
from the files and destroyed. (Th •• r ! :i

effect. It should be kept and att ( , >«..>d

The National Park Service and the i .
". .

>

th" subject agreerent.

bfect: I -Mr rcnange
'.. h r**.t Sorv Ice, has

ri">n receipt of this
i

'

3 n -ild be romeved
.» r -v.-*- '". t rc^e ' ns In

is !!'r«.ct i vo. )

-r r- :t •>-vIce have approved

I aw aware of the current and past wjrkip.-i r •
•!»:' onsh i ps «i*h the

Forest Service and strongly urge tneti .conli.v )*ior; In our meetings,
however, we find a reed for nore forral rola or.-nips to be developed
to strengthen the understanding anc c nmuri« ,i ' i

- bridges Detween the

two organizations.

Each organization has individuals *Itr i
r,

f, i ze.1 skills and expert Ice

w,hlch could be of considerable benrrf i

f tu the 1 >r. There Is simply

no point In each of us "re- Invent i rig t K.o „*„<? I" nr and over at .

unnecessary- expense.

fhfef McGu I re and I have, therefore, slg--^ fe Agreement directing
you to make formal and documented contact with f n U. S. Forest Service
.md arrange for appropriate excha^gof r

. ) of personnel. This exchange should
be carefully planned for the fullest uSiliz.iHnn of detail assignments
•jnd tra : nlng e>per!ences which represent ivrility Jeve loprent fo r the
Individual and the organization.
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APPENDIX C

CLIMATIC DATA FOR BAR HARBOR, ME
1940-1980

Year

1978

Month

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
Apr

.

May
June
July
Aug

.

Sept

.

Oct.
Nov.

Dec.

Mean
Max . Temp ,

CF.)

Mean
Min. Temp,
CF.)

Mean Temp •

CF.)

Totdl
Rain
(Inches)

1980 Jan* 33.5 15.4 24.5 0.73 3.0
Feb. 30.7 13,0 21.9 0.86 21.5
Mar. 39.3 25.3 32.6 6 .54 4.0
Apr. 54.4 36 .5 45.5 6.11 -

May 67.9 45.5 56.7 0.91 -

June 80.2 52.9 66 .6 2.67 -

July 85.7 65.9 75.8 3.22 -

Aug. 86 .3 57.9 72.1 0.49 -

Sept. 69.2 48.7 59.0 4.94 -

Oct. 54.7 40.0 47.4 5.6
'' -

Nov. 45.6 29.4 37.5 5.47 9.3
Dec.

Jan

.

36 .0 14.3 25.2 5.4b -

57.0 37 .1 47.1 43 . 00 37 .3

1979 32.3 17.2 25.1 11.78 18.0
Feb. 26 .3 8.4 17.4 3.70 2.0
liar

.

45.5 29.4 37.5 4.95 -

Apr

.

53.1 34.5 43.8 5.03 1.7
May 63.7 4o .2 55.0 8 .72 -

June 75.9 51.7 63.8 1.07 -

July 80.9 56 .9 68.9 3.23 -

Aug

.

74.6 55.8 65.2 4.38 -

Sept

.

63 .2 4o .8 57.5 3. '12 -

' Oct. 53.5 41.3 49.9 7.06 -

Nov. 50.3 3n .8 43 .6 5.07 0.3
Dec. 37 .7 21.5 29.6 3.5? 4 .0

55.6 37 .2 4o .4 6 2.05 26 .'J

29.1

29.3

39.7
51.3
68.2
72.8

80.4
81.2
67.2
56 .6

44.3

36 .1

54.7

14.0

13.0

21.8
32.1

41.8
49.6

55.0

56 .0

45.7
38.9
25.3

18.7
34.3

21. o

21.2

30.8

41.7

.55.0

61.2
67.7
6 8.6

56 .5

47.8
34.8

27.4
44 .5

7.64

1.34

3.33

3.86

2.84
5.81
1.20
0.73
1.50
6.51
1.98

3.94
40.68

2b .0

20.0

3.9

1.0

4.0
17.5
72.4

IC



- Mean Mean Total Total
Max . Temp

.

Min . Temp

.

Mean Terno

.

Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) CF.) CF.) finches) (Inches

)

1977 Jan. 27.5 8.8 18.2 3.83 25.5
Feb. 32.8 14.7 23.8 3.35 10.5
Mar. 44.9 30.2 37.6 6 .78 10.0
Apr

.

53.6 33.2 43.4 3.00 2.0
May 70.4 42.7 56.6 1.26 1.5
June 69.3 51.6 60.5 6 .25 -

July 76.9 56.1 66 .5 5.82 -

Aug. 76 .2 54.4 65.3 2.59 -

Sept. 66 .4 48.7 57.6 9.34 -

Oct

.

58.1 44.0 51.1 7 .60 -

Nov. 49.4 35.3 42.4 4.23 -

Dec.

Jan.

34.5 21.0 27.8 10.35 31.4
55.0 36.7 45.9 6 4.90 30.9

1970 29.6 10.9 20.3 7.59 10..?

Feb. 38.6 20.7 29.7 4.54 13.1

War. " 43.0 24.8 33.9 1.33 19.4
Apr. 55.0 34.2 44:6 4.71 2.0

May 64.5 44.1 54.3 4.74 -

June 78.8 54.4 66 .6 4.94 -

July 75.8 56 .7 66 .3 9.32 -

Aug. 76.3 57.5 66 .9 2.17 -

Sept. 67.5 50.6 59.1 2.31 -

Oct. 55.9 39.5 4? ,7 6 .42 -

Nov. 43.8 29.2 36 .5 2.24 -

Dec.

Jan.

33 .8 12. 5 22 .2 5.39 20.3

55.2 36 .3 4 5 .8 56 .20 u 5.o

1975 34.3 17.4 25.9 5.19 19.0

Feb. 31.4 17 .0 24.2 1.32 10.7

Mar. 40.2 24.8 32.5 4.46 15.0
Apr

.

51.7 31.8 41.8 3.54 5.0
May 67.5 45.1 55 .3 1.35 -

Jure 74.9 52.2 6 3.6 6 .42 -

July 80.3 58.9 6 9.6 2.40 -

Aug

.

79.1 56 .3 67.7 2.50 -

Sept. 6 4^.8 49.2 57.0 4.93 -

Oct. 58~.2 42.3 50.5 4.97 -

Nov. 51.8 36 .5 44.2 7.78 6 .0

Dec. 36 .4 17 .0 26.7 9.11 17 .0

55.9 37 .4 46 .7 54.47 72.7

w



Mean Mean Total Total
Max. Temp. Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp. Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) CF.) CF.) (Inches) finches)

1974 Jan* 32.0 15.7 23.9 3.07 12.5
Feb. 31.2 14.0 22.6 5.18 14.0
Mar. 40.8 23.9 32.4 4.89 2.8
Apr. 56. 5 35.4 46.0 3.90 6.4
May 60.2 40.3 50.3 4.04 -

June 74.8 50.5 62.7 2.90 -

July 78.0 54.8 66.4 2.04 -

Aug. 81.3 56.1 68.7. 2.02 -

Sept. 66.8 49.9 58.4 8.70 -

Oct. 54.0 36.7 45.4 1.22 -

Nov. 46.7 32.9 39.8 4.50 7.0
Dec.

Jan.

37.9 24.0 31.0 2.72 5.0
55.0 36.2 45.6 45.18 47.7

1973 32.9 16.3 24.6 4.38 9.7
Feb. 31.6 14.7 23.2 3.76 18.7
Mar. 45.7 30.4 38.1 3.88 -

Apr. 54.4 35.6 45.0 8.06 -

May 60.1 42.8 51.5 5.82 -

June 74.8 53.0 63.9 3.13 -

July 80.5 59.7 70.1 4.05 -

Aug. 80.1 58.7 69.4 2.41 -

Sept. 68.9 49.3 59.1 3.80 -

Oct. 57.6 42.4 50.0 4.65 -

Nov. 45.0 31.9 38.5 3.18 -

Dec.

Jan.

42.4 26 .0 34.2 8.56 1.5
56.2 38.4 47 .3 55.68 29.9

1972 35.3 16.6 26 .0 3.99 15.3

Feb. 31.4 13.4 22.4 4.57 27.3

Mar. 34.9 19.7 27.3 8.54 24.0
Apr. 49.0 30.8 39.9 3.13 7.1

May 67.2 41.8 54.5 4.15 -

June 73.4 57.0 65.2 3.94 -

July 76.1 55.7 65.9 2.73 -

Aug. 77.8 55.6 66.7 1.02 -

Sept. 11.4 50.4 60.9 6 .53 -

Oct. ST. 5 38.5 46 .0 3.85 -

Nov. 41.0 29.0 35.0 6.36 3.5
Dec. 33.9 17.1 25.5 5.75 20.6

53.7 35.5 44.6 54.56 97.8



Mean Mean Total Total
Max . Temp Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp

.

Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) CF.) CF.) (Inches) (Inches)

1971 Jan. 25.7 7.0 16.4 8.95 18.3
Feb. 32.1 16.5 24.3 9.39 32.6
Mar. 41.2 24.2 32.7 4.07 12.1
Apr. 50.0 32.5 41.3 1.77 6.0
May. 64.9 43.4 54.2 3.66 -

Jun. 77.3 49.7 63.5 1.6 9 -

July 80.6 55.4 68.0 3.09 -

Aug. 78.0 57.3 67.7 2.69 -

Sept. 71.0 52.6 61.8 2.35 -

Oct. 62.4 44.9 53.7 3.96 -

Nov. 43.4 30.7 37.1 5.42 1.0
Dec.

Jan.

36.8 18.4 27.6 2.94 8 .8

55.3 36 .1 45.7 49.98 78.8

1970 23.3 7.8 15.6 1.45 5.3

Feb. 33.9 14.7 24.3 7.39 10.5
Mar. 40.6 23.7 32.2 2.11 . 10.0
Apr. 52.3 32.9 42.6 5.48 2.0
May 65.9 44.4 55.2 2.40 -

June 74.5 51.3 62.9 2.82 -

July 80.8 57.7 69.3 1.6 -

Aug. 79.3 55.8 6 7.6 4.20 -

Sept. 68.0 50.2 59.1 1.58 -

Oct. 60.0 43.3 51.7 4.80 -

Nov. 47.0 33.0 40.0 2.98 -

Dec.

Jan.

28.2 12.0 20.1 6 .30 -

54.5 35.6 45.1 43.11 27.3

1969 31.8 17.2 24.5 4.32 4.5
Feb. 33.3 19.7 26 .5 4.08 36.3
Mar. 40.5 24.2 32.4 3.00 12.4
Apr. 50.8 33.5 42.2 4.71 2.5
May 6 5.1 43.3 54.2 3.6 9 -

June 76.

Q

53.6 64.8 1.24 -

July 77.4 56 .4 66.9 4.22 -

Aug. 79.5 58.0 68.8 2.75 -

Sept

.

67.8 48.9 58.4 5.11 -

Oct. 57.6 39.0 48.3 2.50 3.4

Nov. 47.4 36.1 41.8 8.16 -

Dec. 37.2 21.1 29.2 5.64 6 .6

55.4 37.6 46 .5 49.42 65.7

lt>



Mean Mean Total Total
Max . Temp Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp. Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) CF.) CF.) (Inches) (Inches)

1968 Jan. 28.5 9.8 19.2 3.26 28.5
Feb. 28,9 10.9 19.9 1.77 4.0
Mar. 41,9 27.4 34.7 3.92 9.1

Apr, 52,5 33.8 43.2 2.62 -

May 61,2 41.1 SI.

2

4.44 -

June 67.8 50.7 59.3 4.75 -

July 79.2 57.4 68.3 0.22 -

Aug, 74.3 54.3 64.3 1.46 -

Sept. 69.0 50.8 59.9 1.79 -

Oct, 61.0 44.3 52.7 3.87 -

Nov. 43.3 29.8 36.6 7.85 4.0
Dec.

Jan,

33.9 20.2 27.1 7.92 9.5
53,5 35.9 44.7 43.87 55.1

1967 35,5 19.9 27.7 3.13 8.5
Feb, 30,5 8.3 19.4 4.34 43.0
Mar. 35,6 18.5 27.1 1.96 12.7
Apr. 49,3 29.5 39.4 2.13 3.0
May 57,5 37.1 47.3 5.17 -

June 73.0 48.8 60.9 2.40 -

July 73.7 52.7 63.2 3.97 -

Aug, 74.4 55.3 64.9 3.07 -

Sept, 66.8 50.1 53.5 5.15 -

Oct. 57.5 43.3 50.4 3.05 -

Nov. 44.2 30.5 37.4 5.16 -

Dec.

Jan.

37.0 20.5 28.8 10.32 -

52.9 34.5 43.3 49.85 67.2

1966 33.8 17.8 25.8 ,.46 43.0
Feb. 34.7 16 .6 25.7 4.24 19.5
Mar. 41.6 26 .7 34.2 4.03 2.0
Apr. 50.0 31.9 41.0 0.82 2.0
May 62.7 40.4 51.6 3.58 -

June 72.1 51.3 61.7 2.66 -

July 76.6 56 .1 66 .4 2.06 -

Aug. 76.4 55.9 66 .2 2.28 -

Sept. 66.1 47.9 57.0 7.43 -

Oct. 58.9 40.7 49.8 4.16 -

Nov. 49.5 38.9 44.2 5.32 -

Dec. 38.5 25.9 32.2 3.13 9.0
55.1 37.5 46 .3 44.17 75.5



Mean Mean Total Total
Max. Temp. Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp

.

Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) CF.) CF.) (Inches) (Inches)

1965 Jan. 28.8 11.5 20.2 2.00 26.0
Feb. 31.3 12.5 21.9 4.28 16.4
Mar. 39.6 25.2 32.4 0.77 2.6
Apr. 50.1 32.4 41.3 3.55 0.5
May 64.2 43.0 53.6 1.52 -

June 74.7 51.8 63.3 0.44 -

July 76.4 54.2 65.3 1.88 -

Aug. 75.5 57.3 66.4 1.01 -

Sept

.

67.4 47.6 57.5 3.00 -

Oct. 55.8 39.9 47.9 4.83 3.0
Nov. 44.4 29.9 37.2 8.43 -

Dec.

Jan.

36.7 21.2 29.0 3.55 9.0
53.7 35.5 44.7 35.26 57.5

1964 35.3 19.2 27.3 5.43
Feb. 34.1 16.6 25.4 3.54 19.9
Mar. 40.2 25.5 32.9 3.81 18.0
Apr. 52.3 32.2 42.3 3.73 3.0
May 64.6 43.0 53.8 1.6 2 -

June 71.9 50.5 61.2 1.53 -

July 73.5 56.1 64.8 1.27 -

Aug. 73.7 54.7 64.2 3.61 -

Sept. 64.7 46.1 55.4 2.34 -

Oct. 57.5 38.7 48.1 3.55 -

Nov. 46.7 31.4 39.1 3.09 -

Dec.

Jan.

34.3 20.6 27.5 6 .85 35.7

54.1 36.2 45.2 40.37 76 .6

1963 35.0 15.8 25.4 5.19 22.8
Feb. 29.5 11.6 20.6 5.64 27.4
Mar. 39.9 24.8 32.4 4.82 19.3
Apr. 51.4 34.3 42.9 1.90 -

May 63.2 41.4 52.3 6.96 -

June 74.1 52.0 63.1 0.98 -

July 77.4 57.7 67.6 2.46 -

Aug. 71.0 54.0 62.5 3.40 -

Sept. 63.4 47.3 55.4 5.96 -

Oct. 64.5 43.9 54.2 4.49 -

Nov. 48.9 35.1 42.0 8.89 -

Dec. 27.9 11.0 19.5 2.16 19.0

53.9 35.7 44.8 52.85 88.5

15



Mean Mean Total Total
Max . Temp

.

Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp. Rain Snow
Year Month f'F.) f'F.) CF.) (Inches) (Inches)

1962 Jan. 34.3 13.8 24.1 4.22 2.5
Feb. 30.0 10.8 20.4 2.62 25.7
Mar. 43.3 26.0 34.7 1.51 12.0
Apr. 50.1 34.9 42.5 6.35 4.0
May 61.3 42.6 52.0 2.11 -

June 71.6 51.0 61.3 2.47 -

July 71.4 53.9 62.7 2.77 -

Aug. 71.4 56.4 63.9 3.24 -

Sept. 64.2 48.5 56.4 6.27 -

Oct. 57.4 42.4 49.9 4.75 -

Nov. 44.0 29.9 37.0 8.66 25.5
Dec.

Jan. -

35.7 17.0 26.4 7.30 49.6
52.9 35.6 44.3 52.27 109.6

1961 '26.2 8.7 17.5 4.44 18.0
Feb. 34.0 16.0 25.0 3.78 8.0
Mar. 40.1 22.9 31.5 3.20 14.8
Apr. 47.9 33.0 40.5 6.16 -

May 61.3 41.4 51.4 10.61 -

June 72.3 51.4 61.9 3.53 -

July 72.6 54.4 63.5 3.39 -

Aug. 75.8 55.5 6 5:7 0.42 -

Sept. 72.4 55.2 63.8 3.70 -

Oct. 59.7 44.7 52.2 5.56 -

Nov. 47.7 36 .3 42.0 8.00 1.0
Dec.

Jan.

35.4 23.6 29. 5 6.54 23.5

53.8 36 .9 45.4 59.33 65.3

1960 32.8 17.0 24.9 4.76 22.7
Feb. 38.0 24.1 31.1 9.87 16.0
Mar. 36.5 22.7 29.6 3.56 15.5
Apr. 51.7 34.1 42.9 4.08 -

May 65.8 44.8 55.3 7.08 -

June 71.7 52.1 61.9 2.26 -

July 76.7 57.5 67.1 2.40 -

Aug. 76-. 8 55.7 66 .3 0.79 -

Sept. 69.4 49.1 59.3 3.17 -

Oct. 56.2 38.9 47.6 4.88 -

Nov. 49.9 35.7 42.8 6.50 -

Dec. 35.2 18.3 26 .8 5.52 1.5
55.1 37.5 46 .3 54.87 55.7

l(o



Mean Mean Total Total
Max. Temp. Min. Temp. Mean Temp

.

Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) CF.) CF.) (Inches) ( Ir.ches)

1959 Jan. 32.7 13.5 23.1 4.01 10.0
Feb. 29.2 10.0 19.6 3.91 19.0
Mar. 40.0 23.1 31.6 5.28 21.0
Apr. 51.5 35.1 43.3 2.63 -

May 67.7 44.3 56.0 1.19 -

June 64.9 48.6 56.8 7.35 -

July 78.8 57.0 67.9 2.82 -

Aug. 77.4 57.1 67.3 2.82 -

Sept. 69.0 51.9 60.5 3.62 -

Oct. 55.7 41.0 48.4 9.18 -

Nov. 47.7 33.4 40.6 7.6 9 8.0
. Dec.

Jan.

36.9 25.1 31.0 6.50 12.5
54.3 36.7 45.5 57.00 70.5

1958 35.2 22.8 29.0 10.63 13.7
Feb. 30.2 13.2 21.7 3.70 23.0
Mar. 42.1 29.5 35.8 3.97 30.0
Apr. 53.6 35.3 44.5 7.20 6.0
May 59.7 41.9 50.8 5.07 -

June 67.3 48.6 58.0 2.02 -

July 72.8 57.0 64.9 7.21 -

Aug. 73.9 57.2 6 5.6 3.34 -

Sept. 67.1 52.2 59.7 3.28 -

Oct. 54.9 40.4 47.7 6.07 -

Nov. 48.1 32.0 40.1 6.46 -

Dec.

Jan.

28.5 11.5 20.0 3.32 17.8

52.8 36 .3 44.3 62.27 90.5

1957 27.1 6.5 16 .8 3.13 23.9
Feb. 37.1 21.3 29.2 2.25 -

Mar. 41.1 25.2 33.2 3.49 7.3

Apr. 53.4 33.4 43.3 3.88 9.5
May 64.9 41.4 53.2 2.03 -

June 71.T 51.6 61.7 1.74 -

July 75.1 ' 56.7 65.9 2.57 -

Aug. 73.0 54.6 6 3.8 2.6 7 -

Sept

.

69.3 49.1 59:2 1.37 -

Oct. 58.4 41.1 49.8 1.68 -

Nov. 49.3 35.9 42.6 5.68 -

Dec. 58.8 26.0 42.4 6.24 -

56 .6 36 .9 46.8 36.73 41.2

n



Mean Mean Total Total
Max. Temp. Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp. Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) (

% F.) CF.) (Inches) finches)

1956 Jan. 35.2 26.0 30.6 8.26 7.3
Feb. 34.4 16.5 25.5 3.61 24.7
Mar. 36.5 18.4 27.5 5.88 30.5
Apr. 49.5 32.2 40.9 4.20 3.0
May 58.4 37.9 48.2 4.89 -

June 69.5 50.1 59.8 2.49 -

July 73.9 54.7 64.3 4.07 -

Aug. 73.2 52.7 63.0 2.54 -

Sept. 63.8 47.4 55.6 5.18 -

Oct. 58.7 40.3 49.5 4.23 -

Nov. 51.3 31.8 41.6 4.42 4.0
Dec.

Jan.

40.0 20.9 30.5 5.39 8.7
53.7 35.7 44.3 55.16 78.2

1955 30.3 13.8 22.1 1.73 8.5
Feb. 34.9 17.3 26 .1 5.09 15.0
Mar. 39.3 22.5 30.9 6.77 5.0
Apr. 52.1 34.5 43.3 2.71 -

May 67.4 46.5 57.0 1.24 -

June 70.0 50.6 . 60.3 5.38 -

July 80.3 56 .5 68.4 0.95 -

Aug. 76.8 56 .0 66 .4 4.70 -

Sept. 6.7.2 49.0 58.1 3.95 -

Oct. 58.7 41.8 50.3 2.86 -

Nov. 46.3 31.8 39.1 6.52 -

Dec.

Jan.

28.3 13.7 21.0 1.25 4.3

54.3 36.2 45.3 43.15 32.8

1954 31.6 12.9 22.3 4.20 22.6

Feb. 38.6 22.0 30.3 5.97 8.7
Mar. 41.6 25.0 33.3 3.6 3 9.5

Apr . 53.4 32.0 42.7 5.15 -

May 60.2 44.0 52.1 7.02 -

June 69.6 52.1 60.9 2.93 -

July 7~3.3 56.3 64.8 2.31 -

Aug. 74 70 55.8 64.9 4.84 -

Sept. 65.5 49.7 57.6 6.56 -

Oct. 60.5 45.2 52.9 6 .08 -

Nov. 48.5 32.6 40.6 4.61 -

Dec. 38.6 22.5 30.6 4.21 7.0

54.6 37.5 46.1 57.51 47.8

I*



39.0
37.2
42.4
53.8
61.1
72.7
75.2
75.2
68.6
60.2
53.7

41-2

53. 9
62.0
73.8
82.0
76.6
69.3
57. 9
43.2

J7.7

53.2
65.8
69.0
77.5
72.3
9.4
8.5
9.3

K9

21.2
20.2
26.2
37.6
42.4
50.0
57.6
56.5
52.3
43.8
36.7

30.2
28.6
34.3
45.7
52.8
62.4
66.4
65.8
60.5
52.0

?ota2
Rain

4.84
5.23

10.67
4.92
3.42
1.63
3.04
3.15
7.92

?ot*2
Snot*

4.7
9.2

I

26.2
36.4
42.9
51.2
59.7
58.2
51.6
41.7
33.2

26.5
33.7
45.2
52.5
62.5
70.9
67.4
60.5
49.8

8.36
3.87
1.52
3.70
4.68
4.67
0.22
4.88
3.87

31.5
18.0
2.7

28.7
39.7
43.0
51.2
58.8
57.5
52.0

28.6
34.5
46.5
54.4
60.2
68.2
65.2
60.7

4.42
4.42
2.57
4.97
5.56

2.38
5.47
3.35
3.77

8.0
20.0
4.5

ft



Mean Mean Total Total
Max . Temp

.

Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp. Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) CF.) CF.) (Inches) (Inches)

1950 Jan. 40.0 17.8 28.9 5.6 2 18.6
Feb. 31.5 12.0 21.8 2.86 16.0
Mar. 39.1 19.9 29.5 2.55 14.9
Apr. 51.7 32.8 42.3 3.27 3.0
May 64.6 42.7 53.7 0.95 -

June 71.7 50.7 61.2 3.52 -

July 75.6 57.0 66.3 2.89 -

Aug. 72.9 55.7 64.3 3.42 -

Sept. 64.1 47.9 56.0 2.28 -

Oct. 58.0 42.2 50.1 1.55 -

Nov. 51.9 36.3 44.1 9.37 0.8
Dec.

Jan.

36.4 23.8 30.1 6.69 6 .8'

54.8 36 .6 45.7 44.97 - 60.1

1949 37.8 19.9 28.9 4.6 2 9.7
Feb. 36.1 19.0 27.6 4.95 12.5
Mar. 42.1 25.4 33.8 2.20 11.7
Apr. 55.5 36.7 46.1 2.94 -

May 65.4 44.8 55.1 3.16 -

June 74.9 53.4 64.2 2.89 -

July 80.0 58.5 6 9.3 1.01 -

Aug. 78.6 56.1 67.4 0.53 -

Sept. 66 .4 50.3 58.6 4.46 -

Oct. 61.8 42.9 52.4 3.18 -

Nov. 47.5 29.0 38.3 4.95 0.8

Dec.

Jan.

40.6 24.3 32.5 2.81 3.5

57.2 38 .4 47.9 37 .70 38 .2

1948 28.8 10.5 19.7 4.22 31.0
Feb. 31.4 9.8 20.6 1.72 11.2
Mar. 40.4 23.1 31.8 3.33 15 .6

Apr. 49.6 32.5 41.1 2.83 2.0

May 57.7 40.9 49.3 7.81 -

June 68.8 48.5 58.7 3.20 -

July 78.3 54.4 66 .4 3.61 -

Aug. 79-.4 55.2 67.3 0.95 -

Sept. 70.8 48.6 59.7 1.07 -

Oct. 57.4 40.6 49.0 4.25 -

Nov. 50.3 37.4 43.9 6 .77 -

Dec. 39.0 24.6 31.8 4.26 -

54.3 35.5 44.9 44.02 60.8

20



Mean Mean Total Total
Max. Temp. Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp. Rain Snow
Year Month f'F.) CF.) f'F.) (Inches) (Inches)

1947 Jan. 33.9 14.6 24.3 3.73 11.5
Feb. 35.0 19.7 27.4 3.90 12.4
Mar. 41.8 27.0 34.4 3.89 9.1
Apr. 49.3 31.8 40.6 1.6 2 3.2
May 61.2 42.9 52.1 7.58 -

June 69.7 49.7 59.7 4.03 -

July 76.0 60.0 . 68.0 4.42 -

Aug. 77.9 56.6 67.3 0.56 -

Sept. 69.6 50.0 59.8 2.38 -

Oct. 67.8 44.9 56.4 0.08 -

Nov. 47.1 29.7 38.4 5.56 0.2
Dec.

Jan.

32.8 16 .8 24.8 2.73 19.3
55.2 37.0 46 .1 40.43 55.7

1946 33.6 10.8 22.2 2.91 30.0
Feb. 31.0 7.5 19.3 4.34 28.0
Mar. 50.7 25.3 38.0 1.66 -

Apr. 49.1 30.3 39.7 3.00 3.5
May 63.5 39.6 51.6 3.37 -

June 71.2 48.3 60.0 1.16 -

July 75.2 53.9 6 4.6 1.6 2 -

Aug. 71.0 55.3 63.2 5.34 -

Sept. 69.3 49.9 59.6 0.90 -

Oct. 62.4 41.1 51.3 2.57 -

Nov. 49.9 33.5 41.7 3.31 -

Dec.

Jan.

37.9 20.4 29.2 6 .02 18.2
55.4 34.7 45.1 36.70 79.7

1945 30.2 9.0 19.6 3.06 20.0
Feb. 34.7 12.4 23.6 3.97 22.0
Mar. 49.0 27.6 38.3 2.42 4.5
Apr. 57.2 34.0 45.6 4.70 -

May 59.6 38.3 49.0 9.51 2.0
June 69.0 47.7 58.4 4.79 -

July 7S.6 58.7 67.2 2.91 -

Aug. 76.7 53.7 65.2 1.66 -

Sept. 71.9 48.1 60.0 2.15 -

Oct. 55.0 36.0 45.5 5.56 -

Nov. 48.2 31.0 39.6 6.03 8.0

Dec. 32.0 14.0 23.0 4.54 12.0

54.9 34.2 44.6 51.30 68.5



Mean Mean Total Total
Max. Temp. Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp. Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) CF.) CF.) finches) (Inches)

1944 Jan. 34.3 16.3 25.3 0.53
Feb. 33.1 13.2 23.2 3.69 20.0
Mar. 41.4 20.8 31.1 5.37 4.0
Apr. 50.5 29.1 39.8 3.14 -

May 68.5 43.1 55.8 0.43 -

June 70.8 49.2 60.0 2.72 -

July 77.7 54.8 66.3 1.97 -

Aug. 81.4 56 .4 68.9 0.74 -

Sept. 68.3 49.0 58.7 5.78 -

Oct. 57.0 38.7 47.9 3.79 2.0
Nov. 47.5 31.7 39.6 5.57 1.0
Dec.

Jan.

36.7 15.7 26.2 4.21 14.0
55.6 34.8 45.2 37.94 41.0

1943 27.1 10.1 18.6 1.42 10.1
Feb. 36.1 16.1 26 .1 2.50 10.5
Mar. 40.0 22.3 31.2 3.72 14.4
Apr. 48.0 29.0 38.5 3.12 -

May 63.4 42.6 53.0 5.70 -

June 71.6 50.7 61.2 2.48 -

July 78.2 56 .4 6 7.3 5.28 -

Aug. 73.3 55.8 6 4.6 9.25 -

Sept. 66.2 46 .0 56.1 2.61 -

Oct. 58.5 40.6 49.6 8.54 -

Nov. 45.8 29.9 37.9 7.18 6.0
Dec.

Jan.

31.7 11.2 21.5 1.01 5.5

53.3 34.2 43.8 52.81 46 .5

1942 33.0 14.0 23.5 5.06 15.4

Feb. 31.5 15.0 23.3 3.6 3 14.8

Mar. 45.9 30.6 38.3 7.04 6.0
Apr. 55.2 33.8 44.5 3.67 12.4
May 66.2 43.7 55.0 2.77 -

June 71.7 51.2 61.5 7.6 5 -

July 72.8 55.7 64.3 5.00 -

Aug. 73.6 54.8 64.2 2.19 -

Sept. 6 7^.2 49.3 58.3 3.87 -

Oct. 57.8 41.2 49.5 3.72 -

Nov. 46.1 29.1 37.6 4.45 3.0

Dec. 31.2 14.7 23.0 3.77 13.9
54.4 36 .1 45.3 52.82 65.5

21



Mean Mean Total Total
Max . Temp

.

Min . Temp

.

Mean Temp

.

Rain Snow
Year Month CF.) CF.) CF.) (Inches) (Inches)

1941 Jan. 29.0 7.6 18.3 3.45 21.8
Feb. 36.7 11.6 24.2 2.97 3.5
Mar. 40.6 15.7 28.2 5.6 2 12.8
Apr. 57.0 32.0 44.5 0.90 -

May 66.9 37.5 52.2 3.00 -

June 76.2 47.1 61.7 1.08 -

July 80.2 56 .6 68.4 1.98 -

Aug. 74.6 54.1 64.4 4.75 -

Sept. 71.3 48.2 59.8 1.54 -

Oct. 59.0 40.1 49.6 4.18 -

Nov. 50.1 32.8 41.5 4.21 -

Dec.

Jan.

37.5 22.4 30.0 3.63 4.7
56.6 33.8 45.2 37.31 42.8

1940 28.3 9.3 18.8 2.55 7.4

Feb. 34.1 12.2 23.2 2.79 12.7

Mar. 38.1 18.1 28.1 3.96 17.3
Apr. 49.1 28.7 38.9 5.39 11.7

May 64.4 39.7 52.1 4.38 -

June 69.7 46.6 58.2 4.67 -

July 78.8 50.8 64.8 3.26 -

Aug. 77.2 52.0 6 4.6 1.15 -

Sept. 69.8 47.0 58.4 4.80 -

Oct. 56.7 32.6 44.7 0.57 -

Nov. 49.6 28.7 39.2 2.90 8.0
Dec. 43.3 15.1 29.2 5.05 8.1

54.9 31.7 43.4 41.47 65.2

11



APPENDIX D

Individual Releve Descriptions





i mm--

REF. NO.t IRA MAP-UNIT-NO. I 01 OATE <GA.M0. YR> -- 16-0 S-80
LOCATION! EAGLELK. HOI. MAINE

—SURVEYOR— KAREN SAUNCER3 AREA-COVERED—0,025 MA,..

_REJt&4XS—>*-«.

AC01 OLO-GROUTH SPRUCE FOREST, CENSE UN0ERS70RY (< 1 M HEIGHT I

OF RED SPRUCE. MANY *OSS-;0VE«E0 30ULOERS 3n SURFACE. BUT NO
EXPOSEO 8EO ROCK. FAIRLY COARSE-TFXTUREO SOIL. 3-5 CM A2 OVER-
WELL 0EVEL0PEC HORIZON. NEAR SAMPLE POINT ACOi-FI, NORTHWEST
CORNER OF EAGLE LAKE. NFORS h: NFFL 8.

• :OVER/ABUNOANCE REF.NO. GENJS SPECIES

<».s 13*. PICEA RUBENS
1.1 28 8ETJ.A ^APY^IFERA
1.1 13fi PINUS STRO=<US
1.1 - 199 TSUCA CANADENSIS

-E 5A-

R.l 134 PICEA RUBENS

E 3A

.1 13*» PICEA RU3ENS

H1-2B

.2 112 MAi;>4THEiUM :CW40ENSE
.2 153 PTERIOIUM A3UILINUH

E1-2I

<.<» 134 PICEA RU3ENS
1.2 199 TSU3A CANADENSIS
.1 1 A8IES 3A.SAMEC
-„i 138 PINUS -SIR 03 US
R.l 153 QUERCUS RuShA

-1P-

3.U 120 MOSS
-1.2 9 7 LICHENS-

TOTAL SPECIES = 10

••09}

21



l.**l

-REMARKS—-

REF. NO.t iRB MAP-UNIT-NO. I 01 OATE CCA .MO. YR I— 16-C6-8
LCCATIONt EAGLE L*<E» HOI, MAINE
-SURVEYOR--KAREN SAUNOERS AREA COVEfiEO-C. 025 HA. .

1*9 3L0 GROWTH S 3 RJCE FOREST WITH -AHiY S 3 ARCE UNOERSTORY OF SPRlCE
MOSTLf LESS THAN ONE METER. SHALL PATCHES Z c TWO "ETER TALL SFRUC;.

-8OUL0ERS EVIDENT 3UT NOT FREQUENT. iOf<: MOSS COVE.-.Ej. NO EX^OScO dtCR r ":<.

SEVERAL VERY OLD CUT 3TUMPS ANO MORE DECENT BLOwCOWnS. jOIl: A2 IS .5-2 CM
COARSE TEXTURF. GRACING INTO WELL-OE VELOFED 3. NFORS=H. NFFu=8.
NEAR SAMPLE POINT ACOl-rQ.

C0/ER/A8UNCANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E 71

A>.5 13^ PICEA RUSENS
1.1 138 PINUS SM09US

6A

R.l 9 AMELANCHIER SPP.

A8

.1 13<» PICEA RUBENS

El-3*

-2.V 13 < PIC£A RUSENS.
l.l 1 A8IES 8A.SA1E4
1.1 2Q<» WACCINIUM 5?P.
».l 28 BETUlA P4PYRIFERA
_».l 138 PINUS STR03US
R.l 3 ACER *USRJH
R.l 158 QUERCUS RUBRA

1R

2.*» 120 MOSS
.2 97 LIC-«ESS

1A

-K.2 112 MAIANTHEMUM-CANAOENSE-
.2 196 TRIESTAlIS 30REALIS

G 19

-i^. 78 &RAHINEA5-

rOFAL SPECIES * 13

n L



«£F. M0.« Z*t *A»-UNIT -O. 1 It OATEtOA. HO. TR»--l 9-96-40
COCATIO'M CONNtRS nuS8lE.*0I,haIn£— SU<W£YOR--<AR£« SAUNOERS — - AREA COVEREO—0.0*5 MA.

MARKS——
acc2 «./ ?upn ipea, pit ano iouno topography, cup cut stumps so«e ?EfCM-9A6<

OISEaSE. MAIN Cinoft Js-IS PEET nigh, hITm :,CATT£rf£3 EmepGEmTS. iosTi- «tPL£
-ANO AjP£N. t.0-60 PfET TALI. dOOLOE«i. SCATTERED AnG sOuEwmAT lNfA.nut*; AT
SUS'AU. SOIL' GH.P ORGANIC LAYcR CViR ASHT AZ 5-6 C.I COiRSct -ELL-CtrfEtOPEO
8 SAN3T LOAH. N?0*S R.NFFl. S.
NEA* SAMFU.1 POINT ACC2-^Q

;otfCR/AeuNOANC£ ret.no. genus SPECIES

6C

5.5
2.Z
-2.2-
2.2
1.2
.1

R.i-

66
3

28-
1<>6

2
29

FAGUS G«*lSOirCLI»
ACE* *U2*jn
BETUH pipy^IFf^a
pcpuLJi ;?a.'.;:o=ntaT4
ace-. fcNiuv.;.;:ui
PETJIA 'ia'JLlfCLlA
-ACE« StOiHA A jn _ ... —

— *<»-5R-

1.2
-Irl-.2.1
R.l

2
- 66
15*
28
26

act* »csjyi*ani;u«
FAGUS GRO.OIFOlIA
PICcA cj9£ fJ ;

PEU'.A PAPTklFERA
OCTu.A A.tEr.MeNlENSIS CR 8£

E 39

1.1 13". PIC-A KU3ENS

L1-2R

2.3
.3

12C MOSS
97 LIChCnS

Hl-23

• •2
.2
.2

R.l
R.l

. 1,6 C0MP35ITAE
112 ma :;-.r»fiu"« c-^asenSE
19S TkIEniALIS 3CVEALIS
»9 CG3i;.L3-.-IZi S»P.

153- -PTEtIOIu-- iaoItlNUW

- -- G1-2A

.2

.2-
33 CAREX S".
?& CKArtlN£A£-

._ Hl-23

2 ACE? PENSyl^asICUM
3 ACE* iUd^JH

66 FAC.ji G-JS sc:-:'. U
13<. PICil ftL'*£f.S
l«.b PGPJwJS GhAnCIOSnT AT A
2G«. YACCInIum SPP.

T3TAL SPECIES » 19

•»»•— «n i .« •

5 b



•tfU-

*cr. mo. t

LOCATION t

>99 1AP-U'«IT-NO. I

CJnn5^> Nj99L£ .10 :, rA IN;
11 OlTE(CA.rtO.T9)--2Q-06.jo

SURVEYOR- <AFtN SAUNUERS AREA COVERE0—0.025 h« . -

REMARKS-

ACO? *>7 PUBS AREA PIT Af.C 10UMO TOP05FAPHY, MAIN CAN&PY IJ-JS *EET TAl
scattiSeo e.ieiCF.nrs. 8CUL3r~> sciTrc*:j s«o :s«?fiurNi at sjrface. *ir3
-AKO MOUNLi, MsRE AKU *• LiS' SiLt^S. HAVE SMAiP CGn'OU*:. SolL« "JU.
A2 HOiTLT MfcA< OR UNCtWk LJPc3 . 9 "OOckAIElT *£ LL-u £vu ct-t" ..ANO* lO-m,
NFCRS R. KFFL 8.

C0VER/A8UN0ANCE PlF.nO. GENUS SPECIES

5.5
R. I

R.t
-ft.

I

6C

66 FAGUS G-tf.CIFCLlA
3 ACER RU951M
«» ACE? i«C:M4=um

-26 ft€TUi.A -»»9T*IF£RA-

—0«.-5<

2.1
1.2-

66 FACUS G9f;CtF-.LlA
--2 ACER PEKSTLVAMCUH -•

.-.H2-3R

13W
_ 2

66
1«.6

5
.- i. — ACER SACCHi^j-
65 FKAIhJj crE^XCANA

PICEA RU3ENS
-ACE« PEsitLi/AMCUH —
fat.us ga«mu:-:ci»
populus ",(...fo; ^entat a
ahelancm: t« S"i».

H1-2A

115
193
156
112
-166-

MONOrROPA UNlFtO^A
TMtLTPTfilS N(.7:.30RACcNSIS
TRIENfitlS *C*£iLXS
HAii^r-t^'jH :tsAOcNSE
SOLIOAGQ SPP. -

.3

.2

61-2*

76
33

GR4MINE4E
CAREX SP>.

2.3
1.2

120
17

1R

MOSS
LlCHclS

1A

3
66

-11,6—
2

23
201.

ACER RU3RUH
FAGUS GPthOIFCLlA
POPULUS GAAr.CICENTATA-
ACE< 3 C*5»L ViSlCUM
8ETULA PAPTJIFg^A
WACCIMIUK S»P.

-X»tAL-tP£CIES-a- 15-

£1



OATECOA.HO. YRl— Q2-Q7-80REF. NO. I 2RC HAP-UNtT-NO.t 11
LOCATION! CONNORS NUBBLE* MOI • MAINE
-SURVEY OR~<ARfcN-SAUNOERS AREA-COVERE 0—fl»fl*5-HA-_

-A£HA RKS--— —
AC02 «»7 BURN AREA, MAIN CANOPY ABOUT 30-35 FEET ANO 3GISH YEARS,

EHERGENTS 70 TO 11C YEARS WITH SCARS PROP «.7 FIRE. SHARPLY OEFINEQ PIT ANO
-MOUSO TOPOGRAPHY. - SO IL t- WE LL-OEVE LOPE O -ORGAN IC-LAYE^^ -SLIGHTLY- rtULL-ISH
A2 WELL-OEFINEO, ASHY, 3-6C* OVER SANOY LOAM 9.
NF3RS R, NFFL 6.

COtfER/ABUNOANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

06-71

3.3
3.1
2.2

-a-.-2-
2.1
1.1

66
A)

2
-28-
26

1<*6

FAGUS GRANOIFOLIA
ACER SAC3HARUM
ACER PtNSYLV-MCUrt
-8ET-ULA PAPTKlfERA-- —
BETULA A.LEGHENIENSIS
POPULUS SkANCIOENTATA

OR BE

O 51

A>#*
2.2
1.2

66
2

29

FAGUS GRiNOIFOLlA
ACER 3 En5YLVAnICUM
BETULA POPULIFOLIA

/

O U3

1.1 66 FAGUS CR4N0IF3LIA

Gl--2A

.2 33 CAREX S? 3 .

01-23

-1^-
.2
.2

66
1<«6

-ACER-PENSYLVAMCUH
FAGUS GRANOIPCLIA
POP'JLUS GRANCIuENTATA

-R»l-
»2

Ir-

ACF? *UBRUM
PICcA RU3ENS
-ABIES-aAuSA.lEA

-L—13-

.3
-*-.3-

97
-120-

LICHENS
.MOSS

-1A-

.2
-R^l

196
112-

TRIENrALIS BCREALIS
-NAIANTHENUM CANAuENSE

TDTAL SPECIES = 15

21



tEF. NO. I JS« H4P-UNI T-NO. . tt 0AT£ (OA. «0. TRI-- 23-06
LCCATIOM 8U99Lc POnO. hOI HAInE
SURVITO*—«A4fcN SAUNOCRS -- - AREA CCVt RE 0--C .025 HA.

AC03 NO-*TME^w MARCWOOO STANG. P°E0O»I KANTl r 3EEC>« »f.O SUGAR HAP«.fc,
prc-fibe , pit ano ^cl-no topu-wapht 3'jr scr so e«-GC£«-r£o ..» :•. i-.i. stcn
•ANO BOULOf't'S SCATTERED. NAN* «GUsOS A'O SO*P -iOULCE-S Hi, S S-COVE - EO

.

LITTE* vr*T S«ACl.O>* t -FTE.'i sJ»;E»:sr = Nr In -OUNOS. T-uS fiNT r.r.r a;«CH
SEEUtNf.S. C'tAfrCOAL In CuFF. LCTS OF CG-NE3 G«cT 8UCN, SLi.1* iJ 3E G«OPPI
OUT O r Thl JTAHC. STAMC EXT-^SIVe.
SOIL* K02 P-€$ksr. MULL »urji i-lGcS M3GU1h LOOSE* HIGMLT ORGAMC SOIL TO
A YCL.OW-OPOMN SANOT LOArt a. NfOiS 6., NffL a.

COVER/ABUNOANCe. REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

IS

— J.J l ACc»-SACiMA?jN
3. J 66 faguS >Jf.oifaU
2.2 2 AC«* *En> tlv AMCUfi
2.2 28 BETULA p:pyJ{F?»a

-_l.l 69 FRAUNUS AHiRICiNA
1.1 129 OSTRTA ¥I^CIs;ana

0W-5»

2.3 2 ACER »ENjrL\/Asrcun
7.2 66 FAGUS GP»n0IFCLIA
1.1 « ACE* SACCHA*U1

38

1.2 2 ACER PENSYLfANlCUH
1.1 66 FtCUS CPtNuTFCLlA
».l IJ«» PItiA KU^-INS
R.i 9 ABEtlMCMltR S?P.

Ml-2*

2.3 1«»* ^OLTSTICHUfi iCROSTICMOIOES
-1.2 62 0RT3PTE-US SPf- . -

.2 l? C0RA'_l0*«I?5 ?
pp «..

•.2 196 MIEnTalIS 33«cAlIS

.fi.i ji scrsrr.MiuM LAscECLAru."
R.l 56 MIE^ACUl VJiGATUn

GW3

1.3 M- GRANIMEAE
*.2 33 CARE* SPP.

01-29

-•.2 «. ACE? JACCMA-»JM
.2 2S 8ETUH P1PV4IFJ3A

• .2 66 FAG'JS GiANCiFCLZA
».2 69 FRAjCINUS IHfRlSiM
-,!-: 2 ACES ?E*J TLVANICUN-
R.l 132 PICEA C4JC*

1R

-* ..J 120 WOSS-
».2 97 LICHENS

TOTAL SPECIES > 21

2fl



tEHARKS—-

REF. N0.» 3RB „ M4P-UNIT-NO. X 11 OATE «0A .MO.YR) ~2<.-06-«O
LOCATION! 8UWLE PONO. MOI, MAINE oy

-SURVEYOR—KAREN SAJNOERS AREA-COVE RE 0-- .025- HA-

AC03 PRE-FIRE NORTHERN HAK3WOOO WITH TREMBLING AS*>EN . PIT ANO NOUNO LIKE
3RA. 3OUL0ERS SCATTEREO THROUGHOUT. PRE3UEMT IN SE CORNER, LESS SO IN REST.
-LITTER-NOT SO OEEP-AS lN-AC32»-8Uf-OOES-CQVER HOST-C-F- AREA. SOlL-t MULL, 42
HEAKLY TO STRONGLY GEVELOPEQ* 1-3.5 CM. 8 - YELLOW-QkANGE BROWN SANCY LOAN.
NFDRS R« NFFL 6.

COVER/A8UNOANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

06-71

J. 2 66 FAGUS GR1N0IP3LIA
2.2 U ACER SAC3HARU*
i.2 28 et'TULA PAPYRIFiRA

_«.r» 147 POPULUS TkEnulOIOES-
R.l 134 PICEA RUBENS

0<»-5I

3.2
.1

66
2

.1 k
R.l 13*»

-FAGUS- GRANOI FOLIA-
ACER PENSYLVCM3UM
ACER 5ACCHAPJN
PICEA RUBtNS

Hl-28

G1-2A

,2 33 CAREX SPP .

01-2 8

-1,2 66 FAGUS -GRiNQIFSLlA -
.2 2 ACER PEN3YLVAMCUM
.2 3 ACER RU3RUN
.2 9 AM-ILANCHIER SPP.

-.2 30 BE TULA S 3 <>

.2~ 134 PICEA RU3ENS

.2 - 1<»7 POPJLJS TREMUlOIOES.1 k ACER SmCCHARUK
_*„i Zt FRAXINUS-SPP. —

-1R-

2.3 120 MOSS
-.2 97 LICHENS

T3TAL SPECIES = 19

-> r



REF. NO. t c»;?A MAP-UNIT-NO. t 01 OA TE <OA .MO ,YR> —27-06-8
LOCATIONt SEAL HAR90F. «Oti MAINE
SURVEYOR— KAREN SAUNGERS - —AREA COVEREO— 0. 025 HA.

tEMARXS -

AC0<» OLD SPRUCE STAND WITH OPEN UNOE3ST3RY ANO PATCHES OF REGENERATION COMIN
IN. 01MP RAVINE ON ONE SIDE OF RELEVE SOINS QQKN TO A STREAM FLOWING FROM a

SPRING A CHAIN U° HILL. LOTS OF OOWNEO ?0'-E-SIZE3 TREES ANO HOSS-COVERI} STUMP
NO 80JL0ERS SEEN ON SURFACE. PIT ANO rtOUNO T OPGGRA PhY . SOlL» »Qk MUHUSi
WELL-OEFINEC. OEEP A2 A30VE WELL-OEF IN£ 3. FINE, SANOY. OAMP SOIL.
NFORS M t NFFL 8.

COVER/ABUNOANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E6-7C

5.5 13W PICEA RU8ENS
2.2 138 PINUS Sr^OSJS
-1.1 3 ACER *U8*UM
.1 1 ABIES 3ALSAMEA
R.l 28 8ETULA PAPYRIFERA

0<»-5B

.1 2 ACER PEN5YLVAMCUM
R. 1 9 AMELANCHIER SFP.

3A

.2 2 ACE? 'ENS YLVANICUM
R.l 13<« PIC-4 RUBENS

Hl-29

1.2 196 TRI-NTALIS 33REALIS
.2 130 OXALIS MONTANA

R.l 8<. HER3
.R.l 153 PTERIOIUM, A3UILINUM.

-Gl-21-

.2 33 CAREX SP>.

E1-2R

2.*» - 13<» PICEA RUBENS
1.2 1 ABIES 3A.SA.iEA
.2 2 ACER pEN5ylVkNI:um
-*^2 -3 ACER-SUrRUM
.2 30 betul; spp
.2 20*. vaccinium spp..2 209 viburnum ca5sinoi0es

-*.l 9 AMElANCHlER S 3*.
.1 138 PINUS ST<39US
R.l 158 QUERCUS RUBRA

IP

3.<» 120 MOSS.2 97 LICHENS

T3TAL SPECIES = 18



i i m m

REF. NO.t <»R8 MAP-UNIT-NO. I 01 OATE (OA.MO. YR) —27 -OS -8 Q
LOCATION! SEAL HARBOR. HOI, MAINE

-SURVEYOR— <Afi£N SAUNOERS AREA COVEREO— 0.025 H* .

_R£MAR<S

AC0<» MATURE STANO OF HI^EO CONIFEROUS ANO OECIOUOUS TFEES. SPRU:E MOST
ABUNOIMT. LOTS OF REGENERATION IN VARIOUS HEIGHT CLASSES* MOST VII PLE

- REGEN-RATION SPRUCE OR FI*. WHITE °INE REGENERATION NOT HEALTHY (6UT
THIS SEEHS TO 8E THE CASE IN ALMOST ALL PLACES* BUT THEFE A«£ HEALTHY
MATURE PTNES* SO HOW CO THEY GET THERE?). FEW BOULDERS Cn SOIL
SURFACE BUT MANY UNOER IT. SLIGHT ?IT ANO MCUNO TO POGFA PHY .CHARCOA L IN
DUFF. SOILt A2 1.5-3.0-CH OEE? OVER. STRONG B..RECOISH BkO WN. .HUE. .0 Att?_SOIL.
RELEVi JUST OUTSICt PARK 80UNCARIES. N-ORS H, NFFL 8.

:0VER/ABUN0ANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

M6-7I

3.«» 13<» PICEA -RUBENS
2.2 3 ACE* *UB*UM
1.1 26 8ETULA ALLEGHENIENSIS OR BE

VR

1.3 1 ABIES BALSAMEA
1.2 13<» PICEA RUBENS
.2 2 ACE* =>ENSYLVANICUM

Ei-3»

3.V 13*» PICEA RUBENS
1.2 1 ABIES BALSAMEA
-•-.2 J ACER RUBRUM.
.2 9 AME-.ANCHIER SP?
.2 30 BETULA S?F •

.2 2QW VACCINIUH S"P.
JU 1 15« flUERCU3-RU8RA.
R.l 209 VI3URNUM CAS3IN0I0ES

M1-2B

-1, 2 1-96 TR I ENTA LI S_ 2CR EALI S
.2 51 CORNJS CANADENSIS
.2 112 MAIANTHE1UM CANAOENSE

G1-2A

-.2 7 b GRAMINEAE-

-L II—

*».<» 120 MOSS
-+.Z 9 7 LICHEMS-

T3TAL SPECIES = 16

UL.



REF. NO. I woe N»o-ij K [ r-NO. » 01 DATE (OA.HO.r^l—08-07
LOCATION! SEAL *i*iG«. NQIt *AISE
SURV£TO<«--*ieEN S»UNCt«S AREm COVEREO— 0.025 r-X.

CO/ER/A8UNOANCE «£F.NO. GENUS SPECIES

-E— 7*

2.1
2.1
1.1

13*
134
195

PIC: A PU3-NS
PlNUC STSOPUS
fMUJi OCCIO'NTALIS

6P

2.1
2.1
2.1
1.1

. J. ACE? *U3?UM
26 BfTUH »L L EfiHE MIENSI S

13*. PICEA BJdtNS
195 Thuja OCCIOcNTALlS

09 BE

ej-5:

13«. PICE* »U3E*S
I A8I£3 ^tL5A"£A
2 ACc> »E'.:TL«AMCUf1
3 AC?fe *UrKUf1

?S BtTULA tLL'- r.H-.NteMS:S
138 PINU3 STVCdJS

.tfcfc POPJ.JS CfcANOIOtNTATA

OS 8E

Ml-23

».2
-•.2-
.2
.2

- 39
112
115

COPTIS G8CEMLAN0ICA
.UNM-; 33REALIS
HA It'll -t£*CH CiSACENSE
HITCiiLLA R£'E*S

*l 56

3

v<
-••1 — 1% AhAL;A NUCiXAULli

vacc:-«iuh vtrii-iiiEA

Hl-29 —

13«» PIC5A =U3£NS
2 ACcR »thiKVlM:ui

2C9 tfM'jV-iUl CASiIf«OiOES
1 A3IES ?iLS-i£i
3 ACE* ?'jS»u.i
9 — A«t.»*tOM; e * >P°. —

26 SeTULi »Ll£;"iNlEsSIS OR 8E
1SS QUE*:jS tJ?-(4
2J9 WI-:o-iHUM CA iSlNOIOES
102 LQNICE^A S-'.
187 SOS3US A*£SIC*NA

1R

-2^-
.2

120-
97

._ MOSS _
LICHENS

TOTAL SPECIES 22

33
vir



irr, wo. t 5*a K»»-uNrr "*0. t 0".

LOCATION! P-HETIC ^OUNrilN. HbXtMfNt.
0ATE<OA.«O.T*l — l«.-3 7-

SU«VE*0«<--'UR£N SiUNOtJS 48t4 COVCREO--0.025 Ml.

t£HA««S—-

COWER/ABLHOANCE Rtf.HO. GENUS species

N5-SI

3.3
2.2
2.1
-*.2

.2

.2
R.l
R.l

195
2B

13<.
3-
9

26
<•

- !<.*

THUJA 0C:iOFST4LlS
BtT'Jli P4PT-»IF£S4
Pi:?4 'UTENS
£C£« <J2KU.1

etrULi »LLfiK NICNSIS OR 9E
ACF.? SCCCh-*u.i
POPUUUS Gi-NOIOENTATA

It— h*

2
2d.
1S5

5
13*.
1B7_

AC£* »fNSYLVi.\ICUN
atruLi pt?Y<<;FL^t

ACf» :?::: tum
PIC£A «jO£nS
S0S2U- AlfcRICiNA .

.N2-33

t.2 5 ac£* -:p:catum
.2 — .. 2 ._ ACE* P£n:ylv-nICU.i
.1 13<. ' PIC£4 -uaffiS
.i us thuj- ;;;ioe*ialis

Ml-23

.2

.2

::!
.2
.2.1
. 1

-.1
.1
.1

asTi* Ki;scPMtti,ui
coi"os tr ti,

f:lx:i»*s

P^fNJNT-fS spo.
VlOl 1 i -P.
4Ki-.ii ijcrsAuuis
K»I*-.I «(«U« CiNACts3E
fcuaus : j - . —
RU3Uj i=P.
TAItNTii.13 33i£4LIS

Ci-23

1.2
.2

78
33

GR4 MlNe.i£
ZARlt SPP.

.3

.3
97

120

13

LICHENS
noss

14

.2.2

.2
.2
.1.1
.I

2 ACL"? PfssrtVAMCUM
5 ace; ss::ir'ji

1«.6 PO^JLUS JrfiHCIOSMTAT*
195 t>.oj4 .<;;ia£N*£LXS

9 A n£ Li %:-[£* SI- P.
30 BETJH i'S

IJ«. Pr:E4 -'-3ENS
.147 SCkdUS i.-LAICANA .

TOf AL SPECKS » 2b

£4



Kt*» NU.I
LOCATION I _ .

-SURVEYOR—<AR£N
PEMETIC MOUNTAIN, HOI, MA INE

SAJNGERi AREA. COVEREO—0.025

UM It iUM.no. I *# •— k3-U * «OU

-HA.

_R£HAR<S —
AC05 SHALL ALHOST PURE THUJA STANu PARTLY ON 8E0R0CK LECGZ, PARTLY ON

80UL0ER SCREE. STANO APPEARS TO BE YOUNGER Than FIRE, PCSSI3LY - RQCK-
SLI3E CAHE THROUGH AFTER FIRE. NOT ALCT OF :HAR;OAL PRESENT MERE.
FALLES TREES IN RELEVE AREA ASQ SOiE RAGGED STUMPS. SUPPRESSED TREES
IN UNDERSTORY. SGIH ORGAN i; , GA MP , MOSTLY SHALLOW, BUT 6 INCHES OiiP
FOUHO IN A HOLLOW. NFORS H, NFFL 8.

C0/ER/A8UN0ANCS REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E5-6:

5.5
.2

195
2d

THUJA OC:iOENTALlS
BETULA PAPY^IrErtA

1.2
.2
.2

M3-'*3

195
7

-30-

THJJA occio-n:
ALNUS CRISPA
BETULA SPP

.LIS

-Hi-23.

.2

.2

R.
R-
R.

20
_<»6-
150
1<*

67
-112-
186
196
68

_a<».
139

ASTER HAIROPHVLLUS
.-COMPOSITAE ...
PRESASTHES 5».
ARALIA NUCICAULIS
FlLICiLES

--KAIANTHEMJH CANAOENSE-
SOLIOAGG SP 3 .

TRIINTALIS 9CREALIS
FRAGmRU SP».

_HER3.
POLYGONAfUM PU8ESCENS

GI-2B

-*^3-
,2

-7-8-

33
-CRAMINEAE—
CAREX SPP.

-K1-2B-

.2
-»2-
.2
,2
,1

-*-^l-
.1

9.1
R.l

7
-28-
la8
195

5
-16-
165
13<*
151

ALNUS CRISPA— 9ETUlA-?A?y*if£RA
SPIRAEA LATIFOLIA
THUJA OCCIOENTALlS
ACER SPICtTUM— ARONIA- k£LAN0CARPA_
ROSA SPP.
PICEA RUBENS
PRUNUS PENSYLVANICA

L IR

2.3
1.3

97 LICHENS
120 HOSS

-TOTAL SPECIES-*- -25-

3SL



REP. NO.I &*A NAP-UNIT-NO. t OU CATE (OA.HO. YR I— 11-0 ?-*n
LOCATION. «EST OF SARGENT MOUNTAIN. HOI, MAINE * Q

-SURVEYOR—<AR£M SAUNOERS AREA CQVc «t .025 HA .

tEHARKS-—

AC06 OVERSTORY MOSTLY MATURE THUJA WITH S0M£ REO HAPLE PRESENT INC WHITE
PIN* (VERY LARGE) SCATTERED THROUGH STANO, t LITTLE BIT OR 2-6 FOOT
-REGENERATION BUT KGSTLY OPEN BETWEEN CANOPY ANO CI NNA HON -FERNS . - OR Y

INTERMITTFNT STREAH8E0S THROUGHOUT.
LOGSnS STUMPS PRESENT. VER* FEW 80ULCSRS CN SURFACc SLIGHT PIT ANG lOUNO
TOPOGRAPHY. SOIL: QUITE VARIA3LE*. NEAR ST^-ICN AnO In hOlLCWS W-6INH OEEP
-ORGANIC PEATY L-YER A30VE BLACK A-^iNO ORE Y -3ROW N -L OA MY 3_SJN£TIM£3 3.JS
COARSE SANO INSTEAC ON HUMMOCKS. 2-5In:h GEEP POuZOHZEO A2 HITH WELL-
DE c lNED 0R4KCk.-3R0hn LOAMY 5AN& 3. SOIL CAMP EVERYwnERt.
NFORS H, NFFL a.

;0¥ER/A6UNGANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

Hb-TZ

*.2 195
3.2 3
1*1 26
1.1 13*
1.1 138
1.1 199
R.l TO

THUJA OCC I CENT A LIS
ACER rusruh
-8ETULA-1LLESMENIENS1S OR- BE-
PICEA RU3-N3
PINUS STRJ8JS
TSUGA CANAOiNSIS
-FRAXINUS NIGRA

-E3-A8

1.2 13<» PICEA RU3ENS
_*.! 2 ACER PENSYLVAMCUM-
.1 138 PINUS S1ROBU*
R.l 1 A8I£S 3AlSAi£m

M1-3P

l.li 128 OSMUNOA CINNAMOMEA
l.k 212 VIOLA S»»

.

.2 21 ASTER N=MURALIS
.^2 2J ASTER S? 3

.

.2 112 MAIANTMEHLM C*.nAOENSE

.2 113 meoiola v:-g:mana
.2 193 ThELYPTERIS nC v£=3RA CENSIS
_*„2 l<iu THELYRTE2IS ?H£GO?TERIS

.2 196 TRIEUTALIS 30RtiHS
.1 168 RU3US SPP.

Gi-23

-1,3 78 GRAMTNEAE--
.2 33 C'ARiX SP?.

M1-2B

-.2 26 8ETULA-AL LEGMEN TENS IS— GR-8E-
.2 139 THUJA 0::iOENTiLlS
.1 1 A8IES 8ALS--E4
.1 2 ACER PEnEYlVAMCUM

-^l 3 ACER RU3RU.".
.1 9 AMELANCHIER SPP.
.1 78 FPiXlNUS NIGRA
.1 13W PICEA Ru9£cS

-,1 138 PINUS STSOnUS
.1 199 TSUGA CAnao c ns:S
.1 20W VACCINIUM SPP.
R.l 158 QUERCUS *U83A

1R

2.3 120 MOSS

TOTAL SPECIES * 25 v -



»f». *0.« *** *t*-U>,tt'»G. t C. CATC ILA.nC.r3l <

5U«J»C»0^--<»s£M SAUNCfhS *«£* lQv£(( 0--C. l t'< nA .

•ll-Cf -*0

- «(MAMS— -

p^ sseo

COVER/ASUfOANCE REF.NO. CEnuS SO EC I ES

H6-7I

134
20

13*

TmUJA OCIIOS^TALIS
AC"R *U-«HJfl
aerj.i alleiheniensis oft.ae
picea «ua£">

PInuS STOouS

.2

.1

«.l

N4-S8

St MAwAwELIS vt^OInUna
134 PI3EA -tUEni
-195 rnuji ccct-iNriLis -

6* FAGJS MAnOIFvAIA

18

1.2
.2

• •1
». 1

.i3«. pi:ea *ua£'i;
• i

13*

ha«a»£iis vi?ciNiiNi
ab:?j "A.jiiii.
pinus sTKoaus

Ht-3«

1.4 212 VIOLA $?».

1:3
-4« _ CCPTI3 CSC£M.-'iO;CA
73 GAl tU-i 'tt'jW .£

lis r»XTc-?tL» '-:» ; ms
If AST?* eCJUI'iATuS
2% IT^t^i^i Ml I'-'E^tHA
64 £Toi;;r„.i S'L*Ar;cu-

11C A,»C3««-S £»>».
112 HAtisr.-E-U* CnAOENSE
u* - r.Qi.zuz't uv;.\:3j . -- .

192 IhALI;TSU« 3JL»Ci«Ul

i9«. rMt(.»'Tg<;J K».f;:- Tikis
. i<»b r»iENtiv.tS *0-eCLIS

21 aste* v>cnus
23 • AST i* ;p>.

t5C p« • **« r>4ii» ;>».
2JC UVULA^IA SfSSIt^OLU
111 L»St«iC-*tA VjiO-". IFOUIi
113 "EOIOlA ^ tsoif.liNA

1.4
1.4

Gt-3*

33 CA*;t SP».
C«AMIMEA£

"t-2<

204 VACCHIUi SP*.
30 9ETULA S»P

.. at . ._. MA«4.-»ti.:; vrsnintANA ___—
1.6 K-^uiui c-.'.;.i jem* f a

its fHjj» occic: «.r itis
i ab;es i:.s.iu
2 ACE e p£KS»uv4f4;;uH
3 ACE* <U9S.JM
* An/LAnC-It 8 SP».

26 eEf'JLA ACLt^H.-iIENSXS OR 9€— 2» SETUwA P4P»«IF£*A _
66 FAr.uS (,^ANO; c CLlA
re r;A«r.rjs nxo^a
« ilex <e«r i_:llata

. 132 PICiA OLiJCA
134 PICE* 903ENS
136 PINUj ilsOdui
i$a ou c *cjs *u no 4

. 2C9 »13J«nu« CA5SIHQI3ES
*3 sal-ti »i;usr i'olia
162 SO^.eoi A«i*iC±tiA

\*

.J i?
MOSS
L1CM-1S



LOCXtIOni ACROSS F*0H GIL-MORE H£400W, HOI. HA 1st
-SURVEYOR—KARtN-SAUNGERS AREA-COVERED— 0. 025--HA.

W*€*4«ICS—-

AC37 OAK STANO WITH REO MAPLE ANO AS'EN Wl*EO IN. HOST TREES APP£AR TO 3£
OF SPROUT ORIGIN - 19<»7 FIRS. SCATTERED CLOSR OAKS EMERGE FROM TH? 2AS0PT
-ANO- HA/ E fIRE SCARS.- THESE-TREES SEEM -T0-3E LESS THAN-8J YEARS -OJ.0 . _
SUGGESTING THAT THE 1901 FIS£ FPCM AUNT GETTY'S PONG TO T Hf BU23LES
SWEPT THROUGH THIS l*£t> . LOTS OP aCULCERS ON SURFACE. Cha*COAL AT
BOrrOi OF OUFF. MOSTLY LEVEL WITH VERY LlTTuE °I T AMO MOUNO.
-SOIL*-MULL HUMUS OtfER-ASnY—GREY—A2- 1-6CM.-8 YELLOW 3ROWN LOAMY -SANO.
NFORS R. NFFL 8.

C0rfER/A8UN0ANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

6C

-4,-,-h 158 QUFRCUS-RUBRA--
2 .2 3 ACER RU83UM
1.1 1<»6 POPULUS GRANOICENTATA

5P

2.2 2 ACE9 REN3YLVANICUH
1.2 3 ACER RU8RUM
1.2 158 OUtRC'JS RUBRA
-»,1 1W6 POPULUS JRANCIOENTATA-

-03--L3-

1.2 2
.2 — 29
.1 131.

R.l 132

ACER »£NSrL k'AsICUM
8ETULA PQPULlFCLli —
PICEA RU3ENS
PICEA GUuCi

H1-2R

1.2 153 PTERI3IUM A3JILINUM
.2 75 GAULT-tERU ?-03UM3EnS
.2 115 HITCHELLA Sc^ENS
-»„2 196 TRIENTALIS OC^.EALlS --

.2 206 VERONICA OFFICINALIS
.1 112 HAIANTHtlUH CANACcNSE

R.l Wf, COMPOSITE

Gl-24

.2 78 GRAHINEAE

HI-2A

-t~3 20U VACCI^IU* S? 3 .

.2 2 ACER PENSYL7AMCUM
.2 29 BETULA P3PULIF3LIA
.2 93 ' KALMIA AnGU-STIFOlIA

-.1 3 ACER RU35UM - —
.1 <»7 COMPTGNH PERE3RINA
.1 13*. PICEA RUBENS
.1 138 PINUS STRC8US
-^1 158 OUE«CJS RJ3*A
R.l 132 PICEA GUUCI
R.l 1W6 POPULUS GRANOIOENT&TA

13

1.3 120 HOSS
.2 97 LICHENS

T3TAL SPECIES * 21



'

* I 1 1» II 111'

t

- .

REF. N0.» 7RB MAP-UNI T -NO . t 12 OA TE <OA .MG. YR1 --16-G 7-60
LOCATION! ACPCSS PROM GlLiORE HEAGQW. MQI, MAINE
-SURVEYOR— <AREN SAUNOERS AREA -COVE fiE 0--C . 025-M4 .

-REMARK!

AC07 SIMILAR TO 7RA SOIL 4NO TOPOGRAPHY SIMILAR. TREES SIMILAR 3UT lE.
ASPEN IN CVcRSTORY, FEWER EMERGENT TREES AnO A STRONGER COMPONENT OF
-MIO-SrORY TREES. A-P-4IP AMOJNf-OF-GRE Y-BIRCH-I N ONE -CORNS R-OF—THE
RELEVi THAT APPEARS TO eE CfING OUT.NFQRS Ri NFFL 6.

:0VER/A8UN0ANCE REF. NO. GENUS SPECIES

BC

-U.k 156 QUERCUS RU9RA
2.2 3 ACE? -<U3RJM
1,2 1<»6 POPULUS 3RANOIOENTATA
R.l 2o BETJl.4 'APYRIFERA

0<»-5P

2.i» 29 8ETUL4 POPULIFOLIA
2.2 2 ACE? PEN5YLVANICUM
.2,2 3 ACER RU8kUM
R.l 138 PINUS STR03US

H1-2P

-2.<4 : 153. PTERIuIlJM AGUILINUM .

.1 112 MAI4STHE1UM CANADENSE
.1 196 TRI£NTALIS 30r.£iLlS

R.l 136 SOLI04GO SPP.

G1-2A

,2 78 GRAMINEAE

01-2R

2.2 2(K VACCINIUM SPP.
1.3 76 GAYLUSSA3IA 9ACCATA

.3 75 GAULTMrRIA PRCCUM3ENS^2 2 ACER ?&NSYLVAN*CUM
-*.2 3 AC£? ?U3?'JM
.2 29 BETULA POPULIFOLIA

# 2 <»7 COMPTONIA PEREGRINA
.2 132 PICEA GLAUCA
-A-l 9 AMELANCHIER SPP.
.1 158 QUERCUS RU8RA

1R

-2„3 120 HOSS--•3 97 LICHENS

T3TAL SPECIES » 20
*tf



LOCATION! SANO'BEACH, MO I , MAINE
-SUR-VETOR— KAfifcN SAUNOER5——AREA—COVEPE O—O.025 -HA-

.aEMAR**—--

AC08 POST-FIFE PITCH PINE STAND. WITH RED SPRUCE. CLOSE TO ROAO PINE
PRE001I NATES. 8UT AS GET FURTHER P*OM ROAO. AMOUNT OF SPRULc UREASES. TILL
WIT SOH£- OISTANCE- IT -PSEOOMINATES—(WHO.E STANO.-NOT R£L£VE I ... STANO-I S OPE* WITH.
OC:4SI0NAL PATCHES OF TREES SURROUNOEO BY LARGE AREAS IN WHICH SHRUBS 0= MOSS
PREDOMINATE. MANY STUMPS OF TREES 3JRN£j IN U7 FIRE. SOME STUMPS U;
CHARREO ON TOP ANO SOME HAVE OLDER FIRE S34RS SUGGESTING TH„T „T LEAST
-ONE PREVIOUS-FIRE OCCURREO. SOME 80UL0ERS ON SURFACE. MOSTLY BEDROCK
LEOGES. MOST SMALL TREES OF SPROUT ORIGIN. LOTS O e CEAO TREES IN A00IT20.N TO
STUMPS. SOIL! THIN ORGANIC SOIL I** CRACKS AND DEPRESSIONS 1:4 ROCKS.
NFORS Q« NFFL 6.

:OVER/ABUNOANC£ REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

M3-VR

1.2 29 BETULA POPULIFOLIA
1.1 13<» PICEA RUBENS
-U-1 13 7 PINUS. RIG IDA - ._

.3 76 gayljssa:i*. ?ACCATA
.2 93 KALMIA ANjUSTIFOlIA
.2 1<»7 PCPULUS T frfc"!Ui.OI0SS

-,1 -9 AMELANCHltR S*P..— _
.1 26 BETULA PiPYRIFERA
.1 209 VIBURNUM 3ASSIN0I0ES
R. 1 7 ALNUS CRISPS
-R.l Ufl PJNUS-STROBJS — _

-S1-2P-

2.«» 93 KALHIA 4NGU3TIF0LIA
2 .A 2C«. VAC;i'4lUM SPP
2.3 76
.2 3
.2 26

.4.2 29-
.2 1A7

. 1 9

.1 16 AROSU

.1 .. A7 COMP-
.1 2C9 VIBU
R.l 56 DIE"

PFONiA PiRiGRlNA
URNUM SASSINOIDES
R^ILLA LONlCERi

HI-2B

-1„s s8- hypericum gentianoioes
1.2 ia9 potestil.a t-:den;a:a
.2 20 ASTER MA : RC^HY LLUi
.2 153 PTERIDI'JM -GUIlInum

... i 23 ASTER SPP
.1 111. HELA.-iPYR'JM LlNEARE
.1 186 SOLICAGO SrP.
R.l~ 196 TRIEnTAlIS 30&EALIS

G1-2A

1.2 33 CARE* SP°
1.2 78 GRAMlNcAE

IP

2.<» 97 LICHENS
2. A 120 MOSS

-TOTAL-SPECIE S- = 28—
-JO It



J
REF. NO.t 8R8 HAP-UNIT-NC* 23 OATE COA.NO. YR 1

— 18 -07-8C
LOCATION! SANC 3EACH, MCI. MAINE .

-SURVEYOR—KAREN SAUNOERS AREA GOVERFD--0. 025 HA-,

-REMARKS — -—

AC08 OPEN POST-FIRE PITCH 3TANO. A FAIR AMOUNT OF SEECLlNG ( SEtfERSL
YEARS OLO I PITCH PINE. IN GENERAL. SMALL T3EES A30UT EQUALLY OF SEEjLlNG.
-SPS.DUr CPIGIN. SOME- OLO STO*PS-ANO L QGS--SUT -NOT- AL07 . - 3ARE LECGES A NO LARGE-
BOULOERS. CHARCOAL. SOIL* ThIN OrGlNlC SOIL IN CRACKS ANO OPPRESSIONS
IN R03XS. DEEPER IN SOME H^SE DEPRESSIONS, FORMING SMALL eOGGY OR
MESIC AREAS .NFORS Q, nFFl 6.

C0YER/A8UN0ANCE REF. NO. GENUS SPECIES

M3-<»P

2.2
1.2
-1.2-
1.2
.2
.2

» .

.

.

R.

137
29

-13V
209

7
1<»7

2S
132
151
-17-1-

PIMUS RIGI04
BETULA POPULIFOLIA
-PICEA-RU3FNS
VI8UKNUN CAiSlNUlOcS
ALNUS C^ISPA
POPULUS TRtMULOIOES
-ACER-RU3RUM
BETULA PAPYRIFERA
PICEA GLAUCt
PRUNUS PENSYLVANICA
-SAL-IX-SP^

.2
-*^2-
R.l
R.l

-1L9-
23

112

-Hl»2A-

ARALIA NUOICAULIS
-POTENT-ILL A -TR I QENl AT A.
ASTER SP".
HAIANTHcMUM CANAOENSE

2.3
2.3

r

i

i

-

•

G1-2A

.2

.2
33 CARE* SPP.
78 GRAMIMEAE

i

01-2P

76
20«*

GAYLUSSACIA 3ACCATA
VACCINIUM SPP.

-»„2-
.2
.2
.2

-,2-
.2
.2
.1

R.l

28
29
L7

-1L7-
188
209

9
-137-
158

Jct?
IJu^oGUMSTIFOLIA

-ALNUS-CRISP1
6ETJLA PAPYxIFERA
8ETUL4 POPULIFOLIA
CCMPTONlA PE*EG*InA
POPULUS TREMULOIOES—
SPIRAEA LATIFOLIA
VIBURNUM CA3SINOIOES
AMELANCHIER SPP.
-PINUS RIGIOA
QUERCUS RUBRA

1R

-2^-3-
1.2

-120-
97

-MOSS
LICHENS

TOTAL SPECIES * 26

Jk i ^,)



oatecoa .mo.yri— ig-or-eoPEP. NO.« 9RA MAP-UNIT-NO. 1 09
LOCATION! ROUTE 3t CiORR MTN, MOI» MAINE
•SURVEYOR—KAREN-SAUNOERS AREA-COVEREQ—0. 025 MA.

IEMARKS-

AC09 BIRCH-ASPEN STAND. POST-FIRE. BlgCM APPEARS MOSTLY SEEDLING ORIGIN.
APPEALS TO HAVE 3EEN PSEOOMlNATELY. WHITE PlN£_8t^Ofi£^I»£.uHA«oOAL ON SuRFAC
LOTS 3P-S»AtL 80ULGERS ANG LITTLE-ROCKS ON SURFACE^. SOIL* MULL HUMUs

—

GRAOISG INTO highly ORGANIC A. A2 NOT ALWAYS PRESENT ANO OEPTH WHEN PRESENT I
VARIABLE. 9- YELLOW TO ORAN3E 6R&WN L01MY SANG.
NFORS R. NPFL S.

COVER/ABUNGANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

3.3
3.3
-2.2-
1.2

05-6:

26
1W6

2-

8ETULA P»BY«IF£RA
POPULUS SRANOIOSNTATA
-ACER- PENSVL^AWICUH-
ACER RueRUM

M3-!»R

-1»2
1. 1

.2

.1
-R.l

20
3

13<*
-136

-ACE? >EN5YLVASICUM-
BETUL4 PAPTRIFERA
ACE* RU33JM
PICEA RUiENS
-PINUS STRC3US

M1-2S-

.3
* ?

51
lit

.2

.1

.1
* 1

112
12
1«.

1 8

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

2C
23
45-153

196

CORNUS CANADENSIS
LYSINACHIA autORIFOLlA
NAIANfH^MJM CiSAUiSSE
APQ^YNUH Af4Dr:SAt"I c OLlUM
ARALIA f.JCIC-ULlS
ASTt* a:j«ini:us
AST:? MAC*C 3 -itLLUS
ASTEr SS" .

HltRiCIUM PPATENSE
PTERIOIUN AQ'JlLlNUI
TRIENfALlS 30-EALlS

G1-2A

.2
-».2-

33
-76

CAREX SPP.
-GRAnlNEAE—

Ml-29-

13U
-i<»6
1<»7

1
9

—28
1.7

66
69

136
158
ZOfc
2G9
-ia«
195

PICEA PU3ENS
POPULUS G*ANuI3ENTAT A
PCPJLUS T*E~UL3ICES
A9IES bi.SLi?'.
AHELANCHI*^ S t=> .

8ETULA-?£? YR1PE3A-
COHPT3NU PE'.iGRXNA
FAGUS GRANCIFCLIA
PSAXInu; AMERICANA
PINUS STS.03JS -

QUE^CUS <U3RA
VACCINIUM SPP.
viburnuh :iss:soio£s
SPIRAEA LATIPCLIA
THUJA 0C-Iu£.Nl ALlS

ia

1.2
-12G
97

-MOSS-
LICHENS

TOTAL SPECIES * 32

A3*.



REP, NO.t 9R8 *4P-UNIT-N0.t Q* 0ATE<OA.HO.Y*l~ig. » ...

LOCATIONi ROUTt 3, OOR<> 1TN, 101. iaInE gr a <

-SURVEYOR—<AREN-SAUKC£RS AREA -COVE RE 0--G.02S- Ml,

-4£H4ft<S<

AC3
PAPE

A2 i-2CH^Aaov£
v

"YEELoi-aR6HN*LbAMr
w
s4Nd aT

NF0R5 R» NfFua.

19 POST-FIRE eiRCH-tSPEH STANO. P^ErflDUS STANO APPEARS TO HAVi PE;N MAInJ
:R BIRCH WITH A GOOO AMCJNT 0* SPRUIE 1N0 SO.i£ OAK. CmASCOAL P*FS£nT

"

CHARGED STU.-OS. SOIL* -01 ST UR3eD In-hGJ-T—PLACES—WHE *£-NOT ;-«ULL -HUMUS.*

COVER/ABUNDANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

5P

3.3 1V6 POPULUS GRAM0I3ENTATA
3.2 2 ACER PENSYLVANICUN
1.2 3 ACER RU3RUH
-1.^ 15» OUERCUS RU3RA-
t.l 28 BETULA PIST^IPEJA
1.1 28 BETJLA PlFY^IFtrA
1.1 1<»6 PC°ULJS GSANOIOtNTATA
-».»2 15* QUERCUS iLoR;
.1 29 BETULA ?:PUlIFOLIA
.1 1<»7 POPULUS TREMULOIGES

03-!»R

2.2 2 ACER i»EN3 YLVANICUM
1.2 13*. PICE4 RU3ENS
.1 28 BETULA PAPY*IFERA

-*^l 29 8ETULA.-PGPULIF0LIA -

-HI -2*

.3 20 ASTER MACRC 3 «YLLUS
^,j 85 HIESa;Ium pc:T£NS£

.3 206 VFRCMCA OFFICINALIS

.2 1*. ARALiA NUCI3AULIS
.2 112 H^IAsrHtiuw C*NAOENSE
...2 lift HONOTtOPA HYPv.P17rlYS
.2 186 SOLIQAGO SPP.
.1 18 ASTER ACUMINATUM
.1 111 LYSI^AC^Im 3U..ORIFOI.XA

-**,1 HU HEL41PY^JH -clNEARE
.1 153 PTE&I0IUH A1UILINUM
.1 196 TRIE.NTALIS 30KSALIS

8:1 ill KiEftiarclftHW

Sl-29

1.2 78 GRAMINE4E
.2 33 CAREX SP 3 .

01-23

.3 75 GAULTHERIA PRCCUM8ENS
.2 20* • VACSniJI S 33 .

-.2 209 VIBURNUM CASSlNOIOES

—

.1 13<» PICEA RUSEN3
R.l 66 FAGUS GR4N0;P3LIA
R.l 173 SmMBUCUS RUBEnS
-R.-1 187 SORBUS- AMtRIC-NA-
R.l 195 THUJA OCCIOEnTAlIS
R.l 207 VIBURNUfl ACERIFOLIUM

L _1A

.2

.2
97 LICHENS

120 MOSS

»

tqtal <;prrf; s It, O'



HEP. NO.t 10RA HAP-UNIT-NO.I 01 OA TE<OA ,HO.T*>—23-07-a
LOCATION! NORUH9ES4, HOI, MAINE
-SURVEYOR—KAREN SAUNDERS -AREA COVERS 0—0.025 -HA .

,

lEHAUKS——

-

-COVEPAA8-UN0ANCE—REF-NO— GENUS S££CIES_

E&-7C

k.k 13U PICE* RU9EN3
-1^.2 28 8ETUL4 . P\ P YRITERA—
1.1 138 PIHUS STP39J3
1.1 15« QUERCUS fU3'£
.2 195 THUJA 0CCICEN.ALI3

.R.i j ACER RU8RUM

-EV-59-

1.1 13% * PICEA RUBENS

E3-«»8

1.2 13V PICEA P.U9ENS
.1 1 ABIES SA.SAME,

Hl-24

.2 196 TRIENTALIS DC*EALIS
R.l 112 HAIANTHtruH CiNAOENSE

Ml-29

.2 1 A8IES balsame;

.2 30 SETJLi S'P
.2 115 KIT Oi Lift 5£P£NS

-.2 13* PICEa 9J3E>*S
.2 2G«. VAC3INIU1 S* 3

.

.1 2 ACES PENSYLVtMCUM

.1 3 ACE* RUt'U.-
-^,1 9 AmEIAnOIER S30^.

.1 138 PINUS ST?39'JS

. 1 " " -----

.1
158 QUSRCUS RU9'1
2Q9 Vl3j*.su.i CASSINOIOES

01-29

.2 2

.2 3

.2 28

.2 l<*6

.1 69

.1 158

ACER PENSYLVAMCUH
ACE* RU9?l'i— BETUlft PAPYRI^'A -

populjs :s a'o:;entata

QUERCUS RUBRA

1R

2.3 120 HOSS
.2 97 LICHESS

-T-3-tAL-SPECI£S—

=

19-

4^



REF. NO.t
lOCATIONi nopumbega,-— SURVEYOR— KAficN SAUNCERS

•nP-U'flT-^O. J

HOI. 14INE
Ot OATE CO A. NO. YR»---2 3-3 7-

AREA COVERE0--0.025 HA.

t€H*a<&<——

-

AC1Q 01
TOUNC. SM
sugsestin
BUT 8ICGF
TWO 8- Own
IN TH£ CA
-GROWING w

8LCW0CKN
SOILt UPP
beorock:
not sharp
NFORS H,

GROWTH SPRUCE IN 30TH ?A AN} 9.9 > HOW GOCJ STE.AOY GROWH WHjN
ALL SPRUCE AfO THUJA. BPIR IN a 0~H HWE GROWN /£*Y SLCWLf.
G THAT Th£y BEGAN GOWTH ^cN Tm£ CANOPY WAS CLCSEO AND OcNS
* TREES APPEAR TO HiVE BEGUN GRCwTh unOFR an OPEN CAnuPY.
C2WN THUJAS ANO A 3TAN0ING C£AC S»rUCc HAVC LE FT A cA*GE wPE
NCPY AT THE CENTER OP THE 3ELEVE. p^i.-ERlY SUPPkESSEJ TREES
ELL. SPHAGNUM .".AT COVERS TO? HALF. 2£C*0CK THE=E. SPHAGNUM U
*AS LOTS CP HEALTHY SEEDLINGS. LO'-ER «AL ff SCATTE=Eu MCSSr 50
ER 1/2 OP PLOT! SHALLOW. -OIST. ORGANIC *lx£0 *[Th CnUfOLX-'-u
LOWER HALF: CEEP t A2 Ae3UT <.-5 CM 3U T WEAKLY POUZOLIZEO ANO
LY QfcFlNEC. 3 SANOY LCAM.
NFFL a.

NING
THi.=£ *

MCER
bLCERS.

;0tfER/A3UN0ANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

ri

-3^3-
3.1
1.1

-195 THUJA -OCCI CENTAL IS-
13«» PICEA RUBENS
13C PINUS STRGBUS

H5-5»

2.1
2.1
1.2

13<»
195

3
—26-

picea rubens
thuja o::ioestalis
acer ru9rum
-8etula ju.legmlniensis—or- -3E-

JX3-UJ.

1.2
1.1-
.3
.1

195
-13«.
76
1

THUJA OCCICiNTALlS
PICEA RUBENS . .

GAYLUSSACIA 3ACCATA
ABIES BALSA^EA

Hl-23

.2

.2
51
153

CORN'JS CANADENSIS
PTERIJIUM A3UILINUM

.2

.1
196
1<»

-112

TPIiNTALlS 50FEALIS
ARALIA NUCICAULIS
-HAIANf H£MUM CANAOENSE-

-M-2R-

~1-

76
-20 «^-

l
2
3
9-

26
131.
i3e
-195-

gaylussa;ia baccata
-vaccinium spp.
ABIES R-lSAMEA
ACER PENSYLVANICUM
ACER HUBRUH
-AMELANCMIE^ SFP.^
BETJLA ALLiGH;Nl£NSIS
PICE* RU6ENS
PINUS STRC3US
_IHUJA_0CC.IGENU.LIS

OR BE

-L— II—

h.5 120 MOSS
-9? V.ICHENS-

C— U--

.2 33 CAREX SPP.

vni



REF. NO.f
LOCATION!
-SURVEYOR—KAREN

11RA
nosuhSeg*

saunoers

MAP- UNIT-NO.

I

MGI. MAINE
08 OATECOA.MO. YR» 2 5-07-fi©

-AREA—COVEREO 0.025HA-

-R£M*RKS-

AC11
AFFECTE
-ANTSOAT
examine
CAN3Pf
ALSO LO
-of-tree
BET4E-N
oenar:a
NFDRS S

UPSLCPE FROM AC1Q. OLOER STAND THAT APPEARS TO HAVE 3EEN LESS SEVERELY
D 8Y FIRE SOMETIME AROUNO I86fl« SEVERAL TREES IN %£lZ*E. DEFINATELY
E FI = E *NO-K4NV-CED**S-PR33C3LV-Q0 3JT CANNOT- TELL- BECAUSE- MOST CEOARS
C WERE ROTTEN IN MlOOLit MAKING AGING IMPOSSIBLE .

FAIRLY OPEN BECAUSE 2? MANf 5TAMQING 3EAQ TRrTES ANQ HOuES FROM "lQWOQWSS
TS Cf DOWnEO u'iO T*i£S. MASY SU 3 c-?£SS£0 3A^£lY LIVE T*E:.S. MAJ_«<ITY
S POLESIZEO WITH EVERT-SO OFTEN- A LARGE SPRUCE OR PINE. NOTHING wlVE
I AKO 1ft F££T TAcu. SOIL: 1JRR HUNJS OVER 2-4 CM STRONG A2 , SnARP

TIGN BETWEEN A2 ANO 8. B IS SANDY LOAM.
. NFFL 1J. SOME SCATTEREO BOULDERS.

:o^er/abun3an:e rep. no. genus SPECIES

E 71

134
136
-138-
195

3
26

PICEA RUBENS
PINUS RESINOSA
PINUS SUOOJS
THUJA OCCICEN7 ALIS
AC£« *U3\JH
BEfULA P4PYRIFERA

E5-5B

1.1
.1

134
195

»IC£A RU9EN3
THUJA 0:;IDE'<TALIS

H1-2A

.1

.1
-R--1-

112
196
—56-

MAIANTHE1UM CANAOENSE
TRIENTALIS 90-EiLlS
-CY?^:?Ei:jK- ACAJLE

El-23

1.2
-.-2-

.2

.2

134
3-

93
195

PIC: A RU3EN3
ACER 3U3RUM _ . _.

KALMIA -NGUSTIFGLI.
THUJA oc:icenialI5

.2

.1
-**v

.1.

.1

.1

204
1

_..9-
2«

136
13d

AH£L4?CMIER S?P
BE TULA JUY^IFEI
PINUS RESINCSA
PINUS ST^jSJi

1R

2.4
.2

120
97

MOSS
LICHENS

-TOJ-AL-SPEG IE-S—a- -15-

Ak> 2.



rep. no. i n?«
LOCATION! N0FUH3E.,A, MOI,
-SURVEYOR—<ARLN SAUNOERS

«UP-UNt T-NO. t

AUE
Ct OATE<OA.MG. YR> 2 5-3 7-jo

AREA- COVE PEO—fl. 025 ha.

t€M4«KS—
acu upslcpe from acio. >.a*ge s»?u:e3 and »inss. a air or thuja, t.:- many

SUP»R£5S£0 ;R-£S. SO*:. jOhn£0 AnO A F£rf iTlNJlrjC OEAO T^EES. iLAfT£-S3 SQULDE^
--ANO A S- LEOGE 10STLY 5C-tf£R£3 eY 1DSS AnO HeE!)LES. - SOILI--NC-A2 A P» A i£sT,
HORR HUMUS OVER 8 OARK BROWN LCAH. HFZRS H. NFFL 4.

C0rfER/A6UN3ANCE REF.NQ. GENUS SPECIES

71

-3.1—
1.1
1.1

-13<»
136
138
195

PICEA
PISUS
PINUS
THUJA

P.U6ENS
RFSINOSA
STSG3US
GCCIC£NTALIS

2.1
.1

3
13«»

6R

ACER RU9RUM
PICEA RU3E.NS

£3-53

2.1
1

13<»
A8HS 8ALSAM£A
PICEA RUSENS

Hl-2*

.2

.1

.1
R.t
R.l

153
112
-196

1<*
4<»

PTE9IDIU1 AQ'JILIMJH
MAIANThEnum ^ana^ENSE
-TRIt'.'TALlS nOSEAClS-
apali; nucji;aucis
H£R3

GI-2A

.2 78 GRAnlNEAE

-M1-2S

KAL1I4 iNGUSTIFOLlA
VACCINIUH SOP.
A8IES 3A.SA1EA
ACER ?.U?*UH
AME-ISCHIER IPP.
8ETULA i?P
PINUS RESIN35A
PINUS STSOSUS
SOR3US HERiCiNA
THUJA OCC ICE NT A LIS
WI3URNUH C-SSINOICES
ACER PENSYLrfiMCUM
ILEX VERriClLLArA

L 13

1.3
.2

120
97

HOSS
LICHENS

-AL-SPECIES-a- -22-

41 n A



OA TE (OA .MO.W— 28-07-80KEF. NO.t 12RA- MAP-UNIT-NO. t Of

LOCATIONt OJCK HAR30R PATH, IAH, MAINE
-SURVEYOR—KAREN SAUNOERS AREA COVEREO— .025 MA _

REMARJCS^^at-

AC12 OLO SPRUCE STANO WITH MANr OPENINGS FROM OEAO OOWNEO TREES. OEA3 STANDING
TREES SCATTERED THROUGHOUT STANO. SOME OPENINGS HivE MIXED ERICmCEAE, MOSSES,
I BITS OF REGENERATION. OTHER OPENINGS NO RcGiNERATION AT ALL. MOil OF SMALL
TREES ARE PARTIALLY SHA0E3. SOME BIG TREES c,RE WOLFY WITH BLANCHES SLiGST OOWN
TO THE GROUNO, OTHERS HAtfg S1ALL LO'SIDEO LIVE CROWNS. FEW, SCATTEREO SM1LL
BOULOERS. CHARCOAL AT BOTTOM OF OUFF. SOIL* DEEP PEATY ORGANIC HORIZON
-OVERLYING 1 CM . DEEP—A2--0R- W£.Ar.H£RiD_ROCK«_THiN-_SOL_ID_fi.OCK._. _NU_ 8 .APPARENT*.
NFORS M. NFFL 8.

COVER/ABUNDANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E 6P

^•1 13* PICEA RUBENS—

-EW-SR-

2.2
.1

R.l

13«» PICEA RU3ENS— 9 ANELANCHltR SPP. -

28 BETULA PAPYRIFERA

M 3R

1.2 13**
-GA.YLUSSA:iA--BACuATA
PICEA RUBENS

Ht-23

-*~2 -3.12-

.2 15 3

.2 203

.1 51
* 1 H«t
.1 196

R.l 191

-MAIANTHEMUM CANAOENSE-.
PTERIOIUM AOJlLlNUH
VACDINIUM VITIS-IQAEA
cornjs can a j ens rs
-MELAMPYRUM LlNEARE
TRIENTALIS BOrEALlS
SYMPLOCARPUS FOE7IOUS

Gl-28

-*,2-
.2

->J3-

78
-CAREX SP=>-
GRAMI^EAE

01-2R

-2^V-
1.3
.2
.1

.1

.1

—76-
20*.
93
9

—28-
75

13*»

-GAYLUSSAIIA. 3ACCATA
VACDINIUM SPP.
KALMIA ANGU3TIFOLIA
AMELANCHIER SPP.
-BETULA 3APYRIFEPA
GAULTHEPIA PRCCUHStNS
PICEA RU9ENS

1C

5.5
1.2

12C
97

MOSS
LICHENS

TOTAL SPECIES * 18 &



-«—«.

REF. NO.t 12R6 HAP-UNIT-NO. t :i OA TE <DA . MO. YR) 2fi-07-
LOCATION: CUCK HAR30R PATH, IAH, MAINE
SURVEYOR--KAREN SAJNCERS — AREA C OVE RE G--0 .025 HU .

-REMARKS--—

AC12 STANC Of POLE TO SAWLOG SIZE SPRUCE. OENSE EXCEPT FOR ONE EC'E OP RFl
THAT IS CN eOGE OP A OLOWuOws WITH SPRUCE REGENERATION ANC HAY -SCE NTEO PERN,
FIR APPEALS TO HAVE LROPPEu OUT UC-ofi Y t A r S A GO . COMPOSING SLIGHTLY MCRi T Hi
hal r 2 ff downed puel. few 30jlqfr3 cn sjrface 3ut lots op rcc<s senf'.th.
soil: organic (sche plages 3 eaty> horizon asove ground rock or a sit <i cmi
OF r IM£ ORGANIC SOIL.
-NFORS G. NFPI 1C. _

CO/ER/AOUNOANCE REF.NO. GENUS - - SPECIES

E6-rc~.

5.5 13U PICEA RU3ET.S
-.2 -.-2d - BETJLA PAPYRIFERA
,1 3 ACER RUBRUM

E3-5B

1.1-— - 13<» - - PICEA-RU3ENS

H1-2A

.2 57 OENNSTAEOTIA PUNCT ILDBULA
.-. 1 112 MAlANTHtMUN C- NAOENSE-. -

El-23

1.2 13*. PIC£A RU3IN5
-K.l -1 A9IES 9ALSA.1EA-

.1 3 ACER RUC-=.UM
.1 9 AMEL4NCHIFR SP°.
.1 26 8ETJLA PAPYPIPERA
R.l 2 ACE? >tNSriVA>«:CUH.
R.l ie7 SOR3US AMERICANA

IP

3.3 120 MOSS
++Z- 9J LICHENS-

TOTAL SPECIES = 11

-fl K-tl/



REF. NO.

I

13PA MAP-UNIT-NO. t 01 DATE <CA. MO. YRJ 23-07-80
LOCATION! WEST HEAD, IAH, MAINE
-SURVEYOR— KAREN SAUNDERS AREA COVEREO— 0.025_HA«__.

-REMARKS——-
AC13 SPRUCE-FIR STANO KITH PATCHY AGE AND SIZE DISTRIBUTION. MANY DOWNsD ANO

STANOING OEAO TREES. ONE CORNER OF RELIVE GOES InTO AN AREA OF DENSE
REGENERATION, -OTHERWISE EXTREMELY P EW SMALL (6--5M TREES. FIR IS OROPPING
OUT OF THF STANO. SOIL! PEATY WITH :hA*C04l , UP TO 9" DEEP.
NFORS G. NFFL 10.

COrfER/ABUNOANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E 61

3.1 13<» PICEA RU3ENS
2.1 1 ABIES 9ALSAMEA
2.1 132 PICEA GLAUCA

UP

2.2 187 S0R8US AMERICANA
2.1 12k PICEA RU5EN3
1.2 28 BETULA PAPY-ilFERA
1.1 1 ABIES BALSAMEA

E3-*»3

1.1 IZU PICE A RUBENS
.1 132 PICcA GLAUCA

H1-2R

S^U 212 VICLA SPP.. . __
1.2 A? CIRCAEA ALPISA
1.2 112 HAIAnTMEmUM CANACENSE.3 <*8 COPTIS G^OESLANCICA
..2 62 ORfQPTEr.IS SPP.

.2 77 GGODY :-*A T£SS r.LATA

.2 196 TRIE.'.TALIS 3C^£iLlS.1 8*. HER?
-R. 1 llfl MONOTROPA-HYPOPITHYS-
R.l 15C PRE NAN THE* S?P.

G1-2A

.2 78 GRAMINEAE

IP

3.«» 12C MOSS
1.3 97 LICHENS

IB

1.1 187 SOR9US AMERICANA.1 1 A6IE5 BA^SAME:.1 2H- BETD.A ^A'Y^IFERA.1 132 PICEA GLAUCA.1 13<» PICFA RUBENS.1 203 VACCINIUM VITIS-IOAEA

-T-OTAL-SFECIES-= 19- £0



«»»w\jU'i

REP. NO. : 13K6 M1P-UNIT-N0. * 01 OA 7£ (OA .MO . Y* ) 30-07
LOCATIONt WEST HEAD* IAH, MAINE

_. SURVEYOR— KAREN SAJNCERS AREA COVEF.EO--0 .025 HA.

-«ENAR<S

AC13 FEO S»RUCF-FIR-PAPER 3IPCH STAND. CENSE. MAINLY POLL-SIZEO T>LES.
A G*P IN ONE CO-NFR OF TH£ tELEVE o-USED 3Y -3LCW0CWN OF DOMINANT TP£ES ANO
OF4TH OF INTERMEDIATE TP.EES. FIR IS CHOPPING OUT OF THE STA.JO, PR3VIQING IK
MAJORITY OF THE OOwNEO FUEi. LCAO. SOME Se.'.u:E REGENERATION IN THE GA» 3Jl
OTHERWISE ALIOS" NOTHING 3E.DW THE HAIN CANCPY. SO*-. BlkGH uRCPt>lNG OUT. i

AC13 IS VERY CLOSE TO CCEiN i NC SEEiS TO HIVE SHORT ER-L W EC TF-EES THAN
-OTHER STANOS SEEN THUS FA«. THIS RELEVi TYPICAL OF. PLOTS FRDrt FL ON._ .

SOIL* SHALLOW PEATY SOIL WITH ROCK NOT FAR BELOW SURFACEt NO MlNEKAL SOIL.
NFCRS H. NFFL 8.

C0VER/A8UN0ANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E6-7I

I*. 2 IZU PICEA RJBEnS
1.1 1 AOIES. BALSAMEt
1.1 28 BCTULA PAPYRIFERA

E<»-5A

13<» PICEA RU3ENS

G1-2A

*.2 33 CARE* SPP.

El-23

a. 3 _._
. 2
.1

R.l

13*» PICEA RU3EN5
20<» VACCINIUM SPP.
28 8ETULA PnOYRIFERA
1 ABIES SALSAMEA

L 1C

5.5 120 MOSS

1.2 97 LICHENS

H 14

.< 112 mahntheium canadense

TOTAL SPECIES = S

Si



REF. NO.t 1>R* MAP-UNIT-NO.1 CI

LOCATIONI PAT'S BROOK. I4H, iAINE
SURVEYOR— KAREN SAUNOERS AREA

OATc (DA.MO.YRI 30-07

COVEREO--C.025 HA.

.R£MAR<S

AC1*» SELECTIVE CUT 1975. REMAINING T^EES PREDOMINATELY RED SPRU;E. OLD
ROAD 30ES THROUGH RELEVE. IT'S MOSTLY G *ASS -C

D

V£R t 0. HAY-SC£NIf.Q FERN IN
STAN05. PILfS OF SLASH. CHuRCDAL. SPHERED 30ULOERS ON SURFACE. LOTS CF
A80UT 1' BENEATH. SOIL* MORR HUMUS, NO A2 APPARENT. OEEP ORGANIC HORIZON
ABOVE B - CARK 8R0KN SANDY LOAM TO GRLY-3RCWN LOAMY SANC.
NFORS K. NFFL 11.

SK
LA
RC

COVER/ABUNDANCE REF. NO. GENUS SPECIES

3.1
1. 1
R.l
R.l

E6-7P

13*»
132
26

195

PICEA RU3EN3
PICEA GLAUCA— BETULA PAPYRIFERA
THUJA OC:iOENTALlS

E3-5B

1.1
. 1

13*.
132

-

—

PICEA RUBENS-
PICEA GLftUCA

H1-2P

-3.5
1. <
.3
.3
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

R.l

57 . OENNiTAfOri: PU^C TIL 03UL>
169 RUNE* ACETOSEUL.'.
111 LYSIMAC'IA DUADRXFCL1A
213 VIOLA 3f'P.

. (.6 COMPJSITCE
112 MAlir.THEMUM "ANaDENSE
153 PTES'IDIUI AOJlLlNJM
179 SFNiCIO- rfULGARI S
196 TRIFNT ALIS 5J-.EALIS
62 OFYOFTERIS SPF .

G1-2R

•2 ,t—
.2

7 6
33

GRAKISEAE
CARE* SPP,

Ml-23 -

l.d 28 BETULA PAPYRIFERA
-.3 168 RU3US SPP.
.2 20U VACCINIUM SPP.
.1 132 PICEA GLAUCA.1 13<» PICEA RUBENS
,1 1^5 THUJA QCCICESiTALlS-

TDTAL SPECIES = 18

bVL



•SURVEt03--<AR£N~SAUNCtR5 ARE A-GOVE RE 0—0 .025 -MA-

-REHARKS

AC15 F.EO SPRUCE-BELLOW 3IRCH FOREST. LOTS OF FALUN PAPER 3IRCW. MCSTLY
ROTT-N. SOME OQMNSQ REG SPRUCE. THUJA I FIR. STREAM RUNS THROUGH ONE CORNER OF
-RELETS. -5FLT OF S = .-UCE REGENERATION (l-ll»» AND 4.YCOPGCS ALONG A SMALL-SLOPE . .

SOILI VERY SHALLOW. A2 SELOOM PRESEMT, WHERE IS * 1CM . OFTEN ONL* AN ORGANIC
HORIZON ABOVE ROC<. NFQRS H. NFFL a.

S0VER/A8UN0ANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

79

1.1 138 PINUS STR08US

SI

-3.1 131. PICEA RUBENS —
2.1 26 BETUL; ALLEGHENIENSIS Oft BE
2.1 195 THUJA OCCICENTALIS
1.2 3 ACER RUSRUM
1.1 2 ACER 3£NSYL';ANICUM

-£(-53

1.1 134 PICEA RUBENS
-.1 1 ABIES 8A.SA1FA
.1 195 THUJA OC3ICENTALIS

E2-3R

~2^3 134 P-ICEA .RUBENS -

H1-2R

2.U 104 LYC0P0OIJM AN.'.OT INUH
-•^3 130 GXALIJ MONTANA

.2 62 ORYDPTE'IS S 33 ..2 119 MONCTROPt UNIFLORA

.2 153 PTERIQlyM ADJJLIN'JM.1 112 HAiANTHciUh CANAicNSE
-.1 196 TRIENTALIS cC RE Ac IS

—

-G1-2A

.2~ 33 CAREX SPP

L 19

1.3 120 KOS3
.3 97 LICHENS

IB

.2 26 BETULA AL L EGHEN IENSIS OR BE

.1 2 ACER PENSfLVANliUM
-^1 3 ACER RU3RJM -
.1 134 PIC-A RUBENS
.1 138 PINUS ST*03US•1 195 THUJA OCCIOENTALIS

c* \*e>



•~f" t^smitm -m -c- 1
- —1-—

' -FT

R£F. NO. I 16RA MAP-u%IT-NO. t 14 DA TE (OA .MO. YRI -•«-07-08-1- - - - •
-«,i N rLOCATIONI LONG PONO. HOI. MAINE

-SURVEYOR—KARcN-SAUNOERS AREA-COVERED— 0. 025-HA r

tEMARKS—

-

AC16 HAROWOOO STANO, MOSTLY PAPER BIRCH. TALL UNORSTORY OP P£ SPRUCE
(REAC-tING TO BOTTOM OF MAIN CANCPY). 7ERY LITTLE HERBACEOUS GROUND COVER.
-SEEOLlNGS MAINLY- FIRST- Ok SECONO YEAR REO ANO STRIPEO MAPLE. PII-i;0 MOUNO
80ULOERS INFREQUENTLY SCATTEREO. SOMETIMES MOSS-CO VEREU . CHARCuAL IN CUFF.
SOIL« MOSTLY MULL HUMUS BUT MORRISH IN PlACcS. A2 1/2-1 CM JE^P WEEKLY
PO020LIZEC. OVER YELLOW-BROHN LOAMY SANO B. f.FORS R. NFFL o.

COVER/ ABUNOANCE RE*1". NO. GENUS SPECIES

6P

3.2 28 BETL'H PA=>YRIFERA
1.2 2 ACER PENSYLVANICUM
1 ,2 3 ACER-RUoRjm
1.2 26 8ETU.A A.LE3HENI6NSIS OR BE
1.1 136 PINUS RESINOSA

E3-6I

*.<» 13*. PICEA RUBERS
.1 1 ABIES BALiAMEA

2A

4.2 2 ACER PEf.SYLVAMCUM
.2 9 AhFi.A,';C uIER S^-->.
.2 2 6 BE TULA AL Lt Gk-_ ;i I

' MSI S OR BE
..2 26 BET'JLA PAPYRIFERA —

H1-2A

.1 196 TRIENTALIS BOREALIS

L 18

1.3 12C MOSS

1A

. .2 204 VACCINIUM SPP-.--
.1 2 ACER PFNSYtVANICUM
.1 3 ACER RU^RUM
.1 3 BETUlI S^ 3

.1 _ 13<» PICEA RUBENS
.1 136 PINUS Sr^OBUS

TOTAL SPECIES = 13

5^



REF. NO. t

LOCATION!
16R6

LONG PGNO.
-surveyor—<apln saungers-

MAP-UNlT-NO.t
MOI. MAINE

1* QATE(DA.MQ.Y*1— C7-0 8-«0

AREA—COVEREO--C.02S HA_.

-REMARKS——
AC16 MlXEO HAROWG30S MOSTLY BIRCH ANO MAPL£t WITH AN UNGcRSTORY OP SPRUCE FRC

6" TO 30* TALL. RELEVE AREA IS PARTLY 4 GiMPISH DRAINAGE A*EA WITH CLAY SOIL.
-THE REST OF IT 13 SANOY LOAM *ITH SL IGWT L Y- ? G Q JTGL I ZE3 A2. NO CH„«GOAL S£FN.
BUT AMY PRESENT wOULO p=.03A3lY HLVc WASHcO OU T. aCATTERE G BOuLGtRS ON SURFACEt
MOSTLY MOSS-COVEREC. NFQRS *. NF-. 5.

:OVER/A8UN0ANCE RE r .NO. GENJS SPECIES

06-ri

2.2
2.2
2.2
2.1-
1.2
1.2
1.1
^.2
.1

3
26
2d

—7 0—
2

66
<— 9-

ACER RU9RUM
BETU.A ALLEGMEN LENS IS
fit TULA PAPYRIf-FRA
-f'RtXI^US NIGRA
ACER PENSYLVAMCUM
FAGUS GRANDIFCLIA
ACER SmCIHuRU^
-AmEwANCmIER 3??.
PICEA RUBENS

OR BE

E3-5P

3»3-
1.1
.2
.2

-13A.
1

2
26

-PICEA RU3ENS
AOI£S BALSAM;*
ACER PENSYLVAMCUM
BCTULA ALLEGHENIENSIS OR BE

H1-2R

2.3 10<»
.2 (*5

? 57
.2 196
.2 212
.1 112

R.l 6*.

LYCD^OIJM ANNOTINUM
COPT IS GfcCENL-NOICA
OENNS7 AE3 T IA PUNCT ILOBULA
TP.IENTALIS BCr.EALlS
VIC. A G".
MAIiNTHEMUM S&NAOENSE
HERB

-G1-2A-

::i n CARE* SP»
GRAMlNiAE

Ml-28

13<»
30

20A.
2
3
d

—70
13d

PICEA RUBENS
BETU.A S io

._vac:imium spp.
acer "ensylvanicum
ACER RuBRUM
ACER SACCMARUM

—FRAXlNUS NIGRA
PINUS STR08US

L 1R

-2,3- 120 -MOSS-

TOTAL SPECIES = ZZ

ss \t>\



—— I III . t. l

REP. NO.t 17RA HAP-UNIT-NO.1 01 DA TE <OA .MO . YR> — -0 6-0 8- 6

LOCATION! SCHOODID PENNlNSUHt MAINE
SURVEYOR—KAREN 5AJNDERS AREA COVERS —0.025 HI. „....._

-REMARKS— ---

AC17 SPRUCE STANO ON ROCKS OVERLAIN BY MOSS ANO PEAT. TWO AGE BRACKETS SEE*
TO BE PRESENT IN OVERfTORY - OLOER. 3FANCHY TREES THAT ARE SCARRED t\u HIS-
SHAPP£N, ANO YOUNGER, WELL-PRUNED TRcES DATING TO ACE OF A SCA*. ON AN OlDER
TREE. TWO 0°EN AREAS IN RELf«/c - ONE ON A RCCKY PLACE COVERED k I T^ iHRUSSt
THE OTHFF. IN A DEPRESSION. WITH S 3 RUCE AND FI? REGENERATION. nlNERA. SOIL
NONEXISTENT OVER MUCH OF Th£ SITE - WHERE PRESENT IT'S FI NE-TEXT U*E D

.

-CHARCJAL. NFORS-H. NFF« 8.

COVER/ABUNDANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E-6I

<».5 13<»
. 2 -

R.l
3 —

195

PICEA RUPEnS
-ACER RUORUH
THUJA OCCIOENTALIS

E<»-56

1.1 l — A8ITS TALSAMEA-
1.1 13<« PICEA RUrENS

S2-3R

2.U 9 3 <ALMIA A'IGUSTIFCLIA
1.2 7h GAY.U3SA:iA f.-.CDATA
.2 2QU VACCIMUM S = P.

R.l 9 AKCLANCHIEr S^P.

H1-2A

.2 51 CORNUS CANADENSIS
.1 153 PTERUIUfl AQUIlInUM

...1 196 TRIEnT-lIS 30KEALIS

1C-

1:! »il Ctffc«

TUAL SPECIES = 15



i

— -— -'VJ

.

REF. NO.! 18RA MAP-UNIT -NO. i Q\ OA TE <OA .MO . YR 1 C8-06-I
LOCATION: WEST MOJNTAlN. MOI« MAINE
-SURVEYGR--<AR£N SAUNOERS - AREA COVERED--Q. 025 HA. ..

-*E-KARKS --

AC18 SPRUCE STANO WITH pq:<ETS 3- REGENERATION UP TO 2-u' TALL, AP» ARENTLt
WHE<E POCKETS OF FIK FCRMEkLf STOOC. BUT tf ~ RY LITTLE FI* REGFNE3 AT I ~N . i.3ri .

SCATTERED. LONG-&EAC FUEL ON GROJNDt MQ5 IL Y FIR. iOMi PIT t rtOONj FurwC^APiY.
FEW BOULCF^S ON SUKFA3E. :HARCCAL. SOIL* fOfiR HUMUS. NO A2 SEEN, SAnGY 5.
NFORS H. NFFL 6.

COl/E R/ABUNOANCE REF. NO. GENUS SPECIES

E6-7C

«.<+ 13«» PICEA RU3ENS
1 .2 2S BF.TULA PAFYrlFF^.A
1.1 3 ACER RUORU.i
1 .1 9 - AMEHNCHIER S".
1. 1 195 THUJA OC:iu:N7iLlS
.1 1 ABIES 3AL5-1E*

E*»-5A

~1 " ~lZi*~ ' PICSA~RU9ENS"

E2-3R

..1 1 ABIES 3ALSA^EA
.1 9 AHElASCHlfcr S-°

4.1 13<» PICE- RU2£NS

H1-2A

.2 153 PTERIOIUM ACUlLlNUM

.1 112 MAIANTHE1UM GANA2ENSE
.1 196 TRIESTALIS 30RSALIS

G1-2A

.2 33 CAREX S»>

.

,~2. 76 GRAMINEAE

19

1.2 13<* PICEA RU3EN3
.2 20<» VmCCInIU.h SPP.
.1 1 ABIES 9AL5A*EA
-^-»1 3 ACER RUQRUM —
.1 9 AMdLANCwl-^ SPP.
.1 138 PlNUS STRO=US.1 187 SO°BU3 AMERICANA
-• 1 2&9 VI9URNUM CASSINOICES-

T3TAL SPECIES = 15

m ^1



R£F. NO.t 19»& MAP-UNIT-NO.

t

LOCATION! WEST MOUNTAIN. NOI, MAINE
14- OATE<OA.MO. YR> l3-0«-W

SURVEYOR—KAREN-SAUNOERS- AREA -COVEREO— 0. 025- MA,—

-REMA R< S

AC19 OVERSTORY MAS LARGE S'RUCE ANO ASPEN. SMALL BIRCM ANO MAPLE. THERE
APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN 4 MAJOR OISTU*9AN:E A33UT 100 YEARS AGO. A MlNOP
•ONE- ABOUT 6G-70 YEARS AGO.
CMARCOAL. SOILt MOSTLY NO A2 (IN SMALL PLACES A2 WELL-PGOZOHZEO 2-3 CM»
MULL HORIZON GRAOING INTO S4N0Y LOAM. NFORS R. NFFL 5.

CO/ER/ABUNOANCE REF.N3. GENUS SPECIES

M6-7C

3.2
3.1
1.2
-l^t-
1.1
R.l
R.l

3
13*.
25

-1<»6-

195
i*

136

ACER RU8RUM
FISEA RUBENS
BETULA P4PYRIFERA
•FOPULUS GRANuIJcNT-AT-A-
THUJA OCCICENTALIS
ACER SmCCHARUm
PINUS RESlNwSA

M«»-58

1.1
1.1

.1

1
13*»

2-

3

ABIES 3ALSA1EA
PICEA RU3ENS
ACER P£NSYLVAMCUI
ACER RU3RUM

E3-WP

.3.3 13<» PICfA-RUO£uS
1.1 1 ABIES 9ALSAMEA
.2 2 ACER PENSYLVAMCUH

H1-2B

1.2
.2
.1

R.l

153
U5

112
-19 6-
156

PTEF.IOIUM AQUILINUM
COPTia GRCENLAN3ICA
MAHNTHE1UK C-NAOENSE
TRIINTALIS 3G*EALIS-.
SOLIOAGO SPP.

G1-2A —
.2
,2

33 CASE* SPP.
-75 GRAMISEAE-.

-L— 13

1.3
»^2-

120
—97—

MOSS
LICHENS-

-M— 1A

1
-20-^-

2
3
9

-13^-

A3IE5 BALSAM-IA
VACCINIUM SPP.
ACER PEN3YLYAr,ICUH
ACEfc RUBRUM
AMELAMCHIES: i?P,
PICtA. RUBENS

<i"V

TOTAL SPECIES = 20



REF. NO. I 2CRA MAP-UNIT-NO. I 1* OA TE (OA .MO. TR> l*»-Qd-&.
LOCATION! HOGOON f»GNO« *10I» MAINE °*

-SURVEYOR—KAPeN SAUNCERS AREA- COVERE 0— 0. 025 MA . .

-REMARKS

AC20 SPRUCEII - PARKLIKE, WITH LARGE PATCHES OF 8ARF ROCK (LICHENS OFTEN
PRESENT) COVERING HUGH OF THE PELEVE. »N 0-0 STUHP HAS AT LEAST T4C SETS
-OF p I*E SCA<=S. SUGGESTING Pf»EATE3 3UANING, PRC3A8LY AT LEAaT UN6 ?!'£
SEVEPE. TFEES APE COMING IN G-.AGUAi.wY AS LICHENS A NJ SHFUSS PZEPA1E HE WAY,
UPSLOPE OP HESfc - MORE 8A*E <<GCK, PITCH Plst ANu r.tu PINE! uQWNSLOPc - THE
MlXEO HARCMCOOS OF AC16. CHiiRCLAL. SOIL « 3VER MU> Or SEuEVE EITMiR 5ARE
-ROCK OP MOSS ANG LICHENS 0V£* 1-3 CM wKGANlC MATTER 0V£ r. KCCK. LESS CFTEN, ..

ORGANIC MATTEPt MOSTLY PROM EPICACEOuS SH-RU5S OVER oqwCEREC ANO CRUMfLY ROCK «

SOMETIMES ilXEO KITH 3LACK HGAMC SOIL. NPiJPS Q. NFFL 6.

COVE R/ABUNOANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E 6*

.1 13<» PICEA RU8ENS

E3-5R

-2.1 13 1» PICEA-«'J3EN>
1.2 3 ACER RU-RUM
1.2 29 6ETULA PCPULIFOLIA
1.1 137 PINUS RIGIOi
1.1 136 PINUS-STRG3JS
.1 1 ABIES BALSAMtA

SI-3P

2-.i» 76 GAYLUSSA3IA 3ACCATA._.
2.3 93 KALMIa ANGUSTIPOLXA
2.2 20A YACCINIUM Sr»P.
1.2 75 GAULTHEPIA PROCURESS
.1-.2 122: MY.-aCA Pi NS YLV ANICA ._
1.1 lb AkONIA MfLANO-APPA
.2 201 l/AC^I^IU* C0RYM3CSUM

H1-2A

.2 1<»9 POTENTILLA TRIOENTATA

.2 . 153 PTEUDlUi AQJILINUM

.1 112 MAIANTHEHUM C4NAOENSE
.1 11<» MELAMPYrvJM Ll.NEAR-

G1-2A

.2 78 GRAMINEAE

M1-2A

.3 91 JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS

.1 3 ACER RUo*UM

.1 9 AMELANCHIEK SPP.
..1- 13<» PICEA- RU3ENS«1 136 PINUS STR08US

IP

-!*> 97 L IC HENS
1.3 120 NOSS

a



.- —<w

air. no. i 20«6 *ap-unit-no. t

LOCATION! HOCOON f-ONC. «OI. KAINE
01 CAit (ca.mo.t^i— -i<.-oa-e©

SU«VLTO«--<»"tN S»UNC£8S ARE* COV£P£C--0.J25 HA.

t£HA««S--—-

COfEP/ABUNOANCE ACT. NO. GENUS SPECIES

SP

2.1
1.2
1.1
1.1
.1

13b
3

133
-195
95

PICEA fiU3fSj
ACE& «l'9 s UM
PIC£A HAVANA
thuja oc-iOiMiacis.
LASIX LAUCIWA

(.9

1
•
•

.2

.2

.2

201
9C
209

— VACCIrUUK CORrn90SUM
ILE* VEf-r IClLLiTA
viej^'ioM CASilNOICES

H3-5R

3
133
1J<.
US

1

195

ACE? *UO?UN
PIC e l rti*I-ni
PICCi P-JoEs;
-PINU3 SI«0:?Jj .

A6I£.i O-.i-iCi
thuja uc;iu£n:alis

S1-3P

2.3
1.2

7*
93

gayiu.;s.i: :i ?*:ciTA
KALlIi .f,GUS I I^OLIA

i:S
.2
.2
.I
.1

23W
16

- 75-
231
30

239

¥AC:i>tI'J- S'O,

-GAUlIhCA-IA --w3-.i3cNS
VACCI'iiui C3A"'", G3u.i
lift /E<r:ciitiTi
VX9U3NU.1 :-ss:noioes

Ht-23

1.2.2
. 1

.1

153
51

112
19b

PTE»I0IU» ATJiLlNUH
CO-'tfj CCs«Jts3"
KAI 1-iT rl£.i JH CA».AGf*SE
TSIjNfALiS 3C-£ALIS

GI-2A

- —».2 78 CRAMINEAE

Ml-23

13«.
3
9

133
13S
195

PICiA RU?£s3
ACER PUj*U" - -

AhELAnChIFS SP*.
PICEA Nft^IINA
P I N U S » r 5 w :T J 5

is - -

1.3
A.J-

97
-42C

LICMiNS
HQSS

T3TAL SPEtlES » 23

fro



rep. *o.i 21-A M;»-usir-MO. : qi
L0CATI0N« SSHUC3I: PENH I S5UL i t IllNr.
SURVEYCR--<AREN iAUNCERS AREA

OATE (C4.MO. YR>

COVEREC— C.025 HA.

•25-38-80

-REM4RKS———
AC21 JACK PIKE STANO ALONG LOOP ROUTT ACROSS PROM OCEAN. \0 FI3E-SC45R:

TREES. LOTS Oc -TAPE StORCC*. SMALL i MO l-SC.E 9CU5.3ERS. LE\/E-*AL JA-< PINE
SEEDLINGS FCU'iR CHARCOAL. SjIL: S U ALLC<< TC NONEXISTENT. O.M. MCSTLY -
SOMETIMES OVER GREY SANO A NO CRUSHES *0CK. NFORS 0. NFEL 6.

COVER/APUNCANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E<»-5»

-2^1-
2.1
1.1

-134-
135
132

PICEA RU36 NS
PINUS 3ANK5IAKA
PICEA GLAUCA

H 3R

2.1
1. 1
1.1.1
.1

P..

I

*.l

PICEA
PICEA
PINUS
ABIES

RU3EM3
GUUC4
?;^>:si ana
SALSA^TA -

SrP.AMELANCMIE
eETULA PiPY-T-'f = i

PRUNJS Pi NSYLVANICA

S1-3I

3.u 76
2.<. 93

. 1.3 63
1 .3 ?43
1.3 2Qu
.2 7

*.2 16
.2 12 3

».2 15?
. 1 2:9

R.l 165

GAYLUSSACIA 3/-CCATA
KAL^IA ir.OUCTIPCLlA
EKPET-iUM MStUM
vac:in:u.i v;r:s-ioAEA
VACClNIvJi S- J .

ALNUS Cr.lS-A
f.R0M\ NEL-\C:ARPA
NEH3 aANTMUi MJCRQNATA
SPIRAEA .CTIP.lI-
VI9U*.;UK CAsSlMOICcS
ROSA. SP?. . - ---._.....

112
1«.9
136

aralia nuoi::l'l;s
cornus canadensis
MA 1 4 NT HEM UM ;-NAuEN5E
Por-Nriui-A r-.o-csrATA
TRIESTUlIS 33KE6LIS

El-29

1.1
1.1
.1

13U
135
132

PICEA RU5ENS
PINUS 5ANKSIANA
PICEA GLAUCA

IP

2.3
2.3

LICHEES
MOSS

14

2.3 7* GRAMlMtAE

TOTAL SPECIES * 26 \y{



NMkv - J«»fc*-*s

REF. NO. I 22RA MftP-UNlT-^O.J 0| DATE <0A. MO. YR) ---19-Q e-
LOCATION! OTTER POINT. «QX , MAINE

—SURVEYOR—KAREN SAUNOERS AREA COVEREO—0.025 HA.

REMARKS «*-

AC22 LARGE 8LOWCOWN WITH FEW STANOING SPPLC£S. LARGE PATCHES OP FEGENERATI
CHARCOAL. ALTHOUGH NO REALLY OLD TR^ES rflTHln RELEVE. PR08A3LY STl!'_ SCHE
STANOING IN OTHER PARTS OF THE BLOWOGWN. SOiLX G.M. OVER PoWOERED ( 1NKISH RC
NFDRS G. NFFL 1C

.

C0VER/A8UN0ANCE REF .NO . GENUS SPECIES

63

i.l 26 BFTUL4 ALLEGHENIENSIS- CR-8E
1.1 13i* PIC£A RU3ENS

H3-5P

.J. 3 1 -ABIFS BALSAMCA.
1.2 151 PPU.VJS' P£NSY'_ VANICA
1.1 26 bftul; p;pyrifera
1.1 13<» PICLA RU0EN5

H1-3R

?.< 112 HAIANTHfKUH CAN A SENSE
2.3 62 D«.Y3?F E.-ii S S PP.
«„2 lfl AST£= AS'JN:»iATUS
».2 ZZ AST£:; UMi--L'.'.iUj
•.2 51 CORNU3 Ci NA J

c.r.j:s
.1 Ik ALALIA NUOICAULIS
. 1 in LYSI.-uCHU 3UAD.-.XFOLli
.1 165 SCLIDAGO PLC.jSA
.1 196 TKiFNTiLlS 33REALIS

G1-2R

2.<* 76 gkaminea;

M1-2R

1 .3 167
t.2 - 151
.3 20U
.2 28
.2 123
. 2 164
.2 13 7
. t 1

.1 13*»

RU3US ic:eus
P^Ur.'US PiNSYLVANICA
V-C:iNl'JM S 33 .

BlTULA PAOYRIP:TR.A
NEMO'ANTmUS IJCRC'UTA
RI9ES GLANuULOSUM
S0^3US AIERICANA
ABIzS 3ALSAMfi
PICEA RU3ENS

1A

.3 120 MOSS

TOTAL SPECIES = 21

le'L.



»f. NCI
LCCiT ZOM
-SU-iVeVO*—

JAY
?3P4 MAP-UNIT -NO.

t

MOUNTAIN. "OI, MAlNc
01 OA TC(Oi.MO. YR)— 2i-0e-eO

•<*eeN-s*uNOERs- • AR€A—COVEREO—4.-02S-MW.

*e-*arxs-

SC23 MIXEC Htf?OHOCOS iNO rONlFERS. ASPE'l :CiTTEREO THROUGHOUT AsO PREDOM-
INATING IN SOME i*EAS. P«0QA3LY A FIRE A60UT 90 r£4-S AGO. iNF^EOUtNT
-90ULOsfiS-OM—WftPiGe.—sGlL*—««>1.L—-*«JMOS^—kO-W—AeaAA-Cuf-^d- F I.-«C—1£ H.O«-i.AfcCt_cOAM_
SOIL 130UT
A FA 19 AMOUNT OF
RUNS ThHOUCh ?EL!

•IOwnEO
YE.

i> R.
TREES

Nf?L J.
, MOSTLY 13PEM :nO SOME SPRUCE. Sh»llC<< CULLY

COVER/ASOmOAMCE ref.no. GENUS SPECIES

HS-fC

J.
2.

1<.6
70
J-
it

26
26

-is*-

POP'JLJS GRflNjIOENTAT A
FRAXI.-IUS f4 I S ^

»

-ACER-RUoRUN-
ACF5 SACChAw'JH
BETUl* AL'.EGHtNlFNSIS
dETUcA P»pv*IFS3A

-PICEA,- RU3ENS -,
pinus srsoaus

OR 8E

5P

-2^
2.:
2.1
1.1
-*-,2-

2
13W
26
3-

-ACEl »ENSYLrfA\i;UM
ACC* PENSYLVAnICUM
PICEA RU3EN5
8ETULA ALLEGHENIENSIS OR
-ACE R—ioeRUM-

9E

-XJ-4R-

2.2
2—2-
2.1 13<»

ASIES 9ALS-M£i
.AC £ * -P EiiS Y L VA.-OCUA-
PICEA RUbEf»S

Mt-23

-i-»A-
.2
.1

57 .C£J4NSIA£aXIA_PUNC.riLCEULA-
POL YiTICHUM
ARALIA NUCi:

ic-^csr icmoices
,uuis

.1

.1
-•-A-
R.l

3 *112
-A96-
127

HE R8
maunthehum ::naoenSE
IRIiiiC-ltXS.- SCREALlS
CNOCLEA SLNSI8ILIS

Gl-24

-O-
.2 33

.GRA-Ml-"iEAi

—

CAREX SPP.

H1-2R

-1,2
1.2
1.1
.2

. 1

.1. 1

-*^.l-
.l

2
1U6
209

i
30
70

-13*»-
13a

JLfll ES.-9A_SA.M-Et
ACER PENSYL/AK'irUM
popu'.us ;rano:oentata
VIBURNUM CASil.NJIOES
ACER-RUSRUrt
AMEl.nChIER 3P».
"ETJL4 S 3 ®
f5U[NUi NlG?l
PICEA RU9ESS
PINUS STRCSUS

14

-*^3- -4-2 C- -MO S S

iac
T1T1I C3CP.TP? a



REP. NO. I 23Rtt NAP-UNIT-NO. »

LOCATION! OAY MOUNTAIN, 101, MAINE
on CATE<CA.MC.YR|— 21-0 4-W

-SWRVtTO*- fAe-sN-SAuN&E-R^- -A«E » SW6-*S->—t.m-afc,

-RCH4RK 5

AC23 HltfC HAfiOwCOOS 4NO :3NIF£*S. P£W D3WME0 TREES. FIRE uPSLCPE mso P*OdA3LT
PETERED OUT AnO EH*:.* = 'J*nE } LIGHTLY OR MC* AT iLL -»ER£. SDIL« mJll-*C* iumuj

SEF4R»TE LAYERS IN HlNffliu SOIL. ^xCO-SLY mAShEu JOWH!*Lu?E .N THC££ Su:CESSI
STORM? AFTE* PISE UPSLCPE. THIS RELiVE IS IT SGTTJM P A* 7 OP SLOPE W IT h
ONE E3GE Cf RELEVE ? LAT. PE« UOWnEJ TRIES ARE PAPER 9IRCH, ,SPEn Uiu 3FRU3E.
•FORS-R.-NAPC-ft^

-SOV-EPy A&VNOANCE- imts- -SJ>€-CIE-S-

-M6~^C-

2.2
-2-, -2 6-

13<*

28

199

ACER SACCHARU*
_8t TULA—~»L-EC»c-M-EWS.*.S-
PICiA PU3tsS
ACE* RU6RJM
8ETULA P« f- YR IF£*A
.POP'JUaS-CRA.'*J*DitiTiIA_
TSUSA CiNAC£'iS:5

-or- se-

ns-*?

-2.3-
2.3
1.2
.1

13«.
2

26

-A9Ic>- 3ALSA.1;A
PICE A *U3EsS
ACER 'ENSTLV JNICU.1
8ETULA ALttiMiMEK: IS CR 5£

M1-2A

.2

.2
-*-2-

.2

.1

.1
--A-

.1

62

-Aii-
250
iw
23

-li2-
196

DRYorrrois spp.
CYNSwCiRTJH j-.YCPTERIS

.-0XAL_IS_rtCin7i.'j;
UVUtARiA ir^ilLlPCLlA
ARABIA SUuICA J'.IS
ASTIR SP>

.

_MA IANTHE.1U.1 C-.NACENSE
TRIEnTAlIS 00r£ALlS

&!•

.2
-»-2-

33
-7«-

CAREX SPP.
-G^A.tlX£A£-

-Kl-23-

1.2

.2
».2
.2

.1

.i

1
-A-Jk-

2
26

9
134

A9IES 3ALSAMEA
• PICiA -RU3;fo
-C£R =E».SYL/A''
BETU-A Aw^EJfE'
betula p&py^;c-:
-ACE 3-RU86.JJ1
ACER SA^-maRum
AMELANCHIE9 SP=
pinus ST*caui

;cuh
«:ensis C.R

13

1.3 120 MOSS

T3TAL SFCIES a 22

TTT

b\
t t

tt T? I TT *aevi



REP. NCI 23F4 HAP-UHlT-NO.t
LOCATION! JAY MUU'iTAlN. * j I . MAlMc

Ci OA T£(OA.MO. YR) 21-0 4-6

-SURVEYOR— <AA.E* SAUNOERS- AREA-COVEREO—0.02S HA--

-REHARKS

t323 MIXSO HAROHCOOS ANO :0NIFERS. ASPEN SCATTE9EO THROUGHOUT ASO PREDOM-
INATING IN SOME AREAS. PR33A3LY a *IRE ABOUT 90 YEAR'S AGO. INFREQUENT
eOULOtP.S ON SURFACE. iClLI *ULL HUMUS. NO- 4 2 APP AR £uT - S- F I n£ YELLO* JANOY-LO
soil about :• JttP. Nfj-ii *. nffl a.
A FMR AMCUf.T OP OOWNEO TREES. MOSTLY iSPE.N ANO SOME SPfcUCE. SHALLOW CULLY
RUNS THROUGH RELEVE.

COVER/ A3UN0ANCE RET. NO. GENUS SPECIES

HS-rc

1U6 POPULJS GPAs:iOENrAT A
7C fRAH-.US NIGRA
3 ACEV <U3«U«
*. ACE* sac:*arum

26 8ETU.A i»'.COH*NlFNSIS OP
28 Bf.TuLA P»?y^:f-.<a

XZ 1* PICEA RuSF.sS - •

138 PINUS STSC9US

BE

5P

2.2
2.1
2.1
1.1
-*.2

— 2-
2

13<»
26
3-

-ACE* >ENSYLVANi;ui _.
ACFR PENSYLVANliUM
PICiA KJ3£n5
BETULA A'.LEGMENIENSIS OR
-ACER. *U=i\U«

9E

M3-LR

2.2
? .Z
2.1

ASITS BAlSA^EA
-ACE? PE.'.StLVANlCU.I.
PICcA r.Uatr.S

Hi-29

1 • *» - 57
.2
.1

lfc<»

1«.

.1

.1

.1

9
^J112

. 196
R.l 127

CENNSTAECTIA PUNCT IL03ULA
P0LT5TICH.1 AC.-i^Sr ICHOICtS
ARAIIA f.OLi:auLlS

HFR 9
NAIASTMEMUM CANADEnSE
IRIiMALla SCr.iiLlS
ONOCL£A stHSiaiLlS

Gl-2»

.3

.2
7a -

33
-CRAMlMtAi. .

CAREX SPP.

Hl-2*

-1.2
1.2
1.1
.2

-.1-
.1
.1
.t

-.1-
.1

1-
2

1«.6
209

3-
9

30
70

13*.-
138

-ABIES 9A.SA1EA. .

ACER PENSYLrfAMCuN
POPULJS SRAN0I3EMATA
VIBUr.NOM CAS5IN0I0ES

— ACER *u3Rum ..

AMEtlNC-IER SPP.
eETJLA S^o
FRAXlNUi NIGRA

-PICEA KU3ENS
pinus sr;csus

U

-*^3- -120- -HOSS-

m



REF. NO. I

LOCATION!
-SURVfcYOR—

04 y
23R6
MOUNT.

lAitN SAUNOERS-

MAP- UNIT-NO.

«

IN, HOI. MAINE
CT CATECCA.NO. YRI---21-Q8-&0

-ARE A -COVER! — C.025-HA.-

tEMiPKS-

AC»3 MIXEL HAPOWCOOS ANO :3NIFERS. FEW 30WNE0 TPEES. FIRE UPSLO°E nac PR03A3L1
PETER-0 OUT ANO EITHER 9UH.NZ LIGHTLY 0* NOT AT ALL HERE. SOIL: HJUw-iCR HUMUS
-A8DV6- /£t»Y DEEP PINE CLAY-LOAM. NO CHARCOAL AT BOTTOM OF OUFF, 9UT TM^EE
SEPARATE LAYERS IN MINERAL SOIL. PROBABLY KiSntJ dOWNSLCPE IN 7HSEE SUCCESSIVE
STORM; AFTEr. FIRE UPSLCFE. THIS *EL£VE IS AT 50TT0M P--.T OF SLOPL w IT r.

ONE EDGE CF RELEVE FlAT . FEW UOWNEO T R- E S ARE PAPER 3IRCH, -.SPEN U.G SPRUCE.
-NFORS R.-NFFL-8.

-COtfEP./ABUNOANCE REP. NO. GENUS- -SPECIES-

..M6-7C---

2.2
2.1
2.1
1.2
1.2
1.1-
1.1

13U

20
11.6
199

ACER SACCHAS'JM
BE TULA t.L EGHENIENSIS -OR-BE-
PICEA FU3fr.S
ACER RUE^JM
8ETULA PtPYRIFERA
POPULUS GKANUlOiNTATA
TSUSA CiNALeNSIS

M3-5P

2.3
2.3
1.2

. 1

13«.
2

26

ABIES 3ALSA1EA
PICEA RU31N3
ACER '>£.. I YLVANIC'JM
BEIULA A.llGHcnIEnSIS CR 8£

H1-2A

,2 62 ORYOPTEPIS SPP.
.2 1h GYM-0;a* } lU 1 C.-;TOPTEfiiS

*.Z 13C OX A LIS MOr. TiVi
.2 200 UVULA<IA :> r ;> ] I L I PGL I A

.1 1<. APA.IA NUCIUJLxS

.1 23 ASTER SP 3
.

•1. - _112- - MAIANTHEMUM CANA-ENSc
.1 196 TRIEMAcIS SO^EALIS

Gl-24

.2
« .2

33 CARE* SPP.
._7<J GRAMINEAE

Hl-23 —
1.2
1. 1-

.2

.2

.2.1

. 1

.1.1

1
13V

2
26
28
3
k
9

136

A3IES OALSAMEA
PICcA RU3t Nj ....
MC-rv PE NSYCVANICUM
BETUI.A A..ESH; NlEf.JlS
BETULA PUPY-.I^ERA
ACER RUQkjM
ACER SAC:ni3UM
amelancmIfs sfp.
PINU5 STRC3Ui

CR BE

1.3 120

13

MOSS

TOTAL SPECIES 22

&'*



«EF. NO.l 2UP.A HAP-UNIT-NO. t 23 OA TE <CA .MO. Y* ) 22-06
LOCATION: CHAKPL4IN MOUNTAIN, I A

H

, MAINE
SURVEYOR— <4ReN S;UN06RS • AREA-COVERED— C. G25-HA.

-REMARKS

AC?^ PIT:h PIN; STA. 40 WITH *EO S'RUCE. SliLL PATCHES CS NEEDLE- \0 LIChE
COVEPED ROCK SP C IN<L£D TH-.OUGhOUT. VERY LITTLE ft EGENEkA TI CN . Pkj31.'-V & ? I R
-ABOUT 97 Y£.iRS AGO. AND- ANOTHER » -LESS- 3c RZGUS- -FIREt AflGUT -lZl-VtARS AGO.

—

SOIL: ERICACEOUSt PEATY O.M. OVER PUSHED RDCK.
NFD*S Q. NFFL 6.

C0VIR/A3UN0ANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

M3-5P

3.1 137 PINUS RICIOA
1.1 13U PICEA RU3FNS
.2 29 CETULA POPULIFQLIA

S2-3C

3.<» 76 GAYLU3Si:iA 9*CCATA
2.<* 93 KALKIA ANGUSTIFOLIA
1.2 122 HVRICA PENSYX V ANICA
.2 91 JUMPiRUS COMMUNIS

Hl-24

l-,l 112 MAHNTHE.IUM SlNAOENSE
.1 11C MELAMPYkUM Llf.EARc

Hl-21

.fc.l 3 - -ACER RU9RUM
.1 16 AftONlA ttrLANOCARPA
*.l 13<» PICE4 RU3EN3
R.l 9 AMELANCHIcR SPP.
R.l _ 137 .. FINUS RIGICa
R.l 187 SCRBUS AMERICANA

IP

3.3 2C<» VAC:iNIUH S?».
-1.2 75 -GAULTHERIA-PRCCUrtOENS-

-L 13

1.3 97 LICHENS
-.-2 12 MOSS

TOTAL SPECIES = 17

LI
v)



REF. NO.t 25RA Ht«>-UNI T -NO. t 01 OA TE (OA.HC. YRI ---
LOCATION! CAOILLAC MOUNTAIN, MOI • MAlNt
-SURVEYOR— KAREN SAUNDERS AREA COVE RE —0.025- HA .

26-Q8-50

IEMAR<S-

AC25 9I9CH SCRUB FOREST KITH BARE ROC* PATCHES SPRIMCLEO THROUGHOUT. SCS'
BOULDERS. STU M~S FFON SALVAGE ANO CLEANUP AFTER 19*»7 F I r" E . 3P*u: E £><J 3EE0-
ORIGIN OAK STUMPS FGUNO.-SOiLl A2 WEAKLY P Cw ZOL I ZEO.- LE iS THAN 1-Sm, OVER-

TURE
—OR
TELL ON- BROWN FIN SANOY LOAM 0. NFORS *. >4F*L 8.

:OVER/ABUNOANCE REF.NO. CENUS SPECIES

M3-WC

-^3.3
2.2
1.2
1.1

-1 .1
1.1
.2
.2

-.2-
.2
.1
.1

_.*9 8ETULA POPULIFOLIA
23 ASTER SP 9 .

158 CUERCJS RUP.RA
1 ABIES eALS-."!EA

134 PI3EA- RUBENS --
151 PRUNUS PEKSYLVANICA

2 ACER "EnSyl VA'ilCur
7 ALNUS LMSFA
9 AMCLA'OULR SPP.

171 SALI* SP. .

132 PICEA GLAuCi
1*,6 POPULUS Gr ArOIDENTATA

M1-2R

1.3
1.3

.1*2

51
111

- -1S3
112
12
1*.

... 22
1ft*.

196

.2

.1

.1

Jl
.1

co ?.nus canadensis
LYSIM-Cni: 'j '»•• T-JiFCtli
PT»"iiJiui AOJILINU.H
MA lA.'.THf HU>1 l"A NAwrNSE
AkO;v:,Urt ANjO-AEMlF OwIUM
AK-Lli N'Jii;: Mi.! 3
ASiC'% U.Miii LL-". * J-
SCLlu-uu (-u-;l-'JlA
IRIEnTALIS SOtALlS

Gl-20

t .«. 78 GRArtlNEAE

H1-2P

2.3
1.2
1.2
1. 1

1 .1
.2
.2

::!
.2
.2
.2
.1
-1
.1
.1
.1
.1-

20*. vac:i
-.7 cg^k

209 YI9J9'
13<. PICEA
i**6 PO->J-
. 2 . - AC-. A

7 ALNUS
2« SETUL
58 QJEfci/

- 75 - GAULT
138 Fir; US
171 SAL IX

9 A He L A

93 KALI!
151 PP.UNJ
158 GUERC
166 PUnUS
188 -— SPHA

,NlU* S°P.
OMA rir:.G~ ir;A
nu-! ;a3jIn:::e3
FUR: >;>

Ji iKilsaiDESTATA
PlN'SYLV amclm
c p. : s c :

A PftPY-irf-4
illa LCiiC"-";
Ht-ilA ?-'. ;Cuij£NS
STRC'iUS
s^.

.

NCHIER 3PP.
A A.V.GU3TIF35.IA.
3 P-! SCYLV ANICA
US RU a -<A

ALL- GHCMENSXS
EA .ATI^CLIA . .

-4.-13

1.3 120 MOSS

-T3TAL SPECIES—* 33

SeiL



OATE<OA.*O.TR|--Jt.-C8-«0RE*. NO. • P-31 MAP-UNlT-'iG, i_23
lccAti-m schcqji: P£.N'<tNvULt. k»In£
su»>ve»c»—<»AEN siungers area cove»€o--c.025 m».

•RE**R<S

Q OT.H It.?.* V\t\Z STifiO ?Y LOC» AT T3» ff S:^330IC «E40 s CtO. »30jT 237.
9A*£ ?3CK LtJJf, "-5TL' IN JPPt 4 *; L C CF 'tLtVE. ASuNCif.T Qiil-ZZi.
6EN:»r* Th3;E r t ctsTL» 1LO-N uG»N */MJC:S. »OlLt -Q-lLT K-< u^r.iMC
M.O^i?3f. GW >. 'CC<. «Mt = £ nIl£!\AL jwIU IS •'i.tSENT, IT'S FI f.c - Ti x T Ur £0 .

NO A2. N«"C*S Q. NfPL 6.

COrfER/ABUNO«NCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

65-€P

3.2
2.1
1.2
1.1
.2

135 PINUS MNKSI1W
134 PICiA *j8£n:
28 serjn »; = T*.iFf9.t
195 — Imjja OCCIw£MALlS -

3 ACE* <U£ 9.UM

K3-4C

-1.2 — -7 AltJS CRtSPA
1.2 123 hE-O^i'.Tl-US f»UC<0':ATA
1.1 13*. PiCEA vJPfchS
1.1 1J5 PI^Uj 8is<$:&M
.2 25 8ETJLA PA? Y..;f£ *A
.2 239 w^u^-iuM :a:mnoices
,1 157 SOnSuS iwEPIC-NA
R.l 195 Thuja OZZ I LEnTA LIS

S2-3P

2.4
2.4
1.3

76 CATLU3SACIA aicCATA
S3 KALiU anGujT irOLli

IbC fc.h0003tN0R0-i CAf.AOENSE

_. Ml-23

.2
-.2

.1

.I

18 ASTER ACUhlNS TuS
-51 CO**JS CANA3EMIS - -
14 APtcI; SUO"iULlS

112 MAUNfHENOM CNACE.NSE

t:\ Itt nmmwwum

.3

Cl-26

01-2<

7
123
2C9— 3

<J

28
13*.

- 1&7-~
135

ALNUS CRISPi
Nt^OPA.Nf-tUS •'UCKO'-ATA
VI9.KMUM CiSSlNOIOES
ACti rUaiUM _
AMiLAN^IER S?P.
8E7ULA 3i?v-iiF£"*A
PICiA RuSEf.S
SCR3US il£?ICASA-.
PINUS SANKSIAr.A

1R

204- - VACCIMIUN -5PP. .

VACCINI'J.l WITIi-IOAeA
EMP£T-<U1 NISRU1
GATLUSS-CU ?-CCAT4

- <AL«IA JN&UjTIFOLrA
R.H00OO1N0RCN l.NACENSc

IR

2.4
1.3

120
97

ROSS
LICHENS

T3TAL SPCCIES - 25 \tf



jh-mOHL Ml MM 1

OATE <0A.M0.YR)~ 1-08-8 GREF. NO.* RC2 ri»P-UNir-*0.t 23
LOCATION! CHAHPHIN MTN, IAH, MAINE
-SURVEYOR—KARkN S4UNCERS AREA- COV£RED--fl.-025-MA.

R EMARKS-

NORTHWEST CF SUMMlTt RELEVE IN OP;N PITCH PINE-REC SPRUCE iTANO. ONLY
ONE TREE WITHIN RELEVE IS KCSE Thjn 30' NO PITCH PINES LESi TH.N 15 FEET
-TALL. EXTSE HEtY FFw FED SPRUCE SSEOuINSS* NONE GROWING WELL- SCAT

T

EnE u 80U10ES
FUELSt INFREOuENT SCATTe.*=."D liCWNci PITCH PINE ANO r-.O SPRUCE t SOMi STANDING
OEAO TREES. SOlLt PEATY QxGANZC HORIZON , 1-6CM, SChETIMES OtfER CRUiHEO
ROC< C HORI70N, 1-5 CM. NFCtS Q. NFFL 6.

COVER/ABUNOANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E 6A

R.l 13«» PICE A RU3ENS

5P

2.1
2.1

13W
137

PICEA
PINUS

RUBENS
RIGIOA

H3-V8

1.1
.2
.1

-*.l

13*. PI3EA RUBENS
90 ILEX V£?T IClLLiTA
25 BEULA P3rULlFJLlA

_28. 8£ TULA- PAP YKIFcftA

-

3.(.
-Z.i*

.2

.2

.1

si-3:

76
—93
75

2QU
16

gaylussa:: a 9:ccat a
KALMIA INCUS Tlr CLlA
GA'J- thl^i & p = ;cum3Ens
VACCINIUH SPk.
ARO.NIA MEL *nOC.;RPA

Hl-29

1.1 153 PTERIDIUM AOUKINUM

r"

.2

.1
lH

.1 - - -. . in.-

. 1 196
R.l 119
R.l 15C

MAIANi Hc>lUM CANAQENSE
CO^SUS £iN*C?N5l5
MELiMPYxJrt -INEARE
T^I-rsf-LlS 3Ci-£iLl3
MONOMQPA UNIPLw<\A
prenanthes Spp.

L 1A

.2

.2
97

120
LICHEMS
MC3S

.1

E 1A

13<» PICEA RUBENS

TOTAL SPE2IES = 19

•— -«»j i «ji

no



OATE (OA.HO. T«l--22-aa-dCR£F. NO. I *0J M4»-UNlT-NO. t 2<»

LOCATION! 8DWCirCH TPAIl, lArt, naisi
-SURVEYOR—KAREN—SAUNQ£iR5 4*E4 -GOVEFE 0--V-.025- H* .

—*E-H*RKS

CRED MAPLE- iSM SWAMP WITH CONIFER UNOERSTCPY. OECIOUOUS STANO START' j AB3JT
IOC TEASS A^O. *h€N IT GOT TALL ENOUGH, CONIFERS CA**£ IN. ASH STA3T:\G 10 CI
*Grf»-0VER3TC-'.< 3REAKIN& UB «-1uC<-S3ItT- ff Uwii -<3F -CHARCOAL »- PROBABLY w;>h;q
oown -rom sl^rcunoing high ;reas.
NFORS R. NFPL d.

C0VER/A8UN0ANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

3.2
2.2
R.l

3
187
26

61

ACER 3U9RU*
SOP9J3 taME»IC-NA
8ETU-4 A.-EGhcNlENSIS OR 2E

1.2
1.2

6
90

03-<.9

ALNUS RUGCSA
ILEX VERTICILLATA

E2-5R

2.1
1.1
-.1-

13*.
1

-13«-

PIC-A RU3ENS
ABIES OALSAHfA
PINUS- SJROoUS-

-Gl-38-

1.2 76 GRAHINEAE

5.5
3.<»

1.2
.3

Hi-2;

191
110
-212-
79
67

SVH»LOCA^PUS FOETIOUS
LYCOPUS SP°.
-VIOLA S??.
GRA.MlNEi;
FlLluAccS

V.S
-1-

.1

HYPERICUM Vi^GXNICUM
FOTENflLLA iif.fi Let

_2l ASTER NEHCRALlS
196 TRIENTALIS 30r.EAJ.IS

8i«»A

-4~2
.2

-90-
93

-ILEX-VERIICILL-TA. —
KALMIA ANGUSTIFOLIA

IP

^J^J- -120- MOSS-

-1*-

.1
-*-.!-

.1

.I

.1
-»-l-

3— 9-
30
69
90

ACES RU8RUH
-AMELANCHIER SFP.- -

BETULA SPP
FRAXINUS AMERICANA
ILEX VSKT ICiLLATA
J>XiE»—RU8ENS

nrAi SPECIES « 22

n\ \^



OATE (0 A. HO. YR I --22 -0 3 -8ref. no. i R0> ,„ "* p :uxir-.vic. ! <J«»

LOCATION! MiR»IC< TRAIL. IAH, MAlNc
•SURVEYOR—<AREN SAUNOERS AREA- COVERED— 0. 025- HA.-

-REMAR<S—
CE9A* 80G. OVERSTORY 20-<«0' TALL. SO INDICATION OF PISE IN BOG, BUT CEOAR

EXTENDS INTO SURROUNDING UPLANOS. <IHZRz. IT'S SCAR3EJ. NG SURFACE rOCKi.
SOIL! SPHAGNUM PEAT 1.5-2'- GEEP OtfER- FiNE-SANO -(SHALLOW I -OVER R3C<S.-
NTORS H. NFFL 8.

:over/abunoance ref.no. genus species

E5-6I

% 5 195 -THUJA 0~~

I

3tNT^ LIS
.1 3 ACER RU0*JM

H3-«3

i i 195 Thuja ocioentalis .

.1 3 ACE* *U3*UM

.1 13<» PICE.A Ru3tNS
- -

H1-2P

3.L 191 SYMPLOCA^PUv FC£TI0US
.2 %6 CO°TIS r.RO^NLANOICi
.2 59 CHOSE-!! 5 k f-

.

. 2 212 . VTOI4 S^f,

.1 kb C0* 3 0SITAE
.1 67 FILICAILS
.1 eO HAH-N-RIi BL£PH/!RIGLOTTIS

».l 8U HERS
.1 196 TRIlNTALIS 0CSE„LlS

G1-2C

5.5 -78 GRAMlNfAE . _.

1.2 33 CAR£X SPP.
......

Bl-29

1.2 93
.2 39-
.2 7k
.2 2C2
.2 20 w
.1 — 51
.1 96
.1 Ida

KALMIA 6NGUSTIF0LIA
CHAKA£OA=Hr,H' L-LYwU-A'
GAULTHfrIA HlSPIC'JLA
VACCINIUM C**:0-COS
VACCIMIUH SPP.
oo*sus ;;st")-'i3is
LEOUri GR3;NLA:.3ICUrt
SPIRAEA LATIFCLIA

M1-2A

3
9C
95

-13<.

195

ACER SU3RUM
IL£X VE =.T ICILLAT A
L-RIX L..3IOIN:
PICEA RU3ENS - ..

THUJA 0C5I0ENTALIS

i:

S,5 120- MOSS

—

TOTAL SPECIES = 25
'-72-



REF. NO. I R05 MAP-UNIT-NO. I 09 OATE <OA. MO. YR) — 25-0 8-8
LOCATION! THE 33W-. MOI. MAINE
-SURVEYOR— KAREN- SAJNQERS AREA -COVE RE C--C .025 Ml .

-REMARKS

POST-FIRE PAPER 8I9CH- AS^ES STAND 9Y THE BOWL. OLD PIT A NO MOUNO TGPGGR&PHY
SCATTERED 9CUL0EPS COVER :8GUT 2 0*/. Or Th£ SURFACE. LOTS OP 3EAL 33---E0 SPRUC.
-8EAV£?-CQwsfcO AS 3 fcN (FAIRL* RECENT*. LOTS OF SPRUCE IN UNCERSATOSY. 3\CWINGJ
BEST CLOSE TO THE S^ORE. Wh£*E BEAVER_4CTIVITY_HAS = £EN "EAVIE5T. MA<ING_GA?
in camopv. eiG clo stj.ip
SOIL*
-NFORS

60UT 2
R. NFFL

Cn A2 OVER
a.

*ITH A
rELLOH

FIRE SCAR.
LOAMY i AN J

LOTS
3

OF CHARCOAL ON SU-iruCE r SO

-CO/ ER/ A SUNDANCE

—

REF.NO. -CENUS- -SPECIES-

-0«f->C-

U.5
-1. 2-

1.1
.1
.1

-R.-1-

28
3-

151
1UP.
1*»7
—29-

BET'JLA PAPYRIFERA
ACER-RUBRUM - — •

PRUNJS PENSYLVANICA
PCPULUS CRANOICFNTATA
POPJLJS TREMUlOIOES
BETULA-POPULIFOLIA

E2-3P-

3.2 13<» PICE4 RUBENS

01-3B

R

28
209

- </ -
93

123
156
ZtiU-

3
5

1<#6
1«.6..
151
70

BFTULA PAPYRIFERA
VIBURNUM CASalNOIOES

.. CCMPTONIA PERiGRINA ...

KALMU isGUS:i r OtIA
NEMCHAf.THUS MUCRUNATA
QUERC'JS RUO^A

— VACCIM'JM SPP.
ACfc« ?U-"HUM
AMELANCHIER S- 3 .

POP'JL'JS 36 ANOIOcNTATA
.. POPULUS GRANCI3ENTA7A
PRUN'jJ OE^SYLVAMCA
fraxinus nigr;

H1-2B

-1„2-
1.2
.2
72

.2
R.l
R.l

153
196
51

119
-186
206
23
56

-PTERI3IJM AO'JILINUM—
TRIEnMlIS 3G-EALIS
CCRNUS CANADENSIS
MONOTROPa UNxFlORA
-SOLI3AG3 SP?.
VERONICA OFFICINALIS
ASTER SPP.
CYPRIPEOIUM ACAULE

G1-2A

.2 7& GRAMINEAE

L IP

3.3 120 MOSS

TOTAL SPECIES * 25 73 \L



tfr. MO. « Mi M4P-UMT-N0. I C9 OATEfOa.MO. Ml— 25-os-ao
LOCATION! T*f 8JW.. lOI . .1AI*£
SU«V£VOK~<A<tN »*JMOta> — *RZA COVERiO- -0.025 M»

•CLEWF s

CUT S»fiuC
-SMO^C ALS
LESS .IV(
SO"i 3*KS
XMM&OXATE
-OONT COt
NFORS «.

C0*ER/A8UN3ANCE R£F.nO. GENUS SPECIES

03-5R

— 1.3
1.2
.2
.2-.2 —
•1

-28 BETULA »C*Y«rFC9A
29 6ETULi PCPULlFOLlt
3 ACE? HU.l'.'jn

171 SAlI* S*». .

-2C9 - *iid*HUi ;iiS;NOICES
ISI Pfr.UN'JS PiNSTLVA.NliA

E2-<*t

--.1- 134. PICEA F.U3ENS - _.

-SI-2P.

2
1

1

.3

.2

.2.

121

93
1 .2 123
.2 39

• .2— . L7
.2 7S
.2 9C

» .2 16b
.2— - 166
.2 i*>0
.2 ls«
.2 189
.2 20a.

NY9i:» CtLE
ALSUS C^iSPi —
KAllIA f.C-U>I i p OLli
k£ KCPtM-lt'S m.:->G'iiTA
C»tiPli:C--r<f. r CiL*CULiTA
CC*PIJNH (fuC'l'iicam^u »--.l: jrbei.s
ILEX YiMiGlLLATA
snoacjf '.:>«<. -i .-".iCrNSE
PU2JS AL.cw-£*. ZEN5XS

if- I?J-. A I »T fCLlA
SPIRiCA TL-rif.TOSA
-yacciwuk spp.

Ml-2*

19
22
69

153
59
51
62
iT

11C
1<»

t<-3

1J3
dt.

178

AST;* LIMFII-FOLIUS
AST£-< U.1=tLt.4TuS

- ht?c«:cun VIrG-IMCUf
PTiil^Ij-l iTJlLlNJfl
C P S £ ' & if-f-.

CC-sui CASA3FN5IS
- cuTC^rF^is Sr1 ?.

HYSE^IC'J- CanOEnSE
LTC3"JS !".
AiALli nj3::iulis- POLTGON'J.-i i^P.
SOLlJiCC GR.A*:*IFCLIA

SC^:=»HUL»«IAC£AE

C1-2P

33
177
12«.
125
7b

20<.
-170

CAPE* SPP.
sci3 a us jp».
NUPMi^ SPP.

g» a * : ^ t a t
«»c::muk sp?.
-SA&lTTAKlA LATIrOlIA.

-01-28-

28 8ETJLA Ptar^IPErA
-29 BETuH PCPolIFJ^IA

2 ACE« °£n? TtVAMCUH
3 ACc« ^UL?f
9 ANEwANCMlin SP°.

TOTAL SPECIES « -J

14



REF. NO. I R3' NAP-U^I T-HO. « 09
LOCATION I TREMOn:. MO I. 14 IN;
-SURVEYOR— <AftfcN SAUNuERS A«£A-

GATE (OA.MO.YR) --27-Qd

COVERED 0.025-MA,

-REMARKS-

8IRC-1-ASPEN STANQ WITH CONIFERS
GROWTH ON EITMtS *IO£. 3UT hIQCLc
-CONIFERS. LCTS OP SIDELIGHT. NO
JUST S*ALL BRANCHES. ONE CUT
IN MOST PLACES JUST G«OUNu ROCK A30VE SOLID
LOAMY SANC.
-NFC*S ft. NfFL-8.

ON TREMGNT BURN. BELTS OF DENSE CCM r EROJS
<?3M£WMfcT C?£N 5IRCH-&SREN HIT* iCATTEREC

ON SURPiCE. NC OOWNEO T=JN<S. • -
V£. CHARCOAL. SOlLl VERY SHALLOW,

, IS .

^ouloers
STU1° IN R;L

RCCK. HhfcRE SGIL PR&SENT, FlN£

-COVER/A8UN0ANCE ReF~.NO. GENUS- -SPECIES--

.£--73-

1.1 13<» PICEA RU8ENS

H5-3I

28
1«6

3-

1
13<»
133

8ETJLA P6PYPIFERA
POPULUS GxANCIJcNTATA
-ACE* RU3RUM
A91ES 3ALSA.1EA
FICEA RUBENS
PINUS sr*:3js

M3-W3

1.2
1.2
-+.Z

.1

.1

7
209
—28-

1
13*.

ALNUS CRISPA
VIBURNUM CASSINOIOES

--SETJLA PiPYSIFERA
ABIES 9A.S-1E4
PICEA RU3ENS

H1-2R

1.1
.2
.t

-», t-
.1
.1

51
153
1«»

-22-
22
112

CORNUS CANADENSIS
PTERIC-IOM ATUlLlNUM
ARALIA NUOICAULIS
-AST£.R,.UMBELLiIUS
ASTER SPP.
HAIANfr(£MUN CmNAOENSE

5:1
L

if IHofftUi wB^EALIS

G1-2A

.2 7t GRAMlNEAE

01-21

«».<
1.3
.2

-.2
.2
.2
.1

-»,1-
.1

2Q<»
93
7

-28-
1*7

168
123
-1*6-
209

VAC^I^I'JN S-PP.
KALMIA ANGUSTIFOLIA
ALNUS CRISPA
8ETULA P4PY9IFERA
COHPTONtA PEREDRINA
RU9US SP».
NEHOPANTHUS ML'CRONATA
-POPULUS G6ANCI JENTATA-
VI3JRNUN CASSINOICES

14

-*^3- -«*- noss-

TOTAL SPECIES 23 nC \ Jw



P.EF. NO.t R08 HAP-UNlT-NO.! 02 OATE (OA. HO. VR>— 27-04-60
LOCATION l T RE MONT. NO I. MAINE
-SURVEVOR--KAREN SAUNOERS AREA COVEREO—0.025 HA.

ICH4RXS—--

CK,VERY OPEN PEO PINE STAHO ON TREMONT 8URN. LOTS 0*" SAKE BOULOcRS AND 9EDROC
APPEALS THAT ONLY SCATTERED TREEl SJRVIVED FIkE PROBABLY BECAUSE SEVERE

- -CROWING CCNOITIONS HAOE IT OIPPICU.T ^D* DAMAGED* SCA*9EG T-vEES TD SURVIVE.
TREES SEE* TO have 9EEN GRADUALLY SEEDING IN AS LICHENS ANO Sh*u95 GSOjAlLY
CLOTHE ROCKS. CHARCOAL PRESENT IN DEPRESSIONS. SOIL ALNCST NONtXliTiNT OVER
HUCH OF THE AREA. NFDKS 0. tiFFL 6.

COVER/ABUNOANCE REF.NO. GENUS SPECIES

E 68

.1 136 PINUS RESINOSA

02-<»3

1.2 28 BETULA PAPYRIFERA
1.2 1<.6 POPULUS GRASDIDENTATA

S2-3»

2.3 76 GAVLUSSACTA 8ADCATA
1.2 93 KAL^IA ASGUSTIFOLIA
1.2 205 VIBURNUM CASSI"OICES
->.2 122 HYCICA-PENSTLVA'UCi

.2 160 RHOCJJENCRCN :i\ADENSE

.1 16 ARONIA MiLANOCA'PA

E1-5R

2.1 13*. PICEA RUBENS
2.1 136 PINUS RESIND5A
1.1 1 ABIES 3ALSAM-:A
_•— 1 136 PINUS-SIftOeJS-

4.R-

3.2 20f. VACCINIUM 5PO.
.3 63 EKPcTRUH NIGRUM
..2 9 AKElAuCHl EP SPP.

.2 16 ARDMA ME LAnOCA -.Pi

.2 75 GAULHERIh '.OCJugEKS

.2 91 JUNiPE^Ui COMNLMS
-,1 76 GAYLJSSACIA atCCATA
.1 93 KALNIA ANSUSTIFOLIA

L IP

3.3 97 LI^HEMS-

-H 14-

.2 153 PTERI3IUM AOUILlNUH
.1 112 MAIAnThEMUN C£\-OcNSE
.1 196 TRIENTALIS SOSEAlIS

5 JLk

— .2 33- CAREX-SPP^-

TOTAL SPEDIES = 22
-7 A-nh



LOCATION! TREMOKT# MCI. M4INE
SURVEYOR— <AREN SAUNQERS

w»» u j. um i c l urt «nu« iff ""£/ ~U <) •<} (

..-AREA COVEREO--0.Q2S HA.

-REMARKS —
SP*U:E-HA°C^CC: STAND In TREMONT 3'JON. A^EA MAY HAVE BEEN LOGGEO 3EFOSE

BURNING. THIS CCULO EXPLAIN SlOwnESS 3F CCNI e E?S TO SEEL IN. LiMlfEu iEED
SOURCE. OLD MAPLES ARE SPkOUTS. YOUNG OF 30TH SPROUT I SEEC ORIGIN. SCAITERE1
ROO<S ANO 80ULCER3 ON SURFACE. CHARCOAL. NFCRS H. NFFL 8.

C0/ER/A8UN0ANCE REF. NO. GENUS SPECIES

_3~1-
2.2
1.1
.2

M5-6I

13t. PTC r A P!J9 r NS
3 ACER RUPRUM

28 6ETJLA PuPVRIFERA
9 AMEL4N2HIER SPP.

03-W8

1.2
1.2
1 . 2

123 NCMCPANTHUS MUCRONATA
2J1 VACCINIUM CORYMSOSUM
2C9 VIBURNUM. CASSINOI^ES

Ml-^H

2.1
1 2

13<» PICF4 RUSENS
1 A F-

1

r S =iLS 4 ^ ra

1.2
R.l

3 ACER <U3RUM
95 LARIX LAklCINA

S1-2P

2.3
2.3
1.2
* . 5

93 KALHIA AUGUST IF3LIA
2C<* VACCI'JlUM SPP.
76 GAYLUSS-:iA FiCOATA

.2 W7 COMPT3NH PEREGRINA

Hl-23

1.2 153
.2- 51
.1 112
.1 196

R.l li*

R.l 67
R-l 186

PTERIOIUM A1UILINUM
CCRNJS CANADENSIS
MAIANTHEMUM CANAOENSE
TFIEsfALlS BCrEALlS
ARALIA NUOi:AULlS
FILICALES
SOLluAGO SPP.

01-2A

.3-

.2

.2

.1

.1
R.l

—91-
3

123
9

—28-
187
13<.

-JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS
ACER RU3RUM
NEMCPANTHUS MUCRONATA
AMELANCHIES SPP.
-8ETULA -PABVRIFERA
SOR3US AMERICANA
PICE4 RU3ENS

1R

2.3
1 .3

97
120

LICHENS
MOSS

nn 1 1\



REF. NO.t RIG MAP-UNIT-NO. I 02
LOCATION! EAGLE LAKE, M3I, MAlNs.
-SURVEYOR--KAREN SAUNOERS - AREA

OATE(GA .NO. YR> —28-08-8

COVEREO—0.025 HA.

-REMARKS" --

-

HKE3 REO ANO WHITE PIN? STANO ON NORTH EDGE OP EAGLE LAKE. CHARCOAL
UNOER A SLOWDOWN. SOIL* VERY SHALLOW. MCR HU1US OVER PCWOEREO ROC* In HOST
PLACES. IN OPPRESSIONS. SLACK LOAMY SOIL BETWEEN. NFORS H. NFFL 8.

-COVER/ABUNOANCE—REF. NO. CENUS- -SPECIES-

E -71

3.1
-4. t-
1.1

136
.138

3

PINUS RESIN3SA
.pinus siRcaus-
ACE* RU8RUH

E5-6P

2.-3-
1 .2
1.1
.1

13<*
3
1

136

-PICEA RUBENS --
ACER RU5RUM
A01ES 3ALSAME4
PZNU5 RESINOSA

H3-UP

2.3
1.2
-1.2-

.2

.2

.1
-. 1
R.l

76
1

123
9

209
13 <»

15 3
136

GAYLUSSACIA saccata
AfllES 6ALSA--.A
NE^GPiNTHUS . nUuRuNATA-
AMElArjCHlE S 3PP.
VIBURNUM ;tSSlNOIDES
PICEA RU3EKS
QUERCUS RU2 r.A
PINUS STR3BJS

H1-?A

-»-^2.
.2
.2
.2
,1-
.1

R.l

-1*.
51
158
186
112
196
15

ARALIA SUOICAULIS
CORPUS CANADENSIS
OUERCUS RUBRA
SOLIDAGO SPP.
.HAIANlHEMUH CANAuENSE
TRIENTALIS "C.-EALIS
AKISAEHft TKIPHYLLUH VA

R

STE

H1-2R

1.3
1.-2
1.2
.2

->,2-
.2
.2
.1

*.l
.1
.1
.1

-R.l-
R.l

-76-
93

20**
<*7

- 75-
115
195

3
9-

134
158
209
66-
136

— 5AYLU3SACIA-3ACCATA
KALMIA ANGUSTI^OLIA
VACCINIUM SPP.
LCMPTGNIX PFREGRINA

--GAULTHEKIA -?tiOCUM3ENS
MIT3HELLA PE'ENS
THUJA OC3IDEN7AL2S
ACER 3.U6RJ«

- AMELAnChIER SPP.
PICEA RU3EM5
OLE'CUS Rue^A
VI3JRNUH CASSINOIDES— FAGUS GRANCIF3LXA
PINUS RESINGSA

1A

-».2- -12C- -MOSS-



REF. NO. I Rll HA5-JNIT-'JC. I 01 OATEfDA.nO. YR I—-2s -3*-§a
LCC&TIONJ SCHCOuIC PENNl'oJLAf Milsb
SURVEYQ*--<AREN SAJNOERS AncA C OVc RE 0--0 .025 HI.

-REMARKS----

:OVE*/ABUNOANCE R£F.NO. GENJS SPECIES

.£. .19.

3.1 13«# PICEA RUBENS

SR

2.1 13*. PICEA RU3ENS
1.1 29 8EIUL* PO^ULirC'-I*

E3-5I

3.1 13«» PICEA RUBENS
2.1 1 AflTES 3ALSA«=«
4..1 2ft EETU'.A 'UY^-f f *A . _..

.1 195 THUJA OCSIOcMALlS

Hl-21

..3 51 CCRNUS C4NA0£>SIS
.3 196 TrvI£sfALli 3C*EA:.IS
.2 13 ARA'.I* HlijCI.ic.

.1 112 MAlAMfMEMun CANA0EN3E

G1-2A

».2 33 CAREX SPP .

Ml-23

1.2 1

.3 20U

.2 25
».2 167
^,2_. 2C3
».l 9.1 13«.
R.l 123
ft-.!-— 147-

- ABIES BAtSA^A -
vac;iniui s 33 .

6ETUL- rAP*RIFE*A
KU30S ICAEUS

— WACCINIU.1 VI^IS-IuAEA
AMEL4NCHIF* S B P.
PICEA «U9E'.S
NEMOPANTHUS MUC^ONATA—SOR3JS--AMEMCAKA

-I*

2.4 120 KOSS

-TOTAL-SPECIES » 17-

,« -_ »



nth »» i i r-. *M.

REF. NO. I R12_
LOCATIONS LAKEWOGOt HOI.
-SURVEY OR—KAFcN-SAUNCERS-

MAP-UNIT-NO.
MAINE

22 OA TE(OA. MO. YR)— 29-0 8-8Q

-AREA- COVE RE —G.025-HA

r~

-REMARKS——
BURNEG AREA BEWEEN LAKEW003 AND FAWN PONO. NORM uOOGC SAYS IT WAS F-UfiNSO A801

6 YEARS AGO. MOSTLY SAKE ROCK (23-25Z), AND 5mRU3-SPRCUT SCRUB. ARE- HAS ALSO
BURNED IN TwE-47 FIRE. TREES ALIVE AT--TME TIME WERE REC MAPLE - RED- w-JC-ANQ .RED
PINE 10STLY. STUMPS 55-65 YEARS OLD CUT BE e ORE U7 FIRF.
TWO LIVING LARGE RED PlNtS JJiT OUT3IOE eURf.-.O AREA. °CTH SCRAGGLY.
SPINOLY , ICOKS LIKE LEFT BEllNO FkOM -i IGhGRA DING . MOST OF RED ?InE
SEEOLINGS ASSGCIATEO WITH CnE-GF Th£S~ TwO TR£=.S. PROSAELY A FIRE KENT THRCUGh
MERE iBCUT 12C YEAfcS AGC. SOIL* IN PROTECTED HOLLOW, HAS DEEP A2 (ABOUT 12 CMI
STRONGLY POCZOLIZED WITH YELL OW ISH-ORANGE-RRChn B FINE SILTY.
NFORS S. NFFL 1.

;OVER/ABUNOANC£ REF.NO. GENJa SPECIES

3B

1.2 156
.2 3_ 4,2 - 29
.2 1<»6

_.*.2 .„_ - ID
.2 153
.2 181
.2 16A

. . l- _. 13
.1 Id

R.l 12

Hl-23

OUERCUS RUBRA
ACcR RUBRU*
BEIUL1 POPULIFOLIA
POP'JLUS grandioentata

... ANAPhALIS MARCARITACEA
pteridium aojzlinum
solioa^.o :ana:c.n:.:s
soli3ago pu^-.'ula

_AkALlA MISPICA .

ASTER ACUMlf;: T'j.S

APG^YNUM A NuRO>A£MIFOLlUM

G1-2B

1.3
.2

7t
33

GRAMI'JEAi
CAREX SPP,

01-21

2 ,<* <*7

2 .<• 20**

r 3
.2
2

II
_2 6
29

•

.2 167

.1 9

. i 136
• .1 135
.1 1«6
.1 1«.7
.1 _15 3

R .1 171

COM PT 3 Nit PERlG-
VACCINIUM SPP.

IN A

APO'<i.M .

vi;L"NLL~'''->4
BETULA- 3 A=> YR1F£RA _.
BtTUH POPL'LiFUuIA
RUBJi IDt^US
AMELANCHIER SrP.
PINUS PESIN3SA
PINUS STRGBUi
POPULUS GRASCIJE
PCPU>US TRtMUtOI
CUEkCUS RUCRA
SALIX SP..

• TATA
ES

T3T6L SPECIES = 2<»

.?.



OATE(OA.MO.YR)--29-0 8-8lREF. NO.* R13 MAP-UNIT-NO. I 12
LOCATIONt LAKEWOOO. MOI. MAINE
-SURVEYOR— KAREN--SAUNQERS AREA-COVE RE O--0 .025 HV.-

!EM-ARKS

POST-FIPE CA< STiNO 3ESI3E RECENTLY 3URNE0 ^I2i LAKcWCOO-FAW N PONG WEA.
A CHARRED STUMP, CUT 3EF0*E 1S«.7, MAS T WC P 12.= SCARS. TM£Y*.-<t A30UT .hIkTY'
-THIRTY-FIVE YEA^S APAwT, -3ur-IT 'S-MA^Q. TO -TELLr- REO PINE STUMPS S*Ai-EO-6I
30-32 YEAPS 0L3 (ONE FOOT) PRG9A3LY FROM 1 SPRING 3URN . LIGMT G*CUNL FIRE.
SOlLt &2 AS MUCH AS 12 CM 3EcP G/ER FI.NE f Z LLQW- 3RGWN 3.
NFORS R. NfFL 8.

cover/asunoan:e REF. NO. GENUS SPECIES

51

3.2
2.1
1 .1
.1
.1

158 QUE"<CJS RU?~A
136 PINUS RESINOSA—j . ACf P-RUBRU.i
28 BETULA P4PYRIFERA
29 BETJLA POPULiFOt-IA

E3-U?

2.1 13k
1.2 28
1.1 1— 1 .1 — 132— -

1. 1 136
1.1 138
.2 29

PICE A RUBE US
BETULA PuPYtlcERA
A3IES 3A„SA.1i4
PICEA GLAUCi
PINUS MESINGS&
PINUS STr. CtUS
OETUL1 POHULIFOLIA

Hl-24

.2

.1
-*.l

.1

13 ftRALIA HlSPIOi
112 MAIANTHEMUM C-NAOENSE
153 PTERIOIUM AQJILINUM
186 SOLIGAGG SPP.

G1-2A

-Am. 2-

.2
-33-
78

XAREX-SPP
GRAMIN= A£

-M1-2P

2.3
-2.3
1.2
.2
.2

^2-
.2
.2
.2

-,-i-
.1
.1
.1

76
-20 V

t*7

3
28

-29
167
168
188
__.9_
136
138
156

GAY'.USSACIA 9ACCATA—VACClNlUM SPP.
COMFTONU PEREGRINA
ACER RUBRU"
BETULA PiSY-.IFERA

- BE TULA- POPU LI FOLIA—
RUQUS IOAEUS
RUBUS SPP.
SPIRAEA LATIFCLIA—AMELANCHIIP SPP.
PINJ3 RE5IN35A
PINUS STRC9US
QUERCUS RUdPA

•TOTAL SPECIES = 22
W-
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APPENDIX E

Vegetation Summaries Based Upon all Releves Occurring in a Cover Type
(Map Unit)
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APPENDIX F

Cluster Analysis Dendrograms Based on Standardized and Absolute Distance
and Associated Reordered Data Matrices
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APPENDIX G

Constants for Acadia Planar Intersect Computations

- % % - i» 2 - 3 m 3»+(sound) jWrotten.

d* s d* 5 d2 5 5 s

Beach 0.015 0.768 0.37 0.765 3.49 0.64 0.64 ~

Birch (Paper) 0.0256 0.66 0.23 0.66 2.62 0.55 0.55 0.41

Maple (Red) 0.0324 0.648 0.26 0.648 2.92 0.54 0.54 0.40
m

Red Spruce 0.0179 0.49 0.325 0.49 2.19 0.41 0.41 0.31

Cedar 0.0256 0.37 0.22 0.37 3.31 0.31 0.31 0.23

Red Oak 0.0361 0.756 0.31 0.756 1.74 0.63 0.6 3 0.47

Pitch Pine 0.0289 0.66 0.35 0.66 2.50 0.55 0.55 —

White Pine 0.0289 0.42 0.31 0.42 — 0.35 0.35 0.26

Red Pine 0.528 0.23 0.528 — — — —

Fir — — — — 3.65 0.36 0.36 0.27

Yellow Birch 0.0256 0.744 0.23 0.744 — — — 0.47

Aspen 0.0324 0.456 0.31 0.456 2.25 0.38 0.38 0.29

Hemlock 0.0064 0.48 — 0.48 — ~ — —
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APPENDIX H

Biomass Equations Used in the Acadia National Park Analysis
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APPENDIX I

Bylaws - Hancock County Mutual Aid Agreement of 1973





t':-L*x
m
.-:z

i:ancoc:< county mutual aid agreement of 197

ARTICLE I NAME and OBJECTS
Section 1 This Activity shall be known as the HANCOCK COUNTY MUTUAL

AID AGREEMENT OF 197 3.

Section 2 The object of this AGREEMENT shall be to promote :,..; scie
of fire prevention and the methods or' fire suppression by
joining together and collectively working to reduce the"
life and property loss from fire within the County.

AUTICLE II MLMEET-S
Section 1 Qualification for membership sha! 1 he as prescribed in

Article I of the HANCOCK COUNTY MUTUAL AIL ACKLi.Mr.NT o: 1

Suction 2 Membership shall be open to the tire suppression strvici
any and all agencies and political subdivisions, sp'eeifie
in Article I of the aforementioned AGr.ELMF.NT, whose offic
have been granted authority to legally subscribe their si
natures to the AGREEMENT.

A KT I C L E III C "
i' I C L K

1'

Sect 1.->n 1 The HANCOCK COUNTY MUTUAL AIO AGREEMENT Of 1072 dec^ not
require, cue s it r o v i c e or t.i c v 1 Citicr. c : , a r.

y

officers except as spccifiec in Section 2 , below.

Section 2 The County Coordinator, July elected by the Hanco*./. Court
Firemen's Association, is hereby granted the n • j

c

e

s

r. a r

y

authority to administer all sections o: the AGREEMENT.

Section 3 The members of the Board cf Arbitration, fiv* (SJ in :..rs

snail be appointed by t.-.e President ot the Hancock "o.r.ty

Eircr. er. 's Association, pursuant to trie requi r er ent t. o:

Article I of the HA:. COO'. CCUN7V MUTUAL AIL ANREE.VI.NT OF 1

ec t ;on purport, of the u'w^rd cf
any disputes regarding the interpretation c f the

ulia 1' C t « O r id 1 c
• • * » »

AGREEMENT. Also to bring tc the attention of ail ..artic-s

concerned the development of situations whore, thrw ugh 1<j

titration

o: interest an

J

ilure to maintain proper stand of p

parcdncss, any parties to this AGREEMENT might she- ar.

unwillingness to bear a f«ar proportion of the burden.

Section 5 further duties of the Loard of Arbitration shall be as s f

in Article I of the AGREEMENT.

ARTICLE IV MEETINGS
Section I The County Coordinator shall be given, and is hcr*.'2,/

given, the necessary authority to request the Chairman



of Arbitration to call such meetings of the said
Board *s the Coordinator shall deen necessary in the
best interests of the subscribers to the AGREEMENT.

Section 2 The Chairman of the Soard of Arbitration is authorize!
to call such meetings of the Board as he nay deem
necessary to best carry out the intentions and -equire
ments of the MUTUAL AJD AGREEMENT. An annual meeting
shall be held as soon as possible following the annual
April meeting of the Hancock County Firemen's Associat

ARTICLE V AMENDMENTS
Section 1 These articles, or any section thereunder, may be ame

at any meeting, specifically called for, in writing 7

days in advance, for that purpose by the County Coordi
at which eighteen (lfi) or more signatories to the HANC
COUNTY MUTUAL AID AGREEMENT OF 1973 arc present." Voti
shall be by show of hand.-.. The County Coordinator sha
be exempt from voting except to break a tic vote.-



MUTUAL AID AGREEMENT of 1973

PREAMBLE:

The occurrence of fires in Hancock County is a matter of

grave concern to all citizens, <ai dramatically demonstrate- a by

the Bar Harbor Fire of 1947. The effectiveness of cooperation

in fire prevention and fire suppression as a result of the ac-

tivities of tnc Hancock County Firemen's Association, together

with the mutual aid agreement of 1955, is furthermore shown by

the gratifying results in recent years. Advantage should now

be taken of accumulated experience to propose a revised contract

correcting the weaknesses that have become evident in the former

setting, forth the rights and obligations of the respective sign-

ers in a more definite manner. Provision should also be n:de

for the settlement of any disputes thav might arise.
i

This is a compact between "contracting units" as subse-

quently defined, by which each signatory party binds itself to

the best of its ability to carry out the functions of " re-rues tin<

units" and of "responding units" a: circumstances demand.

ART. I - DEFINITIONS:

A contracting unit nay consist of a town, city or any ot

political subdivision of the State, an agency of the State of Ma

or of the United States of Ar.erica, a quas i-nun ic ipai cor^oratic

or an organized volunteer fire cor.pany. In any case it must hav

responsible officers with authority to commit their organ 1 zat ior

by signature, and whan appropriate by corporate seal, to abide I



t

tracting unit shall possess a minimum of one (1) mobile unit in

operating condition and command a sufficient n ur.be r of xen experi-

enced in fire fighting to be able in the opinion of the hereinafti

defined Board of Arbitration to. render effective aid in ca.,-2 of

emergency.

A sobile unit shall be a self propelled piece of fire

apparatus

.

A requesting unit is a contracting unit which seeks asnis

ance by reason of fire or emergency of such magnitude that it can

be successfully coped with by local means, or which threatens to

spread to property outside of its own proper limits.

A responding unit is a contracting unit which upon order

the hereinafter defined County Coordinator, or upon direct reques

from a requesting unit confirmed by directive from said County

Coordinator, dispatches men and/or equipment to the aid of said

requesting unit.

The County Coordinator is an officer of the Hancock Count

Firemen's Association, who must be in a position to have an offic

constantly attended, reached by telephone without delay at any no

and he shall be the administrator of the cooperative undertaking

provided for in this agreement.

. A mutual aid call is an emergency alarm ordering men and/

equipment to move from its own jurisdictional area to another,

either to render active assistance or to stand-by as replacement

for equipment already responding. To qualify as such, and thus



•

The Board of Arbitration shall consist of five mc-bers,

three of whoa shall b« regular aeobtrs and two of whom shall be

associate members of the Board. All members of the Board shall b«

appointed by the President of the Hancock County Firemen's Assoc:

tion ms soon as possible after the annual meeting of the Aisociat
e

which is held in April of each year. In 1973 the President shall

appoint one regular r.ember of the Board to serve for one year, or

for two years and one for three years. Zn each year thereafter i

shall appoint one regular member to the Board to serve for three

years. In 1973 the President shall appoint one associate member.

serve for two years and one for four years. Upon the expiration

the term of each associate member, the President shall appoint ci

associate member to serve for four years. After the second year

senior regular member shall be Chairman cf the Board. Prior to t

tine the chairman shall be elected by the members at their organ:
i

tion meeting. The associate members shall act only in case a rec

lar member of the Board shall be ur.able to act, due to interest,

absence from the county or physical incapacity. The Board shall

keep a written record of all its meetings and may call a hearing

to be held after notice to all interested parties. The purpose c

this Board is to arbitrate any dispute that may arise between cor

tracting units regarding the interpretation of this agreement, at

to avoid as far as possible the development of situations where

through lack of interest and failure to maintain proper standard:

of preparedness, any parties to this agreement might show unwill:

ness to bear a fair proportion of the burden.



1. To provide effective cooperation for mutual assistance

between the contracting units in combatting and in preventing fi

2. To pool the fire fighting resources of the contracting

units with a view to dispatching equipment and men to the scene

a fire at the earliest possible* moment

.

3. To expedite communication between the contracting units

in order to carry out effective plans to fight fires.

4. To provide cooperation in investigating and determining

the cause of any fire.

ART. Ill - OBLIGATIONS:

SEC. I GENERAL . All units signatory to this agreement:

1. Shall report promptly to the County Coordinator all

fires needing outside assistance.

2. Recognise the principle that the officer in charge in

the territory where the fire or emergency is located shall be in

supreme command.

3. Will, when requested to do so, .assist as far as possibl

in the determination of th*s origin and cause of the fire.

4. Will abide by ruler, which from time to time may be form

lated for the purpose of more efficient operation by represer.tat

of such units as shall have authorized their Chiefs of Fire Oepa

sent to act in their behalf.

5. Recognize that while there is nothing to prevent the co

tracting units from entering into other agreements with third pa

nothing in such compacts should be incompatible with the obligat

assumed under this agreement.



Stat* or County emergency.

7. Will report promptly to the Cour.ty Coordinator such

equipment as cay be out of service for repairs, and to report when

said ec.uipr.ent is again available.

SEC. II OBLIGATION'S OF REQUCSTIN'C UKITS. All units si7natory

to this agreement , who hereafter assume the status of requesting.

units, agree:

1. To transmit all requests for assistance to the off ice-of

the County Coordinator.

2. To be responsible for men and tools and equipment of the

responding units, but only to the extent of those actually request

3. To pay for or replace all gas, oil and food consumed by

the responding units.

4. To release men. and equipment cf the responding units as

soon as possible after control of fire has been accomplished.

i

» 5. As an exception in case of Forest Fire, in addition to

payment or replacement of gas, oil and food as specified in Scctic

II-3, to pay to the responding unit the prevailing rate of pay fo.

similar service current in the municipality of the responding uni

S5C.XII OBLIGATION'S Of r,£:-:-C^ fj:::G UMTS . All units signatory

to this agreement, who hereafter assure the status of responding

units, agree:

1. To report to the County Coordinator when equipment is

returned to its home station after answering a call.

2. On arrival at the fire scene, that its officer in charge

shall report to the local officer in charge and shall recognize h

asthe one in authority.



serve as ordered by the County Coordinator, but to avoid ccnpU

stripping of all fire protection until assured of coverage by o

units.

^4 . 7o cake no charge for service of nen and tools or equi

rent engaged in fighting structural fires, but in such cases th

requesting unit will be obliged to pay for or replace all gas,

and food as set out in Section 1 1 - 3 above.

5. To be ready to send equipnent on request of the County

Coordinator to other headquarters for stand-by service.

6. At the request of the County Coordinator, to post one

aan at the hone station to assist in cossunicacion and direct

stand-by service.

AFT. IV - TERMINATION:

This agreement shall terminate en April 1, 1978, but nay b

renewed for an additional tern of five (5) years by any two or

i

of the contracting parties by giving a notice in writing of int

tion to renew to the County Coordinator within thirty (30) days

prior to April 1, 1078. The renewal of this agreement shall be

effective only as to those parties who sign the agreement after

proper authorization and within thirty (30) days prior to April

1978.

ART. V - PENALTY:

The willful failure to respond to a call as provided herei

or failure to maintain a standard of preparedness satisfactory

the Board of Arbitration, may be cause for loss of standing as

contracting unit and the Board of Arbitration, after hearing wi



Arbitration docs dcterxinc that such penalty shall be imposed,

then the contracting unit which is in default under this agrocnej

sh«ll have no. further rights or obligations under this agreement

and shall be so inforr.ed, in writing, by the Chairman of .he Boa:

cf Arbitration.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this.

instrument as of i^^ f j , 1973. f^f^**M
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ATTORNEY GENERAL* S OFFICE

May 27, 1973

I certify that I have examined the foregoing interlocal
cooperation agr accent, and that I find the sar.a to be in proper
fora and compatible with the laws of the State of Maine.

Assistant Attorney General
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ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE

May 27, 1973

I certify that I have examined the foregoing interlocal
cooperation agr accent, and that 1 find the sar.e to be in proper
form and compatible with the l*v& of the State of Maine.

Assistant Attorney General
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